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HERE ARE CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
TO DELIGHT ALL MUSIC LOVERS
Family - Friends - Teacher - Student
delightful notes
by Gorde
PLASTERBUSTS, 8" HIGH
Beethoven, Paderewski, Mendelssohn,
Mozart, Brahms, Verdi, Wagner, Schu-
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PLASTER BUSTS, 11" HIGH
Beethoven, liszt, Mozart, Wagner.
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Bronze Finish $3.00 eo.
Size 3 * x 5 j n.
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"The Child is Father 10 the Man"
Dear Sir: The article in the
July number of ETUDE, "The
Child is Father to the Man," by
Joseph A. Bollew was read with
more than ordinary interest by this
public school teacher, because she
has given vocal drills in class work
to all the children in her rural
schools for some years past, and
knows that every child has been
benefitted thereby in reading and
speaking voices. She can say with
conviction, "she has never lost a
voice yet! II and she believes that
the foundation for later possibili-
ties may have been laid.
The writer had had two years of
training under a former concert
artist, not because she over-esti-
mated her own capabilities, but in
the belief that any extra knowledge
outside the required qualifications
would be useful in the school room.
As Mr. Ballew stated, we are
emerging from the past belief that
the voices of only gifted children
should be "trained." This teacher
believed that those children of only
average gifts had the same rights.
Music in the schools should be
the right of all children, and by
some manner of means the average
voice should receive vocal culture.
Public speaking has been recog-
nized as a useful art of late years,
but this writer is not certain of
how the class work is carried on,
but she learned that vocal culture
even in small children is beneficial.
Since the talking pictures ar-
rived, one may notice that the ac-
tors "speak with their lips," due,
it seems, to the fact that aU ac-
tors of the silent screen era sought
improvement by vocal culture.
Then, why not start children off
towards the same goal of speaking
distinctly and with clear enuncia-
tion? Simple vocal exercises will
bring about that happy state of
affairs.
There has been no effort to do
more than encourage the children
in singing; no statements that "this
EDITOR
will make you sing better." The ex-
ercises are simply presented with
the regular sight-singing lesson as
if that were the regular thing in all
sc11001s. Of course the older chil-
dren are enlightened in regard to
the benefits to be expected, except,
of course, boys with changing
voices. Since most children are
through with the rural school soon
alter the age 0'£ twelve, there has
been no marked attention paid to
boys' voices.
Perhaps anticipating the present
trend in musical education, this
teacher could see no reason why
children who make all manner of
awful noises in their play or in
a display of temper, could possi-
bly have their voices ruined by
culture. She did not ask the par·
ents for their opinion.
The first exercise is simply hum-
ming the scale of C and eventually
any melody they may be learning.
Not more than three times, it may
be said; for the first week. The sec-
ond week the vowel sound ali is in-
troduced and added to the time
spent on humming. Thus it pro-
ceeds. When the end of the school
term is reached there is decided
improvement in vocal sounds.
One boy of uine years at the be-
ginning seemed unable to make a
single musical tone. He merely
spoke the syllables of the scale
in a basso profunda voice, but by
the end of the term he was sing-
ing with the rest of the children.
Given two terms in a rural
school I have given older girls in-
dividual training, so by the time
they enter high school they have
the opportunity for teachers there
to classify their vocal abilities and
give advice. High school expenses
are heavy: parents themselves 'are
not taken with the idea of culti-
vating an average voice. I have
done what I could and with 110
thought that the time of teacher
or pupil has been misused.
Rose D. Willis
Pagosa Springs, Col.
MUSIC IN SOUTH AFRICA
Would you like to know something of the musical development in
South Africa? The December ETUDE will have an interesting account
of a concert tour made by Andor Foldes, piano virtuoso. Be sure to
get the Christmas issue of ETUDE.
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After
100 years
the greatest
STEINWAY
of them all
There is a reason why great artists
for a century have relied on the
singing voice, the tonal color and
responsive touch of a Steinwny. It
takes more than materials to make
a Steinway. Built into each instru-
ment are the supreme craftsman-
ship and the constant urge to be
perfect, which give the Steinway
its pre-eminence. The new Cente-
nary Grand enshrines a century of
craftsmanship in a piano of classic
quality. It combines tonal perfec-
tion with grace and simplicity of
line~so beautiful in tIle home.
How should you select a piano?
'Your Steimuay dealer is a piano
authority. He will point out true
differences that should be weighed
when selecting a piano. For a free
copy of "How to Choose a Piano"
-which displays the distinguished
Steinway Grands and Verticals-
write: Steinway & Sons, Steinway
Hall, 109 'Nest 57th Street, New
York 19. A Steinway Regency Ver-
tical can be delivered into your
home for as little clown as $147.50.
Liberal time to pay. "Slightly
higher in the \Vest.
For years to come-Your Stcinwny will
guide your child through the inspiring
impressions of music. Besides a force in
shaping appreciation, it will be a friend
and companion loved through the years.
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See how easy it is to own and play
the new Wurlitzer Spinette
Here you'll read that a \Vurlitzer
-the home organ that only the
wealthiest in the land could once
afford-is now within your reach.
The fine craftsmen who gave
America the "Mighty \Vurlitzer"
have just created a new instru-
ment that costs only a few dollars
more than the lowest priced organ.
This new Spinette is the first
organ to combine lightning action
for light music 'with traditional
tone for more serious playing.
And look. You plug it in and all
1,000 magnificent tones are yours
to command.
Let your W urlitzer Dealer tell
you about those wonderful extras
you get-automatic tone controls,
superb styling, overhanging key-
boards. Plus, of course, the most
amazing Ueasy-play" course ever
developed,
WURLffiERORGANS
Made by the World's lorgest Builder
of Orgons and Pianos
Under One Greet Name
7
THE COMPOSER OF THE MONTH
ETUDE this' month commemorates
the death date of one of the truly great
music masters of all time-Felix Men-
delssohn-Bartholdy. That he was as
versatile as he was great is proved by
the variety of his output. One has only
to realize that the same mind which
produced the gay sprightly music to
Shakespeare's "Midsummer Night's
Dream," created also the great oratorios
"St. Pau]" and "Elijah."
Mendelssohn was born at Hamburg,
Germany, February 3, 1809; died
Leipzig, November 4, 1847. With his
elder sister Fanny (1805-1847), he received first lessons on the
piano from his mother. Later he studied with ~. Berger, Zelter,
Hennings and Mme. Bigot. His talent for composing 'was apparent
at an early age and by 1820 he was regularly engaged 111
composition.
The overture to "Midsummer Night's Dream" was written in
1826 when Mendelssohn was only 17. On March 11, 1829,
Mendelssohn conducted in Berlin a performance of Bach's "51.
Matthew Passion." This was the first rendition or the 'work since
the composer's death and was the beginning of the Bach propa-
ganda in which Mendelssohn was the leading figure. He then
spent some time in England with great success. Tn 1835 he
accepted the conductcrship of the Cewandhaus Orchestra in
Leipzig. Late in 184,2 with a distinguished group of teacher~, I~e
founded the Leipzig Conservatory of Music. In 1844 and agam m
1846 he conducted in London. He then retired from the director·
ship of the conservatory, to be succeeded by Cade, with Moscheles
taking over the piano department.
Followed then several years of much labor which exhausted his
strength. The death of his sister Fanny was more than he could
endure in his overwrought exhausted state and his death followed
in a few months, when he was only 36.
His many works cover aJmost every field except that of the
operatic. An arrangement of Hear Ye, Israel from "Elijah"
appears on Page 28 of the music sectiun of this month's ETUDE.
~~TONKabinet
•• a perfect way to
file sheet lllusic"
says Arc'lie Bleyer
Musical DiI·ector
Artl ..... (Jodf"ey S'lOIVS
"AN EXCELLENT modern cOnl'enicnce." says
tIlls well known Musical Director. "'Music can
h~ located quickly and easily in the TONK.
abinet drawers ••• n real boon to ~myone ..•
protects music against loss, dust, and dmuage.
It's important to take care of n vuluable
library of lllllSic," he says.
ENJOY tide <>onven;en"e and
..aCet,. Cor )·Ollr ",usi". Ask ,·lIlIr
dealer to show you the man)' at_
t.raclive elJ·les he has or can get
Cor )"OU.
IIlm{e with Ihe .•e spccial opell_
side (!rtuver /rays Ih"f ,,{"'ost
hWHl '·Ott thQ ""'sic )·01<",""I!
Swle GOOshown holds "hout 1925 sheet' of mu,ic. Write
fo; dealer'. name and fohler sho"'ing olher stj'Ies for
hOllles, studios, schools, o,·cheslras. TO/l;K I\II'G. CO.,
1918 N. MAGNOLIA AVE., CHICAGO 14, ILL.
TONK b· t FOR YOURa Ine S SHEET MUSIC
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Find out how you master the
Spinette at home!
Wurlilzcr's new "easy-play"
course is so simple even a child
call teach himself to play. Just 15
minutes after you open the first
book you'll be playing a tunc. All
yo uha ve t.od0 is fall ow th e pi ctut·es.
Too good to be true? Not at
all. In fact, we'll bc glad tp prove
it at our expense. Mail the coupon
and w~'J1 send you Lesson 1abso·
lutely FREE. Don't wait-get
Lesson 1now.
Accept this FREE
"easy-play" les-
son. Play a tune
in 15 minutes.
*$1325 f. o. b. North Tomllwonda, N. Y.
(2-manuol-ond-pedol.orgon).----------------
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
The Rudolph WurliLzcr Co.
Dept. E-311,N. Tonawanda, N. Y.
I want to find out what your "easy.play"
course can do for me. Send me Lesson 1
without obligation. Also more informa.
tion on your new Spinette.
Namc' _
Address _
City --'-z'one-
County· -"Statc' _
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By NICOLAS SLONIMSKY
THE PROBLEM whether par-ents should teach music to
their children is a debatable one.
In at least one instance, a famous
father taught singing with great
success to his three famous chilo
dren. Manuel del Pop ala Vincent
Garcia was the sole teacher of
Manuel Garcia, Jr., Marie Mali-
bran-Garcia and Pauline Viardot-
Garcia. He did not achieve his
success without some hardships.
Groans and moans were heard in
the studio during the lessons. Once
a perturbed neighbor went to his
house to find out the cause of these
heart-breaking sounds. The serv-
ant explained: "Oh, this is noth-
ing. Just Senor Garcia giving sing-
ing lessons to his children."
The Garcias were singers
through four generations in direct
line: Manuel Garcia, Sr. (1775-
1832); Manuel Garcia, Jr_ (1805-
1906; yes, that's correct: he lived
to be one hundred and one!);
Gustave Garcia (1837-1925) and
Albert Garcia (1875-1946L
•
SIR GEORGE HENSCHEL, thefirst conductor of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, was a pro.
fessional singer, and a very un.
usual one. He began his career as
a boy soprano at the age of nine;
he subsequently sang as an alto.
When his voice broke, he gave
concerts as a tenor; later he ap-
peared as baritone in the part of
Hans Sachs in "Die Meister.
singer." Then he gave recitals as
a bass. In 1941 he appeared in
London in a farewell concert sing.
ing as a basso profundo. Quite a
range!
His farewell concert was, how-
ever, far from his last public ap:
pea ranee. At the age of seventy-
eight, he broadcast Schubert's
lieder on the occasion of Schu.
bert's centennial. An inquiry was
received by the broadcasting sta-
tion from Cologne asking particu.
lars about "this talented young
4
singer" who had such great under-
standing of Schubert's lyricism.
Henschel made his last broadcast
at the age of eighty-three, shortly
before his death.
Henschel always accompanied
himself at the piano. During his
Boston days, in the 1880's, he ap-
peared in duets with his wife, the
American soprano Lillian Bailey.
Their favorite number was HOh
that we two were maying."
lJ-larcella Sembrich was asked
what a good singer must have to
succeed. "A heart, a brain, and a
sense of humor," she replied. Then
she added reflectively: "Of course,
a bit of voice might help, too."
Sir George Grove, the creator
of the famous dictionary, was a
man of conservative tastes, op-
posed to modern innovations.
When electric lights were intro-
duced into the concert hall at the
Crystal Palace in London wi th
festoons of incandescent lamps
stn~ng under the ceiling, Grove
opened his umbrella and sat under
this protective shade through the
whole concert.
Grove possessed a wry sense of
humor, and liked to tell moder-
ately amusing stories. His favor-
ite was one about an old soldier
who solicited alms holdinO" a sign
with this inscription: to
Battles 7
Wounds 9
Children 8
Total 24
Sousa, the March King, trav_
eled far and wide in the United
States with his famous band.
Some people in small towns had
never heard a concert before
~ous.a .received a great number of
mqUIrIeS from the listeners. One
of these letters, which he liked to
quote, was this: "Please, inform
~e what is the name of those two
lJ1struments that look like gas
. " A lovelorn swain wrote topIpes. , Old
Sousa: "Please play Love ~
Sweet Song. I've got my girl al-
t to the sticking point and thatmas "
will fetch her around sure.
There was also this anonymous
request: "A colored lady would
like to hear a coronet 5010 by
your solo coronetist."
•
ATANTALIZlj\G question foran opera quiz: what composer
before Bizet included Carmen in
the cast of characters? The an-
swer is, Balfe. In his opera, ~'The
Rose of Castille," pro luce I in
London in 1857, the la [y-in-wait-
ing is named Carmen.
The plot of "Th Ro e of as-
tille"is colo ally inv Ived, find
thickens periodi ally with doubl
and triple disgui s. Elvira, th
Queen of Le n , i CllfTRg d t
Don Sebastian, a duke .. h is in·
formed that the bridegr om, wh m
she has never met. inl n J I trav 1
as a humble mule driv r to t t
her real feeling t \\lard him.
Elvira decide t le l hiJ f linge.
She puts on a I a ant stJ,Jm,
and accompani I by armen
(who, lor rea ons nOl imm di.
ateJy clear, i clre I a a oy),
goes to a villag lhT u h whi h
Don Sebastia.n mll l Ia en r ul
to the pala e. In due tim 0 mule
driver appear on th en, and
Elvira, beHeving him t be Don
Sebastian, falls in I with him.
Some dissident n blem It on-
spiring against th thron. tire
struck by the resemblance of the
peasant girl to Etvira, and d ide
to .pass her for the real Queen
whIch of Course she i .
Elvira cheerfully onsenls to
play tbe double game, h ping to
fOIl the conspiracy in the proc .
She even pretends to yearn for
royalty in an aria: "Oh wer I
Queen of Spain!" She marri the
mule driver and then pres es hiJn
to confess his royal identity. But
-oil horror!-he stoutly c1elli
his royal blood_ He pleads: "One
word I pray or I expire, Though
lowly bred and humbly born, 0
lofoer heart than mine. nlm'ed
by thee, my pride would SCOrn
To share the crown thar' thine n
Did the Queen of Leon make'a
horrible nlistake? Did she marry
beneath her rank: But h· I-th . _ --Q, JOy.
e mule dnver dJscovers in the
last act that he is of royal slock
after a~, in fact, a blood brother
of Elmra's original fiance D
S b t· Th ' one as lan. e happy ending )s
made. even happier by Carmen's
marnage to a would he .- conspua·
tor who repents and is fOrgi\'en.
When "The Mik.do" hv G.
b d II· ) Ji.crt an U IVan was first
dthA. pre.sente 0 t e mencan pub!".
188" . . Ie.o, It wag an lmmediale se
. I h •bb on. ot O{D y t eatrical Jnanage~
ut manu aclurers of conunerci~
pro~ucts pounced upon it forad.
vernsmg purposes. The c..,
Thread Company printed thou.
..~nd of colored cards representing
l<.o·Ko, KatiJhuj Yum.fum and
oth r characters from "TheMi.
kado" with .1 inging Cotnmercials~
t . th ~un. of the corresponding
arlm •. Ko-Ko was made IOsingtht
glory o{ oats Thread in ~i,
fashion:
th best f pool COllo. lOU
nUl)' d ir to hu ,
I'v g. 0 littl Ii t-I'" g~.
littl Ii. t.
nd number one uponit, c..,
i" ord you mu t tr).
ou'll I rr)' il )OU" mh-'"
-you'll be rr) if ou'le mislol.
Th inging omme"i.1 101
Knli.hn ron f 110. :
here i mu i in the .hirh'l
o{ the pindl,
hcr i mu. i that the cliekiag
II mok ,
nd a $Ort of h.pp) r.. ling
om end o'er )'OU
I lin
\ lcn u u oa~ 1'hmd
Utot n ler kinL or hrem.
In.h do) f fr.. competi-
tion uninhibited b) cop)lighl
I I 0 piro. ompany.- ha;tiIy
I rmed. produ '·TheMikado'
oh ad f the authorized perform-
an.... "l.rning againsl this
pra ,i " publLhe<l in the
n " pupe __
~IJ 0 _C mO:Obepu~
lic thr ugllout \ew Englandare
cauti ned 8 ain~l patronizing a
plagiarLm of The Mikado_00'
being performed b) an itioeraal
om pan pr nlin a piraled rer·
sian of III same with onl) a piano
a olUIJanjrr.. oL Honor and art
both c.r oul against such ac15.
and an hon 'puhlic "ill frankly
r gnire th justice of nol patron·
izin su h nterlailHll00t:!.
Th r was troubl in Yokohama
wll n a touring compan)' OJ ~I·
t mpted to pia ··The ~Iikado m
Japan und r its original title.Thr
Japan authorities prohihited
,h performance. Iter World
or II. '·Th ~Iikado" .-as pro-
duced in Tok}-o b ' the Entertli,-
men' and Recreation Branchof
the . Army. but the sho.-·o;
r tri ted to the . . per>Oood.
and Japanese were barred from
attendance to avoid gh iog offence
THE ENlJ
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high fidelity units by
craftsmen can give you
one of these distinctive
home musIc installations
In".JJ.';on, by Voi,,~ & Vi'i"n, Inc.: Kinrullf Sound Corp.;
Dougl •• Fi, Plywood ","on.; Jen,.n Mr~_ Co.: Lowe A,,<>c.
I
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Pictured above are eight distincti\'e reasons wby High Fidelity units by Craftsmen
belong in homes of taste and individuality.
Here are two more:
You enjoy distinctly better listening when you buy the un.it way, ~cause your
system is unhampered by the acoustic limitations of conventional cablDets.
Youget morc for )'our money because you buy only the parts that actuaJly
play the music. *
Today, visit the Radio Parts Supplier near you (he's li5ted in the classified phone
book under "Radio Supplies") for a convincing demonstration of High Fidelity
by Craftsmen.
~)~ ~ig~~i~~~':';;Jb;;ri'
QJ means distinctly better listening
THE RADIO CRAFTSMEN. INC. World's largest exclusive makers of high fidelity radio and television equipment
Deems Taylor says-
"Better listening can be
better looking, too!"
No.3 in a series by
A merica's [oremosc
music authority-«
Whether or not you are a serious
student of music, you may alre~dy
have experienced the r~markably life-
like tonal qualities obtamable through
one of the new High Fidelity radio-
phonographs. . .
But I wonder II you know about
the freedom and flexibility of installt:t:-
lion that are yours when you buy th.ls
equipment by the unit system-that. IS,
when you purchase separate Hq:;~l
Fidelity Units, such as tuner, arnpli-
fier , speaker and record player, in-
stead of a conventional console.
When you buy your equipment in
unit form, you enjoy full freedom to
exercise your imagi.nation a~d talent{'
in planning the InstallatIOn. that
houses that equipment, accordlllg to
your taste and what you can afford.
In other words, rOil pay only/or,t/~('
parts that aClIIully play tlte mus/,c. 1hl5
means that your High Fidelity system
could actually cost less than your
present set, yet add a distinctiveness
and originality to your home that ':10
conventional cabinet set could lend Il.
Then, as your desires dictate, you
can add additionaluoits, such as tele.
vision or tape recorder.
No trick CIt all to assemble
Can you plua in a lamp? Then you
actually can ~ssemble your own Hi~h
Fidelity Units. You need no speCial
skills or tools-simple dia'grams show
you where to connect the cables. And
if you are handy with ~ools, yo.u can
build your complete II1sta11atlOn-
enclosure and <ill!
Where to buy High Fidelity Units
High Fidelity Units are sold. by sup·
pliers of radiu parts, or, In some
localities, by stores specializing in
Hiah fidelity. Many of these sup·
pli~rs are equipped to demonstrate
these units, so you may sel~ct those
which suit your needs and please
your ear.
Send for this
"HOW TO DO IT"
booklet by Deems Toylor.
America's foremost music authority
tells. in simple. nOll·technical Ian·
guage. what High Fidelity means te
music lovers. Tells how to assemble
units ... how to Luy and install them.
Illustrations of many typical installa-
tions. 24 pages in color. Write to:
The Radio Craftsmen. Inc., Dept.
Y·n. 4401 N. Ravenswood Ave.,
Chicago 40. Ill. (Enclose 10c to cover
mailing and handling.)
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Chosen for its beautiful
singing tone quality by ...
Rosemary Clooney
for her own home~~.~~~-
-~~'--_.~'-'~'--
THE NEW JesseFrench CRESCENDO
,In her studio work, and in personal appearances,
Rosemary Clooney has sung to the accompani-
~ent ?f many different pianos. Hearing them all
In actIOn. her final choice for her own home is
Jesse French! See why. Inspect and play the new
i!esse French Crescendo. Let your dealer explain
,Its many outstanding quality features ... and the
convenient budget terms which wi!( put this new
value triumph in yOUT home, now!
See your Jeue French cI~o'er. or write for free "Piano F t" a kl
O'C s 00 ef to D.lpl. E-1 J I
JESSE FRENCH & SONS PIANO DIV •• H. & A. SELMER INC •• ELKHART. INDIANA
YOU'LL BE AMAZED
AT ITS REMARKABLY
lOW PRICE!
6
BOOKSHELF
By DALE ANDERSON
ETUDE has received several vot-
umes of collected poems, some very
excellent indeed. But it is the tradi-
tion 0/ the magazine not to revieto
books o] poetry owing to our re-
striaed space. There/ore, we request
our friends not to send us such vol-
umcs much as we would be glad to
review them ij it were not against
established policy.
Tile Adventures of Violineo
by Toby Rot.lt
This fanciful stor y i an attempt
to bring children young and old
to have a deeper per oualiz d love
for the instruments they play, t
make instruments their Iri nd and
companions, to think of them a
living entities and ornpanions.
The idea is an excellent ne and
will have many admirer. It is
issued by the Music L vers League
of New York City. 1.75
Os-Ientuuou fOI' InICI'pl'Cling
I\10Z<.lI'I'S Piano Soontus
by TlwUlus Richner. Ed. D.
Dr. Richner (himself an able
pianist) has given us a very logi-
cal and instructive hort treatise
about what makes Mozart. Mozart.
That is, he investigates the iuflu-
ences and personalitie whi h most
definitely shaped the growing
genius of the master. Then he
wisely discusses the pianos of
Mozart's time indicating how the
composer was affected by the Iimi.
tations of the instruments. Mozart
("the first real piano virtuoso of
his time") was very conscious of
this and in a letter to his falhrr
written in 1777 he !rives aver
graphic description °of his new
Stein piano.
The chapters upon Tonalities
Harmonies and Orientation '
well a~ the section upon in~tr~l.
mentatlon make this helpful book
very illuminating.
As in the case of Bach the stu.
dent of piano builds an indispen-
sable foundation by making a close
~tudy of the works of this aroaz.
109 master. It is quite remark.
able but famous pianists have
often remarked 10 you r reviewer
that, such a training always shows
up In later years. Moriz Rosen.
thaI Once said to the writer about
a would·be virtuoso '. h
. "" w 0 never
arnved: Er hat niemals genu
Bach und Mozart 5tudiert" (H~
~-------------""'(;;""",.",.~
has never studied enough Bach
and Mozart.)
After you have read Dr. Riel,.
ncr's book you will realize the
value of making a special stud,
of . Iozart and you will find th;
book mo I helpful. Dr. Gu)' )laier.
wh iozart playing i famous.
f el that Mozart tud), i a must
in .11 rh r ugh piano education.
Bureau of Publi arlen
T a her II go
lumbia niver ill' 3.2;
The- lu ..ieiao unr! Petrillo
b" Robt>r' O. Lehrr
Last lear th du ,paling memo
b r hi) f th meri an Federa.
lion f j lu ician wa 212,16;. II
ver-y n f th lo)'al member;
buy a opl' of lr, Leiter' hi.
I r f th union and Mr. Jam"
aesar trillo at .is a copy.
lh I ubI ish "ill have a nice
Jilll n l gg of 908.126.25
gr _ . Thi h poth tical timate
i III de I indicate omethingof
th I I ntie] trength of the ··\Iu·
i i ns Ilion."
he w rk best thai yeur
r \ iew er ha n dealine \\"llh
Ihe hi I ry union and its
I _~ \\'ho h8 commanded national
3tlenli n for over 8 quarter of a
century for fighting man) lough
batd in organizing the union
and seeking to secure heue.r ~-ages
and working conditions for the
member.... TIli led to incessant
battl \\;lh many powerful or-
ganization and required a leader
who could be "plenl)' lough." If
Petrillo wa tough with the ene-
mies he was equall)' lough "ith
the III moors who did not toe the
mark and neglected or imposed
upon their mplor r"S-, As the son
of an ltalian immigrant and sewer
digger in hicago he soared 10
high places. Kou \·il,kl' called
him ··n "ery able man-for his
union he did a splendid job." The
book is fiUed wilh inciden", par·
licularly the sixty ear hartle for
the unionization of the Boston
Symphony Orcheslra, as well ~
lbe fight with makers of mecham·
cal in lrumenls manulacturer~,
The lalter accOlmts in a large
measure for the huge income of
the union.
Bookman ssociates S3,i5
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AN INSTANT SENSATION FROM COAST TO COAST!
IL
WORLD'S FIRST HIGH FIDELITY RADIO-PHONOGRAPH
with •sound Full• DimensionIn
shown here, the room is flooded with sound, .. the
purest, cleanest, most thrilling sound you have ever
heard "from deepest bass to highest creble, It is
sound of unbelievable "presence",
The new Philco Phonorama now makes it possible
for you to own a true, matched High Fidelity system
if} a single acoltsthal/y-balanced cabinet,
And to own PhOJJOram4, we promise you,
opens new horizons in listening pleasure, Here,
for example, is how some of toclay's great men and
women of music re-
gard Phonorama's spec·
tacular performance-
In New York, , , Chicago, .. San Francisco, wherever
it appears, this great n~w instrument leaves music
lovers struggling for adjectives to describe the mag·
nificence of its performance, , . for Philco Phonorallla*
brings co FM and AM radio, and co records, the world's
first soimd in Full Dilllel1sion!
And the effect on sound is like the addition ot
three dimensions and color co a motion picture. When
you listen, the difference between Phf)nOrallla and
ordinary reproduction is as though a door had been
suddenl), opened.
Through the revolutionary "Acoustic Lens" opening
FRANCO AUTOR!: "The reproduction I
heard on Philco 'Phonorama' is truly an
exciting and thrilling experience,"
MILTON CROSS: "For the first time recorded
music can, to aU intents and purposes,
equal a personal appearance."
JAMES MELTON: "Sound so realistic and
lifelike it will bring the concert stage right
into the American living room."
RISESTEVENS: "This is truly High Fidelity
... and one of the most beautifully·designed
cabinets I have ever seen,"
GEORGESZELL:"I was amazed at the pres-
ence and realism of its performance in
conjunction with the very simple and easy
way of operation."
The Crowning AchievemenJ·
of 25 Years
of Electronic Leadership
PAULWHITEMAN:"The most exciting sound
1 have ever heard."
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SEE
HOW MUCH MORE
TI:I'E NEW
OFFERS
FORHO"'~Ej CHURCH
OR SCHOOL
Look them allover in detail ... compare the tone;
performance and musical variety! You'll find Conn-
sonata offers more value, more gorgeous, rich, pure-
organ tones, and a wider selection and tange of true
solo "voices." No other organ offers so much for the
money. You can depend on Conn sonata, too, because
it is a development of rhe Sound and Electronic Re-
search Laboratories of C. G. CONN Ltd., world's
largest manufacturer of band and orchestra insrrumenrs.
GET THIS NEW
7-eee BOOKLET
·'HOW TO (HOOSE AN ORGAN"
Tells what to look for. ; ;
what to avoid. Helps
assure selection of most
satisfactory organ for
your purpose. Send for it
today, without obliga.
tion. It's/ree!
r------------------_
CONN SONATA, DIVISION OF C. G. CONN LTD.
DEPT. 1156, ELKHART, INDIANA
Send new free booklet-
"HOW TO CHOOSE AN ORGAN."
Name' _
Position _
THE WORLD
MAIL COUPON
lODAY'
Add"ss, _
The New York Philharmonic-
Symphony Orchestr~ is contj~u-
ina this season its policy of having
a mrmber of guest conductors to take
over the baton at various intervals
during the season. thus relieving the
reuul:r musical dire tor, Dimitri
:Mitro poulos of some of the burden.
Guest conductors include Brune
Walter, George Szell. Guido Can-
telli and Andre Ko tel an tz.
City :z.7one__ State_
8
/
Arturo Toscanini will op It the
seventeenth season of the . B. C.
Symphony Orehe tra on evemb r 7.
A highlight of the ea on will be /J.
two-part broadea t performnn c or
Verdi's "Un Ballo in 1a It ere."
Guido Cantelli will again I c a gu I
conductor, leading the or besu-e in
six of the seasons concert ,
Fritz Mahler conduct r for lit
past six year of the Erie (P.)
Philharmonic ha re igned to a ·pt
the post as conductor of the Hflrl~
ford (Conn.) Syrnph ny. Tho a liy·
ities of the lauer organiz81i n DT
being expanded with an incrtl5c.
the number of ub~riplion cen ID
f f . "'"r m our to S1X and a budget in.
crea 0 from $50,000 10 $75,001,
Jam 5 ampl, formrrconductrx
of tho Portland (Ore.) ympbon
ha be n ngaiod 10 eenduct ~
Erie Philharmonic I uCCt~~Ie
Frt .. Mahl r. Mr. ampl, b" "'"
D iCOCi I onduc1 r of the II Fru.
ci 0 mphony .nd I ·j~ltuJIe
lilfrod Poll lier at rhe )I~rnpoliu,
p ra.
R tnn ld errfntalh,
and or Iorio h riton of In earlier
day died in PI.II.hur" \. Y,.
eptember 12. a. the lJ'f of jo. He
w one or lit leadinJ Etan ill tile
flr I r of radio. 11e ... m
kno\\'n in the n(t;'n and Orlllio.
fl Id , a nd mad, fr<quenl 10011 wiI
sr-at U e I. I...r )'WI be do
, I d him If 10 , .. ,hi. IlNi lor
\ r I n conducled I
h I at to. I.a~. \. \.
f on/inn,d.n Po , 101
1M uUO/fltll.4oltit.i
Four high-fidelity speakers (rwo
high-frequency and twO bass
speakers). Powerful, balanced
amplifiers • Three-speed record
changer with exclusive Pianissimo
Pick-up • Genuine mahogany
cabinet Only $198.50
Anno"n III If,
RAY GREEN PIANO COURSE
A new Piano Course of OUTSTANDIHG merit!
Designed for
• A thorough foundation in musicianship
• Enjoyable progress at the piano
lllIlllIlill
The following books ore available
BEGINNING BOOK' d . .. .stud f h . mtro uces the boSlc elemenh of mVSK til ~
Y or t e earliest beginner approached in a nOf\lrol ond funcftonal
_yo nPrice •••.• ·· .
BOOK 0dNE is based on best· laved melodie. eoch with 0 "",.;t;<OiY
prepare teaching point. •. J <tlPoce ...•.....
BOOK TWO is a I . I d .
ducing rhyth' oglco on natural continuation of Book One,
music. mlC patterns which ore frequently encountered in pioDO
Price ........ 1.00
••• with Magnavox you can now enjoy the full richness
and beauty of today's extended-range recordings!
OWNING A MAGNAVOXhigh-fidelity phonograph opens rhe door
to a new world of pleasure from recorded music for you and
your family! For Magnavox has removed the last barriers to true
high-fidelity sound reproduction-to bring you an insrrument
that faithfully plays the extended musical range of today's recordings!
Th emos t sensational high. Iid eli ty
table model phonograph ever de~
veloped! Equipped with twO 6/1
high.fidelity speakers, 3~speed
changer and Pianissimo Pick~up! The greatest sound reproducing instrument ever produced,
Magnavox lets you hear every delicate musical variation, every
thrilling crescendo and overtone exactly as ir was played into the
recording mictophone. You could pay up to a thousand dollars more
and still not get the fidelity. ' , quality. , . and value-of a
Magllavox high-fidelity phonograph!
BOOK THREE-H I
rangements of e1rle
k
,se ec-ted works of the Clouic Mcu en. and Gl'
we ~ nown mel d" ..J.:-ment of style d' 0 les ore Introduced for the O~n
on Interpretation. Pr' .1.~.ee ..••...
ETUDES AND VARIATlO- ....
by Ray Green with s . NS, ~a~ed On Hanon, edited on<!onooy<"
to the traditional H pecloEI vdonohons presenfed as co ponion stuefies
anon lu es. Book. 1 and 2. Price eodt ... 1l
AKo B;d~APRP~LL& CO., INC.
OO'I'"llar Cilia. Ihw Tar' It, M. T,
Model TP254M
Mahogany $119.50
White Oak $125.00
Model TP2SS,
Magnatex finish
$99.50
The MagnoYox Company, Fort Wayne, Indiana' Makers of the finest in Television and Radio-Phonographs
Prim include Federal ExdJe Tax and are subject to ,hange without notia
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Thirty conductors of community
and college orchestras were in at-
ten dance at the second annual con-
ductors' symposium with Eugene
Ormandy and the Philadelphia Or-
chestra September 28 through Octo-
ber 2. The workshop was presented
under the joint sponsorship of the
Philadelphia Orchestra, the Ameri-
can Symphony Orchestra League
and the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers
(ASCAP).
Dr. Willem van deWall, musi-
cian and pioneer in the use of music
in hospitals, died at Garden City,
L. I. on August 27. at the age of
66. He was widely known for his
experiments in the use of music with
the mentally unsound. He b gun his
career as a harpist. Later h began
developing his theorie about the
curative effects of mu ic in mental
disturbances. From 1923 to 1932 he
was connected with the Bureau of
Mental Health in the P nnsylvaniu
State Welfare Department. He oc-
cupied various important posts hev-
ing to do with public welfare work.
The Third Annual High Fidelity
Conference and Audio Show will be
held in Philadelphia on November
third and fourth, at the Benjam
Franklin Hotel. The show ~
feature displ~Y~ 01 high 6delity
ed<;IwPID.ent 8
T
n
l
eel.ures and panel
ISc~ss.lOns. iere IS no charge of
admission to the meetings. Th
executive director is leadore Waber~
Gaetano Merola, founder.Jiree.
tor of the an Francisco Opera
Company, died on Auguo;t30 while
conducting the an Francisco Sym.
phony Orchestra in an outdoor coo.
cert. Hi age was 72. He founded
the an Franci.sco Opera Company
in 1923.
Th Bon Kindl r orchestral
library has b 'n donated in its en.
tir Iy to th Public Library 01 the
Oi t r-i t o( olumbte. It i valued at
b ·tw n 10,000 and 15,000.
Itgu 1 andovni, composer,cen-
du lor, nativ '" 01 U4lemala,.roo
ollap d on July 21 while eenduet.
ing a r hear al (or hi debul at the
L wi ohn redlum, died in Ne~'York
it y n Augu t 23, al the age of SO.
H hod form r1y be n on the staff
o( the olumbia Broadcasting
y t m a piani I, composer and
conductor.
TilE END
r---------------_
I BALDWIN PIANO co "'I Cinclnnoli2, Ohio ., ...a:
I Please send complete infCl'ma'ibn'·"' t h II Orga-sonit. 0V 0\1 t e ,i Nom •••••••••• \'\;..1.................. I
I Add"~ .~ •• I
L Cill·•••• _••••••••••••• Zane••• Stale...... I___ ____ I
BUILDERS OF: BALDWIN GRAND PIANOS. ACROSONIC-S-p"j'NtT'Pi---'
HAMILTONVERTICALPIANOS. BALDWIN ANO ORGA-SONIC ELECTRO ANOS
NtC ORG"N~
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Piano Course
ASSURES THE PUPIL A
THOROUGH KNOWLEDGE
OF MUSIC AND
PIANO PLAYING
BOOK 1 (n,,"UClo'!' Beck,
Teaches the Rudiments o( Music and
the Elements of Piano PliI)·ing.Coouins
its own \V,-it.ing Exercises. Also cool2ins
its own accompaniments 75 celts.
BOOK 2 ... II Fin' Grade Book of
melodious examples C'.uefully graded,
edited and fingered. Introduces sales
and triads and progresses as far as Ibm
sharps and three Bats. Ccetains its QV.1l
\Vriling Exercises and Technical Erer-
cises 75 celts.
BOOK 3 ... Continues (rom the point
leached at the end o( Book 2. Ibe rest
of the }l.Iajor Kq's are prc:sentedand
Minor (odes are introduetd. Conttins
its Own Technical Studies and Writing
Exercises __ _ 75 celts.
W rill! jor Campltlt! CaJaJog
ETUDE-NOVE.IIBER 19,;3
EVERY YEAR musical America pro-
duces thousands of young people who
hope to become virtuosi, become concert
or operatic artists in their various fields. A
few of these will succeed, many will fail.
Successes or failures will depend in part on
the information available to the young as-
pirants, information as to the problems to
be faced and mastered and the equipment
necessary to meet the world in general as
well as in the field of music.
Such information has not been generally
available. Many excellent teachers have no
background knowledge in this highly spe-
cialized field, and unfortunately some teach-
ers are to be found who are unscrupulous,
leading their pupils to expect impossible
things.
These problems in mind, I sought first
hand information from two sources of un-
impeachable authority with respect to the
concert field and the development of talent
for it; Yehudi Menuhin, one of the world's
great violinists, and Mr. and Mrs. Mcshe
Menuhin, his parents, who first perceived
this great talent, and who brought it to
fruition. Since the perception of the talent
and the fostering of it are in themselves
of major importance, I consider the views
of the parents to be as vital as those of
the performer, at least to those members
of families where such vast talent conceiv-
ably could lie hidden.
Let us give heed to what Yehudi says:
"The virtuoso does not choose music as
ff
Secured by LEROY V. BRANT
a profession, it chooses him. And he fol-
lows his instrument because there is noth-
ing else he can do. He is compelled to his
destiny."
Yehudi Menuhin is deeply interested in
the young people of America, especially in-
terested in those who make music. Only a
few days before our chat he and his he-
loved accompanist, Adolph Baller, had
played a concert the entire proceeds of
which had gone for the Los Gatos (Califor-
nia) Youth Center. The purpose of this
project is to give the youngsters of Yehudi's
town a place to work off that energy indi-
genous to youth without robbing an orchard,
or a store, or a filling station. "I hope the
Center will help keep my own children out
of mischief," he smilingly remarked.
I had asked Yehudi about the bread-and-
butter aspects of the matter, knowing full
well that even virtuosi must eat in order
to play. "That approach to the problem
is the wrong one!" The answer came with-
out a moment's hesitation. "One enters the
field of performing music, re-creating mu-
sic, because he must. If he does not feel
an impelling force to make music he is
wrong to contemplate the concert field."
Six months before, Aaron Copland had said
exactly the same thing to me with respect
to the field of creative and interpretative
music as we sat in his Tanglewood studio
in the Berkshire mountains of Massachu-
setts and talked of this same matter.
HAll too often people put the cart before
There is perhaps no one better qualified to discuss a genius
than the parents of one. Here's a remarkable interview with Yehudi Menuhin and his parents.
the horse in thinking about a career as a
concert artist. Parents ask me, how many
hours daily must my child practice to be-
come a prodigy? How often should he at-
tend concerts? They even ask how much of
an estate does the average concert artist
leave when he dies?
"In a sense these things and others in
their category may be important, but they
are not of first importance, with respect to
the concert artist. As I said, the first thing
is that the young person must feel there is
nothing else in the world that matters as
compared with the career he contemplates.
Other factors are his thinking, his nervous
power, his stamina, and his psychological
approach to music, all completely unpre-
dictable qualities.
"In the business world one may calculate
that he will start out at such and such a
salary, that in five years he will have ad-
vanced so far, that in ten years he will
buy into the business, that when he reaches
a certain age he will be able to retire
worth so much money. This approach to
a life's career is an orderly one in most
fields, but it is the wrong one toward a
career as a concert artist, because, mark
you, the person who approaches his ca-
reer in such a manner proves by that
approach that he is temperamentally un-
fitted to become a performing artist. He
will never possess the abandon of soul
which will give to the world the electrify.
ing performances (Continued on Page 20)
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Puderewski
usl knew him
Personal retruruscences of the
great Polish pianist-statesman
by A. M. Henderson
WHEN PADEREWSKI died in June
1941 it was felt by many that the out:
standing international figure in music of
the last SO years had passed from us. For
Paderewski was not only the greatest pianist
of his time, he was a great patriot, a very
generous benefactor of many good causes,
a great personality, a great man. It was of
him that Saint-Saens said, "ll est un genie
qui j oue aussi du piano"; and Colonel
House (President Wilson's right.hand man)
wrote of him: "It is difficult to write of Pad-
erewski without emotion Statesman orator. . . "
plamst, and composer, he is a superlative
man, and his genius transcends that of any-
one I have ever known."
Ignace Jan Paderewski was born in Po-
dolia, Poland, on November 13, 1360" He
received his first regular musical training
at the Warsaw Conservatorium, leaving at
the age of 16 to go on his first concert tour.
At the age of 20 he was appointed a teacher
of piano on the staff of the Conservatorium.
A year later he relinquished the position in
order to continue his own studies in com.
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position with Kiel in Berlin.
. L~ter, deciding to adopt the career of
pramst, he went to Vienna to study , ith
Leschetizky, whom he ever afterwards v:c_
knowledged not only as a master-teacher
but as. the inspiration of his Own work a~
an ~rtlst. Paderewski remained with Les-
chehzky for three years and d t" f
h" d' ,a lllg romIS ebut in Paris in 1887 h". , IS career was
one of umnterrupted triumph.
It was my privilege to meet Paderew"ki
on. many .occasions, and to enjoy his frie~d-
shIp dunng tl~e last 20 years of his life.
My first meetmg with Padere\vsk"ME' I was at
essrs. rard s warehouse in Great lVlarl-
~orough Street, London. There was a beau
tIful .oak.panelled salon on the first floor-
and It was here that I was introduced t '
Paderewski by his friend ad' 0Ad!" n agent Ar
"Thlll~on, who,~ Paderewski always cailed
e overnor. Paderewski badt come to
ry a new concert grand and to g t
" t .. e someqUIe practice In preparation fo "IK " h r a reClta
nowmg t e value of Padere\vsk"' t" -"tbd '. 1 S Ill1e IWI rew ImmedIately after tb" d 'e Intra llC-
tion; but I had the interesting experience of
listening to this great artist at practice. The
practice program incJuded certain Chopin
Etudes. These were studied and revised in a
variety of tempos, all the more difficult
passages being repeated many times; slow.
Iy, then more quickly, till they were pol"
ished to satisfy the fastidious taste of the
player. It was a revelation of the care, pa-
tience, and pain taken by a great artist in
the preparation of his work. The experience
reminded me again of Carlyle's definition
of genius as "the capa it y f r laking in.
finite pain ." .
My next meeting with Pad rewski was in
Pari at the on rvnt ire where he was
acting a a ill mb r of rh jury for the
Diemer Prize f r Piano Playing. Thi" was
one of the rno t imp rtnnt priz of the
C n rvat ire, and the jury on that OCCa.
sion also includ d ungo, aint. aiins,
Widor, and Dub i , who W8 th n principal
of th onservat ir . I was acquainted with
every member of til Jury but a a personal
pupil of Pugn ancI ~ i I r, ! was granted
the privilege of bing pr nt al the per-
forman es: a priviJ g whi h probably no
other Scotti h Jl1U i ian had ever njoyed.
r was, of cour , gr atly int r tcd in the
performance, but still m re int r sted in
the jury and th ir c mments; 0 much so
that J no longer r m mb r the prize-win-
ner! As an int r ting ouvenir of the oecs-
ion, I till posse a photo of the jurj taken
on the day of the c rnpetition. fter thi
I had tbe good fortun t bear Pad rewski
at all hi recitals in 10 gow, and man)' in
~ondon, and of III eting him on th occe-
srons. As a young and enthusiastic music
student, these were always red-letter days
for me, for his performance had uch dis-
t~llction and quality a to compel enthu-
srasm and admiration, and for a young stu-
~eJ1t they were quite inspiring. Everything
e played--classics and moderns-he per"
fo d "Irme Wll.1 a wonderful sense of mastery
~nd authofIty, but particularly fine were his
JIlterpretatiolls of Chopin and LiszL As 8
composer, Paderews.ki is best knowll by
many ~harmillg and effective piano pieces:
the ,Minuet in G, and octurne in B.flat
have had a universal vogue, and must hare
sold by tbousands of copies. But ,,"hile Pad"
erewski is be t k. s 110Wn a a composer of de·
hght.Iul s.hort piano pieces., be has to his
credit wo~ks of much greater SlrengM-iand
power. HIS very effective Piano Concerto
a~d the Poljsh Fanta ia for Piano and Or:
chestra, are works of sLrougly national
c .aracter which reveal his power of han.
dllng Polish th d ". emes an weldmg them into
symphollle for P d k"'f m. a crews. I s one work
o~. th~ stage, the beautiful opera" lanru."
w Ile It has been successfully performed at
a number of Gas . . erman opera houses. as well
In Amenca, (Conlinued on PaJ!e SOl
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An impartial and provocative
discussion of the cultural status
of IIWS~C and musicians in present-day America
by Poul Mocsanyi
Problems of a Genuine
Musical Culture in America
(Paul Mocsanyi, a native of Budapest, is
a writer and lecturer 011 art and music. Before
coming to the United Stales in 1941 he was
a correspondent of the French News Agency,
"Agence Havas."-Ed. note)
THE LOVE OF MUSIC in this countryis usually understated. Few people know
that Americans spend more money on music
than on baseball. In fact, it is estimated
that $45,000,000 was spent in 1952 for
concert music, against about $40,000:000
on baseball. According to the Wall Street
Journal, more than 30,000,000 people paid
money to attend performances of serious
music in 1951.
This tremendous interest is not matched,
however, by a corresponding output in first
rate American composers and performers.
Most of the well·known conductors, the
overwhelming majority of the composers,
soloists and opera singers are European
born and trained. The situation is different
in symphonic music that has the oldest
tradition and enjoys the greatest popularity
in this country. The majority of the orches·
tra players are indeed American born and
trained.
The question whether America will be
able to produce its own great musical cul-
tu re cannot be answered here. All we can
do is to put our fingers on those major
obstacles that have hampered America's
development toward this goal in the past
~nd on the signs of crisis we can observe
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today. Whether the goal will be attained
or not will depend partly on America's
ability to overcome the old obstacles and
to meet the new impending crises.
Before entering .into the discussion of
these points 1 want to stress that 1 am
speaking of general attitudes and situations
and not of individual cases. There are
naturally many exceptions. They unfortu-
nately only strengthen the rule.
The greatest obstacle to the development
of a genuine American musical culture is
undoubtedly the widespread materialistic
attitude according to which the continuous
improvement of the material comfort is the
dominant and most precious characteristic
of the American way of life. While idoliz·
ing every technical progress, these material-
ists deride and belittle every efIortl however
timid, to emphasize the importance of the
arts in an industrial civilization. This
prej udice has gone so far that the world
"culture" itself has fallen into disrepute.
It has the flavor of something faked that
wants to make us "highbrow/' an adjective
that is used disparagingly at least partly
because it refers to intellectuals. A cultured
man is one of the favorite targets of the
advocates of this materialistic concept of
life, who hold that being cultivated is some-
thing similar with being a sissy.
The proponents of this materialistic con-
cept are mainly responsible for the fact
that so many people consider the hard-
boiled, "tough guy" as the supreme Amer-
ican ideal and insensitiveness for the arts
as something one has to be proud of.
The result of this attitude is, to take
only one example, that a boy in a public
school who prefers the piano to baseball
will unfailingly be the target of his col-
league's jeers. This situation creates, at
home as well as in the schools, a hostile
climate to the arts and deviates many chil-
dren from exercising their talents j ust in
those early years when the foundation of
good music making should be laid.
Still greater ravages have been done by
the application of educational theories ac-
cording to which a child's talent is best
developed by making the study of music
particularly easy for him. As a result of
this theory music for beginners is being
p~inted in extra large notes as if every
child who learns an instrument would be
mentally undeveloped or catastrophically
shortsighted. Methods enabling children to
play the piano without practicing are ad·
vertised with the greatest effrontery, etc.
Everybody knows, of couse, that nothing
of any value can be achieved without over-
coming obstacles. By removing the first
ones, one makes it only more difficult for
the child to surmount those which come up
in the course of their musical studies some-
what later. This is the reason why so many
even gifted children abandon musical in-
struction aIter the first few months.
Another stumbling block on the road of a
higher musical culture is the prejudice of
commercial circles that you cannot reach
the masses except (Continued on Page 59)
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The Challenge
of Operatic Performance
on Television
by Winifred Heidt
Winifred Heidt in a l'cm:lI'kabJc make-up.
One 0/ the leading contraltos 0/ the present
tells what she has learned in her recent
appearances in nation wide opera telecasts
(Winifred Heidt. one of rhe leading prescnt
day contraltos, has had several highly success-
ful appearances all. NBC's Television Opera
Series. Also this past summer she played the
dual role of Mrs. Rip Van Winkle and her
twin sister when the Edwin MacArthur-Alor-
IO,n DaCost,a musical "Rip Van Winkle" was
gwen its premiere at tJte 51. Lonis Municipal
Opera.-Ed. note.)
CST YEAR, in a production of Tchai-
kovsky's "Queen of Spades" on NBC's
Television Opera Series, morc people than
I had ever performed for at one time saw
and he~rd me as an aged Woman of 90. a
crulll.blll.lg C~untess. of pre· Revolutionary
~ussla, nnpertous, dictatorinl, ruthless even
m th.e fac.e of her advancing infirmities. I
I~ad 1.11 tIllS performance a number of dis-
tmgmshed colleagues "on camera" with
me, and we all faced much the same prob-
lems, but t~e task of portraying the Count-
ess dran~atIcally as real and believable for
an audIence with better-than.front_row
seats seemed to me more direct a challen<Te
than that which confronted those who did
not have to assume a physical personality
14
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so far removed from their OWn.
Masterly make-up helped make this ad.
vanced age not only credible but utterl
convincing. The friends and relativeswhY
watched at home in the comfort of thei;
living rooms declared they could not rec-
ognize me beneath the aspect and manner.
isms of the Countess. Her will to dominance
had not only quelled those in the opera
it had obscured the personal me, everywa;
except vocally. Though nothing couldhave
pleased me more than this, I could not
take sole credit. In very large measure
the emotional iJ~paCLof the Countess,not
only on the audience, but on me, stemmed
from the masterly make- up job which had
been created for her by BC's make.up
department.
The a companying picture gives some
idea of the ounte 'antiquity. As against
the phot graph of myself, it can be seen
that something only very lightly less than
magic wa a com] Ii h d h re to preduee
an age I wre k, 0 infirm it would be he.
Iieved on TV screen all over the nation
that she had to b dr d and undressed
by other, that h could not walk, that she
w as aile to a] pear in public only with the
support of la ing • I racings and corsets.
Here wa an old, old woman whose head
beneath the el gant wig, was bald, but
whose ruth! control 0\' r those subject
to her remain d alm t undirnini lied.
A year later, pr umably an even larger
numl er of pe pi th n tho who had seen
the Count I for publi inter t in tele-
vi eel opera i growing) viewed me in the
guise of a I a ant-i pe marriage broker,
one Fyokla. who lived in a Czarist village
at the turn f th entury. Fyokla was the
creation or B hu lav ~18rtinu. and a pivotal
character in his one-act opera "The Mar-
rtage." which ~ B had pecially corn-
missioned.
Behind the Iacede 01 Fyokl. on this oc-
casion I was clearly visible to anyone
watching who ms)' have known me. For
this time all I had to hide behind was a
small putty addition to my nose. But as a
person Fyokla had non-visible characteris-
tics which it wa e ntial to illuminate
for those watching, and as J reflected00
how J could achieve this I remembered
with some astonishment the totally differ-
ent manner in which the projection of
Tchaikovsky's Count had developed
the year before.
The Countess had been "realized from
the outside in. That is to say, much of
her character and the way she wouldact
move, talk and affect others ",as made
c1~ar to me from looking at the phys-ical
being we achieved lhrough make·up. Fy·
okla on the other hand came to life as the
character she was entirely from the inside
out, through the kind of brooding process
by whlch one tries to understand a difficult
friend, or adversary.
Two more enti rely diflerent approachesto
(Continued on Page 62)
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Musical
Critical
Assault
and
Battery
An Editorial
by
JAMES
FRANCIS
COOKE
NICOLAS SLONliVfSKY, who for many
years has contributed a wealth of curi-
ous musical facts and humor to ETUDE in
his Musical Oddities department, has writ-
ten or rather collated his sixth notable mu-
sical book, "Lexicon of Musical Invective,"
an anthology of critical assaults on com-
posers since Beethoven's time. You ought to
know Slonimsky. He is a rare musical per-
sonality. He was born in St. Petersburg ill
1894. He studied at the St. Petersburg Con·
servatory. He came to the United States in
1923 and became naturalized in 1931. At
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first he was an instructor at the Eastman
School of Music of the University of Roch-
ester. In 1925 he moved to Boston where he
founded the Chamber Orchestra; for some
years he was conductor of the Pier-ian So-
dality, as Harvard's famous symphony or-
chestra is known. He has also been a guest
conductor in Paris, Berlin, Budapest, Ha-
vana, San Francisco and many other music
centers. He and his talented wife, Dorothy
Adlow-Slonimsky, art critic, have been
contributors to the Chrietian Science NIani-
tor for many years. Slonimeky has pro-
moted modern music enthusiastically but
has a cordial and rational outlook upon all
music of other types. He is intimate with
the classical a'nd romantic schools and has
usually included music of the salon type
in his numerous lecture recitals over the
air from Boston.
Together with Mr. Arthur Cohn, former
Music Librarian of the Free Library of
Philadelphia and now Director of the Set-
tlement Music School ill Philadelphia, he
made an extensive tour of Europe assem-
bling rare scores for the famous Edwin
Fleisher Collection at the Free Library of
Philadelphia which has already rendered a
great service to the leading symphony or-
chestras in America. Earlier, Sionimsky un-
dertook a journey in South and Central
America for the Fleisher Collection.
It is however, as a meticulous and un-
tiring musicologist that Mr. Slonimsky has
gained his greatest heights. He has long
been a real friend and admirer of ETUDE
and its policies. The "Lexicon of Musical
Invective" is an example of his exhaustive
musical research which is so interesting
that the writer deems it worthy of an edi-
torial, as it is the first musical Schimp-
flexicon (Abuse-Lexicon) to appear since
the German "Ein Wagner-Lexicon" in
which Wilhelm Tappert in 1877 assembled
a volume of the castigations heaped upon
the master of Bayreuth. Mr. Slonimsky
has ransacked many musical libraries and
many private collections here and abroad
in making this musical work. He is multi-
linguistic, speaking Latin as well as Rus-
sian) English, Italian, French, German and
other tongues. This has enabled him to
translate many criticisms from other lan-
guages into English. There are actually
over two hundred pages of musical critical
mud slinging. Thoroughness is one of his
dominating characteristics as is also evi-
denced in his revisions of the excellent
Baker's "Biographical Dictionary of Mu·
sicians. "
Ever since Monteverdi in the 1.6th Cen-
tury was said to have introduced unpre-
pared sevenths, down to the days of the
pandemonium boys of the present, there
has been, of course, an incessant trend to
do something different. "If you don't do
something different, nobody pays any atten-
tion." However, the fact that a thing is
different does not necessarily make it good.
It may indeed be wholly inconsequential or
very terrible. Much of the unwelcome art
of today in music, painting and literature
is that which is different, but of no pcrma-
nent significance. We all know that no artis-
tic progress can be made in any land with-
out an unceasing search for higher forms of
expression. Without the courage of inspired
iconoclastic leaders, art could have made no
advances. We must advance else art dies.
But too often ultra-modern art is not an
advance but a decadence which sometimes
exhibits conspicuous signs of mental and
moral decay. The surge toward dissonance,
disguised as beauty which some modern
composers, painters, sculptors and writers
affect, certainly does not make for great
and enduring masterpieces. Concord may
become hopelessly flat, monotonous and un-
interesting. Musical beauty rests largely in
employing discord in contrast with con-
cord. But music that is 99 44/100ths Per-
cent discord is likely to become insufferable
to most human ears.
Mr. Slonimsky's brilliant introduction to
his Lexicon starts out to appraise the situa-
tion in very penetrating manner in the
chapter "Non-Acceptance of the Unfa-
miliar." On critics as a whole he quotes
these amusing lines from Conan Doyle:
Critics kind-never mind!
Critics flatter-no matter!
Critics blame-all the same!
Do your best-damn the rest!
As we read on through the book we soon
find ourselves in a maelstrom of abuse,
some of it real Billingsgate. Our opinion of
critics in general is not thereby elevated.
We have produced some very fine critics
in America and many pathetically incapa-
ble ones. Some have been ridiculously false
prophets. Is this due to the fact that the
critics are sometimes uneducated in the
higher musical matters? They are not ex-
pected, of course, to be able to write a mu-
sical masterpiece of the level of the works
they criticize. Some great composers (Schu-
mann, Wagner, Saint-Saens, Berlioz and
Debussy) have been interesting critics, but
by far the greater majority of critics could
no more write an immortal symphony, play
a great concerto or conduct an opera than
they could sail a battleship. This does not
deprecate the scores of excellent critics who
by means of long training in music, com-
bined with fine taste and most of all with
seasoned judgment, are doing a helpful job,
day in and day out in our country.
Mr. Sionimsky in his opening chapter
quotes a number of critics who dwell upon
the immorality of music in certain works.
In some compositions the composers have
used music to stress immoral suggestions
in the libretto, notoriously Shostakovitch's
(Continued on Page 60)
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As A VERY young teacher, armed withthe conventional diplomas and de-
grees from good music schools, but un-
blessed by any course designed to initiate
me into the mysteries and joys of teach-
ing, I was deeply impressed by a talk
which attempted to describe a perfect piano
lesson. According to the speaker, the char-
acteristics of such a lesson were perfect
notes, perfect Lime, perfect fingering and
perfect phrasing. Other perfections were
perhaps mentioned but they have escaped
my memory.
After hearing that talk, I spent quite
a lot of time and energy trying to squeeze
one "perfect" lesson out of my teaching
schedule. In fact, for some years I pon-
dered over the problem, not without feel-
"A teacher affects eternity; he can
never tell where his influence stops."
others. Unfortunate is the student who is
led to believe that aU the joy from music
study comes late, a result of many weeks
of laborious and uninteresting drill. Happy,
and usually successful, is the student whose
teacher is expert in finding opportunities
for the pupil to use his music in such a
way that he reaches each goal with a sense
of satisfaction and with a resultant ambi-
tion to go 011 to higher accomplishments.
Another important evidence of good
teaching is the pupil's keen awareness of a
desirable goal. We know that a pupil learns
school. Marches Ior assembly, solos or
perhaps accompaniments for assembly sing-
ing are always received gratefully-if
they are well done. And what an incentive
for concentrated work this opportunity pro.
vides the piano student!
Short tests can be used as effective goals
for piano students. Scale work, chords,
and sight reading suggest performance tests
that are easily administered. Records of
accomplishments in tests help both the
teacher and the pupils to know where they
stand. Some teachers keep charts po ted in
Some Characteristics of Good Piano
by POLLY GIBBS
ings of guilt for Illy part in the failure of
my pupils to deliver what might be called
a perfect lesson.
Perhaps this speaker was entirely right,
that music teaching can be judged by
accuracy of pupil performance only. Per-
haps she assumed that aU other character-
istics of good teaching can be taken for
granted when good performance is pro-
duced. No one minimizes the importance
of accuracy at a lesson. We strive for it
continually. But I find it difficult to believe
that it should be the sole criterion of
teaching.
I remember with pleasure a recital by a
group of first year pianists, pupils of
student teachers. The children secretly or-
ganized the recital, decided which pieces
each child was to play-in which keys-
and then invited their teachers to be
guests. It was an amazing affair, display-
ing musical and social initiative, good
playing and genuine understanding. There
was a fair amount of stumbling with an
occasional slip when an ambitious young-
ster tried to transpose one of his pieces into
several different keys. But the important
thing: the significant thing, was the en-
thusiasm of the children for their music.
Accuracy cannot take the place of that.
In fact, without enthusiasm there is little
hope of ever getting a "perfect" lesson.
'Vith it, perfection may lie just around the
corner.
Let us list, then, as the most important
outcome .of good piano teaching, a favor.
able attitude toward music. It provides an
atmosphere conducive to growth in the
ability to perform with and for others. It
promotes a corresponding growth in the
discriminating interest in the playing of
I
, I
I
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best when he is conscious of a strong pur-
pose in his work, when he is headed toward
an objective that can be reached rather
SOOI1. SO the teacher who is likcly to have
good students is the one who is successful
in selecting goals, helping each pupil to
understand his objective and crowning his
efforts with a word of praise when he
succeeds. \\Then work falls short of the
goal, an explanation of factors involved in
the failure is conducive to future good
work. A no-comment attitude on the part
of the teacher is more deadening to pupil
interest than reproof, while the effect of
praise is well known to everyone. Pupils
try harder to reach each succeeding goal
when these goals are clearly indicated and
when recognition is accorded success.
Most teachers can immediately call to
mind suitable activities and goals that will
provide a strong purpose to the pupils'
work. Some teachers make use of frequent
studio recitals, each successful appearance
in the small informal recital serving as a
stepping stone to a larger and more formal
one. Some teachers find exciting goals in
the musical activities of the home, school
and church. Many a student has accom-
plished wonders because of his desire to
appear well before his friends in social
situations. An ambition to play for group
singing at church has provided effective
motivation for countless young pianists.
Children will work diligently on the prep-
aration of Christmas carols as a surprise
gift for their mothers.
School music teachers are glad to co-
operate with piano teachers in promoting
opportunities for their pupils to pla y a~
PoUr Gibbs is professor of music
at Louisiana State University
at Baton Rouge.
Teaching
their studios so that pupil can have the
benefit of friendly competition in tr)'ing to
"keep up with ] hnuy." ther teachers
prefer to check oft a complishmcnt in the
assignment bo ks of indivi lual pupils.
Tests may be given at a private lesson, at
a regularly checlulcd cia sis n, or at a
group meeting arrange I e pecially for the
purpose of the t 1. In any case an incentive
for careful study is pr vid 1.
erne teachers fin I it helpful to invite
another piano teacher to "auditi n" his
pupils. Knowing that an outsi ler will make
constructive ornrnents n their playing,
pupils will prepare f r such occa ion with
great attention to detail and fine points.
The comments of the visiting teacher re-
inforce the work of the regular teacher
and in some instances a fresh ear and
friendly suggestions work wonders with
stubborn passages. An exchange of serv-
ices of this kind may be mutually beneficial
to two teachers while coating little in money
and time.
High school music festivals. neighbor.
hood or family recitals. building a large
and varied repertoire-aU these can be
effectively used to stimulate that sustained
application which is so necessary in music
study. The far distant goals SOOn lose their
pull for the pupil. It is only the extract-
dinary young student who can work with
~ons.istellt effort toward the hope of appear-
1I1g In Carnegie Hall ten year hence with.
out other more readily realized ambitions
to spur him along.
The next outcome of good music teach.
ing which 1 wish to mention is an attitude
of musical discovery and exploration on the
part of the student. Such an attitude is
indicated when a particular modulation
catches the pupil's attention and he asks
the teacher's help in gaining a clearer
understanding of it. The young child ex.
plores .music when he plays his little
pieces III JUany (Continued on. Page 56)
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Margaret Sande, director- Radio City Music
Hall Corps de Ballet and Oscar Lifshey
The Radio City Music Hall Rockettes, as
wooden soldiers. do their tumble in the
finale of that celebrated routine.
The Dance Accompanist
Words of advice from authoritative sources
on the requirements and opportunities
to be found in accompanvuig dancers.
by Cunnar Asklund
AMERICA'S increasing interest in ballet
has changed art-dancing from an alien
form to an international expression in
which American dancers, choreographers,
and musicians rank well to the fore. This,
in turn, creates professional opportunities
which, a decade ago, hardly existed and
which go far beyond selling seats to bal-
letomane audiences. Dance classes, dance
groups (from small studio ensembles to
the American Ballet Theatre) have sprung
up across the land, and all of them need
music-most of which is provided by the
dance pianist.
This important accompanist may func-
tion independently, or as staff member of a
dance organization. In either case he (more
often, she) is marked out by special skills,
the possession of which opens the door
upon an interesting profession.
Among our outstanding independent
dance accompanists is Agnes Kun. A native
of Budapest and a graduate of the Budapest
Conservatory, Miss Kun's training began at
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the age of five when her father: a distin-
guished conductor, read four-hand cham-
ber works with her as part of home recrea-
tion. At eight, she was performing back-
stage at the Budapest National Theatre;
when plays required the principals to play
the piano, the actor moved his hands on a
dumb keyboard in rhythm to the child's
renditions of Mozart and Chopin in the
wings. Arriving in the United States as
a young girl, Miss Kun was recommended
to Fokine who was having difficulty finding
a pianist to decipher an illegible manu-
script score by Delius. Miss Kun played it
at sight and began a new career as dance
pianist. Her subsequent work with the
world's greatest dancers (Patricia Bow-
man, Paul Haakon, Mordkin, Charles Weid.
mann, Tilly Losch, and the Ballet Theatre)
has rounded that accidental start into one of
the leading reputations in the field.
"The successful dance pianist must feel
the music," says Miss Kun, "instinctively
bringing to life the authentic style, rhythm,
Russell Markel·t, director Radio City Music
Hall Rockettes, with Beula Ceangfe (at
piano), and, Emilia Sherman (stop watch)
and phrasing of every piece she plays. Fur-
ther, one must read fluently at sight, again
in any tempo or style. The best way to im-
prove reading is to read-solo works, cham-
ber works, accompaniments, every thing-
always watching accuracy and rhythm. The
good dance pianist needs the training, both
technical and musical, of a concert pianist.
You never know what difficult works you
may be asked to play, and once you have
played them, you must remember them. As
the concert pianist carries full programs in
his head, the dance pianist should have a
memorized repertoire, not only of standard
classics but also of those phrases and sec-
tions of a work which fit the special
rhythms of dance exercises. You must know
what to play for slow four-four time, for
fast two-four time, for pizzicati, etc.
"To fit music to dance forms. the pianist
must have a good knowledge of dance tech-
niques. Hence it is a good idea to seek
one's first job as pianist for an elementary
dancing class. There you learn the basic
steps, their names, their patterns, the kind
of music that fits each. You discover, for
example, that a Strauss waltz is excellent
for the pirouette, while the more stately
Brahms waltz is not; that Mozart's Turkish
March is ideal for the petit battement.
Gradually, you assemble a complete little
library for the five (Continued on Page 47)
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Reviewed by
PAUL N. ELBIN
Bach: St. Matthew Pllss;on
I,
I
I
I
\Villiam Mengelberg conducted more
than a hundred performances of Bach's
"St. Matthew Passion." In releasing a re-
cording of the performance Mengelberg
directed in Amsterdam on Palm Sunday
1939, Columbia reports a recent rediscov-
ery of the original recording. The Mengel-
berg performance, given in German, fea-
tures the Concertgebouw Orchestra, the
Amsterdam Toonkustchoir, the Boy's Choir
Zanglust," and Karl Erb as the Evangelist,
William Ravelli as Christ, soprano 10 Vin-
cent, alto Illona Durigo, tenor Louis van
Tulder, and bass Herman Schey. The reo
cording has deficiencies in distorted highs,
narrow frequency and dynamic range, and
more than a tolerable amount of noise
from choir and congregation. Yet the dra-
matic "St. Matthew Passion" is done so
devoutly, so impressively under Mengel-
berg's direction, that the technical defects
of the recording can easily be forgiven.
(Columbia, three 12-inch LP discs with
German-English texts.)
Donizetti: Highlights from Lucia Iii
Lallunerllr,oor
Rossini: Highlights from II Barbiere
Iii Siviglia
Anyone wanting "highlights" of these
popular Italian operas will be pleased with
the first Cetra-Soria re-releases under the
Capitol label. The complete Lucia was re-
leased first on thirteen 78 rpm discs by
English Parlophone and later on three
LP's by Cerra-Soria. Capitol has cut the
performance to fit a 12-inch LP record.
Rossini's complete "Barber" is only about
two years old. It too has been reduced to
a single LP disc. Both performances were
considered excellent. While some of the
Italian singers are not familiar to Amer-
ican opera devotees, their competency is
obvious. Capitol's cutting was done intel-
ligently; the numbers selected are those
most wanted by record buyers and all are
given in their entirety. There is a place
for such abridgements. (Capitol, two 12-
inch LP discs.)
cords
Beethoven: Syntplwny No.3 ill. E-/111',JUnjor,
the" Eroica"
Sir Thomas Beecham's summer-after-
noon approach to the "Eroico" is not this
reviewer's notion of the work. Though
Columbia has given his performance with
the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra excel-
lent recording, the symphony emerges from
the grooves as a spineless thing virtually
without meaning. This is not to maintain
that only the furious Toscanini version is
valid, for Bruno \Valter and Felix \Vein-
gartner have both given LP record buyers
"Eroica" performances that have tension
and strength without uncalled-for heroics.
(Columbia, one 12-inch LP disc.)
lUOZ31·.: Symphony No. 35 ill D Mltjor, K. 38.5
S)·mpho",- No. 40 ill. GMinor, K. 550
As part of a four-disc release honoring
the 77th birthday of Bruno Walter, Colum-
bia Records has given us new recordings
of these Mozart favorites played by the
New York Philharmonic-Symphony with
Walter conducting. Both symphonies are
played with abundant vitality and recorded
with splendid realism. The celebrated
Beecham recordings of these Mozart works
are characterized by more lightness and
less drive, but improved sound and areater• 0
consistency of approach throughout give
these new Walter performances the edge.
Here's a good disc for Christmas gi vi ng.
(Columbia, one 12-inch LP.)
D\'oh'ik: S)·lIlplwny No.2 in D Minor
Dvorak would be assured a place in the
musical hall of fame if he had written
nothing but his D minor symphony. In a
new recording made by the London Ph.il-
harmonia Orchestra conducted by Rafael
Kubelik, we have the first LP version to
cha~lenge the pre-war recording by Vaclav
Talich and the Czech Philharmonic. Kube-
Iik, of course, is Czech, son of the Czech
violinist, Jan Kubelik, and Dvorak's na-
tionalistic music is part of his inheritance.
He conducts with full regard for the Slavic
mixture of darkness and light. "His
I 18
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'la ter's Voice" ha given the excellent
Philharmonia orche tra r markablj trans-
parent reprodu lion. (R A Vi'l r. one
12·inch LP disc.]
Debussy: La Boit e ,; l ou iou:x
Jbert e Hisloirell
Menahem Pres ler, young Isra Ii pianist,
has recorded effectively (or I-G-M two
French piano scores never before recorded
in their entirety. ince neither work can
be called major, the filling of the catalog
gap is not exactly epoch-making. Yet De-
bussy's piano SCOre for a projected chil-
dren's ballet and Ibert's ten melodic pieces
are worthy of revival on discs. Pressler
has studied them thoroughly and has
played them with great charm. The reo
corded sound is satisfactory. ( 'I-G-M. one
12·inch LP disc.}
Handel: Jllusic lor Allcieul I".'rulllf!"" (l1If1
Soprano Voice
For those who like their Handel in the
language of baroque-period instruments,
Esoteric has an interesting record made
by Pro Musica Antiqua of ew York con-
taining two sonatas for recorder and eon-
tinuo, a trio sonata for recorder. violin
and c~ntinuo, and two soprano r~itatives
and arias from one of Handel's innumerable
chamber cantatas. The recorder well han-
dled by Bernard Krainis, is the featured in-
strument, since the (Continued 011 Page 52)
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THE YOUNG SINGER who aspires toconcert engagements generally has a
clear idea of the path she must follow to
achieve them. But the girl who hopes for a
vocal career in motion pictures invariably
wants to know just how she must prepare to
get there. Actually, the requirements for the
one field are as clear as for the other. Prepa-
ration for a film career depends on the
pattern into which that career will fall.
The singer who looks forward to assum-
ing concert or operatic work in films needs
exactly the same equipment she would need
for such work on any stage. The only dif-
ference, perhaps, is that in films she finds
the added advantage of the microphone
which will amplify a smaller voice. But
nothing of a mechanical nature can alter
voice quality or vocal emission; hence, film
work demands the same preparatory care as
to inherent timbre and sound methods as
does opera. And there can be no short cuts
or compromises.
But observation shows us that it is quite
possible to have a vocal career in films with-
out possessing a great voice. Provided that
a voice is of naturally pleasing and musical
quality; provided that it makes an attrac-
tive impression at auditions and is easy for
a microphone to transmit, it can give ex-
cellent service, in the nonclassical branches
of film work. Ballads, popular numbers,
modern songs of individualized style are all
part of motion picture singing, and each re-
quires its own specialized equipment.
Hence, the best advice to the young singer
is to discover her own style and to project
her voice in the way she believes to be best
suited to her needs.
It is well to realize that, in film work,
other qualities are equally important with
singing. The camera requires photogenic
features and good teeth. It is no secret that
even here, adjustments can be made-c-oer-
tain tricks of makeup improve facial con-
tours, and porcelain jackets can cover less
than beautiful teeth. But the basic structure
of the features must be such that the camera
can reproduce them advantageously. Fur-
ther, the candidate for film honors should
have some inborn acting ability which can
be developed by study and work. In one
way or another, voice, looks, and acting can
be built up.
There is one field, however, in which
the screen performer stands entirely on
his own. That is sincerity. The camera sees
true, and has a peculiar way of looking
through you! Whatever lies deeply inside
one comes out. The camera magnifies what
comes out of your eyes and that, in the last
analysis, is more important than what
comes out of yout mouth. You can't dis-
guise what goes on in your mind; and the
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Jeanette l\'lncDonald
If you hope for a film career
One who has had a highly successful career
ut motion pictures and on the concert stage tells of some
of the requirements for gaining the top
An interview with Jeanette MacDonald
Secured by Rose Heylbut
thing the camera brings out marks the dif-
ference between a good and a bad per-
former. Let us say there is a scene in which
one has to say, "I love you." One actress
speaks the words exactly as directed-and
all the while she keeps wondering if that
tree over there is going to throw a shadow
on her face. Another actress forgets herself,
throws herself heart and soul into the part
she plays, and speaks the words with sin-
cere intensity. The odd thing is that the
sound of the words may be equally pleasing
in both cases-but the camera will reflect
exactly what is going on in the two per-
formers' minds, bringing out in one case a
stilted playing and, in the other, a com-
pelling one.
To my mind, it is this matter of sincerity
which must be the film actress' first con-
cern. It is the thing which guides her: not
only in the playing of scenes, but in each
step of preparation for her work. The girl
who has the secret idea of taking a few
lessons and then catching the next train for
Hollywood won't get much further than
the train. It is up to her to judge of her
weak points as well as of her assets, and
then to set about correcting the one while
she develops the other. I studied dancing
with Albertina Rasch, a great dancer and
a most meticulous teacher: and J well
remember my sufferings under her sharp
scoldings and her whacks at my knees!
But I had to learn what she had to give
me, and in time my knees kept straight
and I got no more whacks. Had it been
necessary for me to study trapeze tech-
niques, I should have done that too.
As to getting started in a film career,
the best advice that anyone can give is to
make the start at home, in your own com-
munity, whatever its size or facilities. And
it isn't even necessary to set your home
town on fire. For a start, it's enough to
give proof of some ability, sincerity, and the
power to please. If (Contil/ued on Page 64)
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that stir the spmts of men to a
frenzy. If he cannot excite that
frenzy he cannot become a great
artist."
It should be observed that Menu-
bin did not deny that the laborer is
worthy of his hire, that when an
artist has demonstrated the incandes-
cence of the divine spark within him,
the shining of it may lead him to a
financial competence. He does main-
tain that the consideration of the
financial competence must always
follow, never precede, that of the
irresistible impulse to interpret great
music.
"There are other considerations
you should present to young people
who contemplate a concert career.
There is the matter of selecting
proper teachers, and there are all too
few great teachers. Yet it is true
that the would-be artist brings just
two important influences to bear in
the matter of his career. Those two
are himself and his training. He can
do little about himself, he is as he
is for good or for ill. But his teacher
stamps on this young artist a mark
from which he will never escape all
the days of his life. One should be
certain that the mark is for good!"
In the matter of teachers Yehudi
Menuhin has been extraordinarily
fortunate. His early lessons were
with Louis Persinger, now of Juil-
liard, a man of great musical and
teaching ability. Later he studied
with Georges Enesco, famous violinist
and composer, who matured a style
which today is individual to Yehudi,
the hallmark of his own peculiar
genius.
"It matters little whether the par-
ent forsees a career in music for his
child; when it comes to selecting a
teacher for that child in music (or
anything else for that matter) he
should take the greatest care to
choose one of wide information and
of wisdom. Teachers, you under-
stand, may have knowledge without
wisdom, or even wisdom without the
ability to impart it to others. The
selection of a teacher is one of the
most important responsibilities that
falls on a parent, no less important
than that of selecting a proper diet
for the youngster. The study of any
subject, great or small, sets up in
the mind of the student certain
habits of thought. Those habits func-
tion in every field into which the
mind or talents of the student enter.
Good habits of thinking about music
aI e carried into all the student's
other pursuits. Bad habits are equal·
ly widely distributed. In a life so
short there is no time to spare for
the elimination of bad habits in any-
thing! "
Thus spoke Yehudi Menuhin at
the age of 37, he who made his first
public performance at the age of
"GENIUS BEGINS WITH MATURITY'''
(Continued from Page 11)
four, 33 years before our interview.
His was the wisdom of 33 years of
experience.
But what was the basis of those
years of matchless playing? ,On what
foundation was such a career laid?
For the answer to those questions I
went to Moshe and Marutha Menu-
hin, his parents.
The Parent. Speak
"It was very early in Yehudi's life
that we realized we had to deal with
a spirit and a mind almost beyond
human experience, with that rare
creature which (for lack of a better
term) we call a genius. At the age
of ten months he began to walk,
which proved nothing but which was
suggestive of early maturity. When
he was one year old he cried because
a brother attempted to feed him with
a spoon duller in luster than the one
to which he was accustomed; so early
did his eyes perceive variances in
brightness of colors. When he was
fifteen months of age came the thing
which first tended to crysta lize the
suspicion that Yehudi was one of
God's elect. A little neighbor girl
named Lilli and Yehudi used to play
together and take naps at about the
same time. On one occasion Lilli had
already fallen asleep; to encourage
Yehudi to go to sleep we told him
that Lilli was napping, whereupon
he sang in perfect intonation, up and
down the scale, an octave each way,
like a chant, 'Lilli has fallen asleep,
Lilli has fallen asleep, Lilli has
fallen asleep.' We looked at each
other, a deep, long look. Words were
superfluous. We understood without
them that we had brought an angel
of music into the world.
"When Yehudi was fifteen months
of age we used to take him to hear
the concerts under Alfred Hertz at
the Curran Theatre in San Francisco.
We had not much money, we could
iII afford, perhaps not afford a baby
sitter, hence the tiny Yehudi went
with us. People would look askance
at ILS, bringing a young baby to a
concert, but the baby never cried.
As soon as the music began he was
all ears and eyes, and he would
especially smile when Persinger, the
concert master and later his teacher,
would playa violin solo. It was from
the beginning that the violin was for
him. In his feeling for the instrument
he began with maturity. Indeed, all
his life that was the case, he began
with maturity.
"You have asked us for the in-
dications of genius. I have answered
you by telling you the tllings we saw,
heard, observed. One can translate
what I say of the violin into the
language of the piano, of books, of
anything in the world. It seems to
me that the phrase, 'He began with
maturity' could be Laken as a tape
by which any parent might measure
the talent, even the genius, of any
child. "
The problem of how to develop
this extraordinary talent was a grave
one for the Menuhins. Should Yehudi
be sent to school? How was his
education to be financed by a family
of meager means? With whom
should he study? Where was he to
obtain a suitable violin? How was
his physical life to be ordered?
"We are people of considerable
educational background. We de-
cided to use that education for our
son. Very early we ourselves began
to teach him such things as he would
absorb. By the time he was six he
possessed a degree of information
and understanding of the informa-
tion equivalent to that of the average
grammar school graduate. Thi being
true we knew that to go to the grade
school would be for Yehudi a stifling
process. He had tutors, and advanced
with extreme rapidity. You might
say, perhaps, that one of the test
of true genius is the ability to com-
prehend all things, for genius is
only rarely specialized. If it focus
in one thing (as it does in this case
in the violin) the radiance of it
illuminates the entire field of human
experience and knowledge. This has
been so with Yehudi Menubin, and
surely the parents of all children who
might be potential geniuses may test
their offspring by this measure, the
measure of genera.lity of interest and
talent."
At the age of three Yehudi had a
quarter-size violin, and Sigmund
Anker of San Francisco to teach him.
He was still in love with the sym-
~hony concert master, however, and
111 a year or two Louis Persinger
consented to accept the little lad,
and Persinger led him through the
paths of violinistic beauty for three
years. After that formative period
he went to the great Rumanian
violinist and composer, Georges
Enesco, and with him he has as-
sociated himself ever since.
"Yehudi believes, as we do that
E· 'snesoo IS the musicians' musician,
and ~le is still humble enough to go
t? hIm for fresh light and inspira-
tIOn, even to this very day." Refer-
ence is here made to Yehudi's own
comment on the importance of a
great teacher made earlier in this
article.
In various ways certain people of
wealth became interested in the
young violinist, and funds were avail.
able for the purchase of a Stradi-
varius, for study in Euro'pe as well
as in America. All this has been told
before and will not be repeated here.
Not so, however, the important mat-
ter of physical development of a
young genius.
I
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"We felt the aesthetic development
of the child, genius or no genh,
must be laid on the foundationofh~
physical development. Two hours
daily were spent in walking. That
was, as it were, the law of the Medes
and the Persians. Bicycling was a
hobby, and also swimming.And very
important, every afternoon there was
a two-hour nap. Yehudi learned the
art of relaxation. I am certain that
too many parents press their chilo
dren past the point of wisdom, not
taking prop r care of their rest and
bodily well being.
"ln the matter of eating and drink.
ing, again we tried to set up no bad
repre slons. Yehudi use neither el-
eohol nor tobacco. These w re new
forbidden. we ncoureged him to try
them, believing thai the di agreeable
taste of both would prevent a habit
fixing Its If on him, prouidin8 that
we were not unwise enough to make
him de ire them because they were
prohibited.
"Leopold Au r i said to have in-
sisted his pupil precdce nine hours
daily, the e on technic, three on
repertoire, and three on general
reading. 'V b Ii \ d this to be a
man-killing process inst ad of man-
building. Y hudi practiced four
hours daily, or thereabouts. It was
enough. H 8 person is a genius he
will not need more i if he is not a
genius more will n t make him one."
( ote. 29 years go Fanny Bloom-
field-Ziesler. in her day the greatest
of the woman pianists, told me the
same thing, except that she herself
practiced only two 1.0 three hours
daily! )
"The last thing I think )'OU should
tell your reader about the develop-
ment of genius. so far as we are con-
cerned, is thi : a genius. beginning
with maturity, is able to make deci-
sions for himself. He should not be
stunted, nor should he acquire im-
proper inhibitions by having loving,
but non-genius parents attempt to
order aU the manner of his life. Let
me cite the instance of the selection
of Yehudi's first Stradivarious. We
were authorized to purchase any
available trad. no matter what the
price. Yehudi s 'lected one whichcost
35,000 less than the most expens1\'e
one which we could have had wit.hout
the slightest question being raised.
I said we wouJd take the less expen·
sive one, Yehudi's selection. and
much ado was made by OUI bene·
factor and many other people who
wondered if we had been foolish not
to take the top' price insuument. But
mind you, :Mr. Brant. Ehem Zim·
baJist himself. at thaL time in the
prime of his violinistic glory, said
that Yehudi had selected the best
violin of the entire collection. You
see, the genius begins at maturiL)'r'
THE END
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November Whirl
Various items
of importance to teachers are
here broughs to their attention.
E'VERYTHING 'round here is in a happywhirl today. Outside my window the
crisp leaves are whirling in the autumn
breezes; the tops of the palm trees are laugh.
ing at them in gleeful twists .... Inside-in
the music teacher's head-the prospects of
stimulating new materials, fresh projects,
sharp truths discovered during the sum-
mer, all waiting to be tested" are gaily
spinning 'round .... Here are some whirls
that I catch as they whiz by: - - •
- - . A delightful new and original begin-
ner's book has just appeared, the best, I
think, thal we have for five or six year olds
~•. Margaret Dee's "Get Acquainted" ..•
Try it and see!
. - . Do you know those two wonderful
books by Marvin Kahn, "Beginner's Guide
to Popular Piano 'Playing" and "Chord
Construction and Hints for Popular Piano
Playing?" These, I think, are not only the
most serious and tasteful popular piano ap-
proaches but the best general instruction
books for teachers to use in their explora-
tion of this field. I recommend the "Be-
ginner's Guide" for all 'teen agers and
adults, to be studied coordinately with the
usual piano instruction books. . . . The
"Chord Construction" book is an effective
and practical keyboard harmony guide for
elementary pianists. Its applications, too,
are alluring: Girl 0/ My Dreams, J Can't
Give You Anything Bus Love, Dinah, I'm
Gettin' Sentimental Over Yon, etc .... And
don't forget, these books have been written
by a very sensitive and distinguished musi-
cian ....
I am using both books in my University
of California piano classes this year.
. - - Just out: Mark Nevin's large-note col-
lection, "Tunes You Like," an ideal fun
book for young beginners. . . . Do you
know Nevin's Twinkle, Twinkle variations
-a corking lhird or fourth year recital
piece?
- - . A welcome Christmas gift for young
pianists is "My Book of Animal Songs" by
Coots- Hall. These hilarious, sophisticated
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yet simple settings of Beulah, the Beautiful
Bee, Willoughby the Weeping Whale, Tillie
the Tattle Tale Turkey, and others, with a
parent reciting the texts as the pianist plays,
will bring down the house!
- - - Here are some good pieces for that
pesky bridging-the-gap period between first
and second year:
Richter, Nibble A1ouse, repeated notes
for very young students, with silly but nice
words.
Glover, Forward March!-crisp, sturdy
stuff for young lads.
Beck, Dancing on the Tightrope, a
snappy, short staccato study.
Archer, Red Dancing Shoes, an irresis-
tible little waltz for girls .
Dungan, A Sunny Day-lazy and relax.
ing.
Schuldt, Crazy Clock, a good plunk-a-
plunk and sassy piece.
Corbman, Chicichua, a tango for small-
handed youngsters who need rhythmic sta-
bilizing.
Stairs, Airplanes, good six-eight time for
high flyers.
- - - Speaking of high Ayers, have you
seen Weybright's "To the Moon and Be-
yond"? This is an exciting second year
book, ideal material for tough young space-
minded pianists. Music, simple but good;
illustrations, sensational.
.. - Bernard Wagness - - . Although he
and I disagreed very sharply about certain
aspects of early training, I have always ad·
mired his books. I still consider them tops
for early grades. Don't pass up the Wagness
books j there are none better.
Some American Conlposers
The thoughts whirl on . - - I am still
amazed by an unusual manifestalion in the
Summer Workshops. Why did so many of
our best American composers of piano
teaching materials attend these classes?
Here's a partial list of the well-known wdt-
ers who participated in my Chicago, New
York and Sarasota (Fla.) courses: Martha
PIANIST'S PAGE
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Beck, Memo Beyers, Ada Brant, Lee Corb-
man, Margaret Dee, Louise Garrow, David
Glover, Opal Hayes, Marvin Kahn, Mary
Nelson, Mark Nevin, Edna Taylor, Earl
Truxell.
I think they came in order to assure
themselves that they were writing for the
present generation of young Americans,
and to welcome the appraisal of their pieces
by the scores of intelligent teachers who at-
tended the classes. Well! They received this
latter in overwhelming fashion. After they
played their new manuscripts, the audience
commented, criticizing or praising titles,
content, suitability. These sessions-s-often
uproarious-were extremely stimulating,
and, I believe, helpful to us all.
Example: One composer played an ex-
cellent, quasi-Chinese piece, but confessed
he could not find a suitable title. Any sug-
gestions? Titles came from all parts of the
auditorium-"Chinese Serenade," "Men-
golian Melody," "Oriental Dance," even
"Ming Toy's Wedding"-but all were un-
satisfactory for the gently clattering piece.
Finally, another composer yelled above the
din, "Chinese Checkers't-c-and that was it!
An extraordinarily fine group, these com-
posers made a significant contribution to
the classes.
A Bach Chorale Prelude
- - . Almost every pianist wants to play
Bach's beautiful Jesu, Joy 0/ Ma,n's Desir-
ing; but mosl students lend to play it too
slowly. When the chorale theme enters
(measure 9) in straight quarter notes, the
contrast with the preceding triplets slows
up the piece too much. Therefore I advise
pianists to play the whole piece slightly
faster-J. = 69-72 .. Do not emphasize the
chorale melody too strongly at first; play it
softly and tenderly_
I have always objected to the "Jesu, Joy
of Man's Desiring" title. What justification
can there be for such a fancy name? The
chorale, composed originally by Johann
Schop was called, (Continned on Page 53)
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QUESTIONS
INFORMATION ABOUT
TWO FAMOUS PIECES
• The "Warsaw Concerto" and the Chopin
Jl1ilitary Polonaise will be played in lny
forthcoming recital, and I would like to
have some information about these two
pieces.
-Mrs. E. N. M., Florida
The "Warsaw Concerto" is part of's
musical score of a movie, "Dangerous Moon-
light" made in England in 1941, and re-
leased in the United States in 1942 under
the title "Suicide Squadron." The music for
this movie was composed by an English
composer of film music named Richard Ad-
dinsel. He was born in London in 1904
and has composed music for such films as
"Good Bye, Mr. Chips," "Blithe Spirit,"
and others. During the film "Dangerous
Moonlight" the hero plays a composition
for piano and orchestra which has become
popular under the name of "Warsaw Con-
certo" even though it does not have the
form of a concerto but is just a piece for
piano and orchestra. The plot of the movie
concerns itself with the destruction of War-
saw during the last war.
Chopin wrote fifteen polonaises, and of
them all the Military Polonaise is best
known and most popular. A polonaise is a
stately Polish court dance in triple measure
with accents on second beats. You will find
further information about both Chopin and
the polonaise as a musical form in any good
music dictionary, and if you do not already
own a set of Grove's Dictionary, I suggest
that you invest. It may be secured from the
Presser Company, of course.
-R. M. and K. G.
HOW SHOULD A CHORUS BE SEATED?
• l conduct a high school chorus, and I
need some advice: (l) How shall I place
the singers on the stage when there are
three rows of them and the piano is turned
so that the treble part is toward the audi-
ence? (2) Who comes out on the stage first,
AND
Conducted by KARL W. GEHRKENS,
Music Editor, Webster's New International
Dictionary, assisted by Prof. Robert A.
Melcher, Oberlin College
accompanist or glee club members? (3)
Wiult shall I do in the case oj a school
principal who asks S01ne girl to "lead a
song"-by which he means that she shall
scream or yell above the other voices? My
idea is that the leader is the one to keep the
music going rather than the one who is
asked to scream or yell, but I haven't been
able to convince this man, so I haven't
been able to get this idea across.
-Mrs. I.R., Missouri
If your singers are all girls I think I
should place the sopranos at the left of the
leader, 'the mezzos in the middle, and the
altos at the right. But if you have a mixed
chorus than I think it well to have the so-
pranos at the leader's left, the basses next
to them, then the tenors; and finally, the
altos at the leader's right. But people have
all sorts of ideas about placing their sing-
ers, just as orchestra conductors have all
sor~s of different notions about placing
their instruments. One thing is a little dif-
ferent in the case of a high school girls'
chorus, namely, that the girls like to be in
the front row, so you might have half of
your front row composed of sopranos and
the other half of altos, the boys in this case
being placed in the middle from the second
row on back.
As for the matter of coming out on the
stage, I think it good taste for the members
of the chorus to come out first, after which
~he accompanist may slip unostentatiously
into place, the leader appearing last-and
being received with the largest amount of
applause by the audience. (If they are not
used to this you may have to "prime" the
audience a bit by telling your chorus mem-
bers to ask their parents to applaud only
mildly until the director appears.)
Your problem about the Principal makes
me laugh-they are that way the world
over, and I have never found any sure ~ure
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ANSWERS
for their state of mind. But I suggest that
you use a little psychology on him, and
some day when he is feeling fine and is
perhaps complimenting y u on this, that,
or the other, I sugge t that you say to him
"spontaneously" that you are so glad he
likes your work, and that you appreciate his
cooperation very mu h. If he is still amia-
ble, go on to ay that there i just one thing
you'd like him to do for you; and when he
asks what it is tell him that it alway up·
sets you and "makes you nervous" when
he calls on certain girls to "lead songs." If
he is still smiling even faintly by this time,
tell him that if he will refrain from this one
little thing you'll love him forever ana work
even harder to make the music outstand-
ing. (I'm sure you know thi technique, but
maybe you just hadn't thought of working
it in the case of the Principal!) -K ..
IT CAN'T BE DONE!
• I am a voice teacher in a school oj music
where we would like to formulate a study
course of about five years leading to a,
teacher's certificate. What I desire is an ap-
proved syllabus monuai listing year to year
the correct studies and pieces. Can you help
me?
-Mr. R.R., New York
, (1011,'£ believe the project of setting up
a five-year course in voice is practicable.
Each student is an individual, different
from anyone else who has ever lived; so the
really fine teacher studies the individual
pupil, assigns to him such materials as he
thinks are right for his particular needs.
hears him sing (or play) from lesson to
-Iesson, suggests this, that, or the other in
the way of voice production, posture,
breathing, interpretation, study habits, and
the like i-and then hope for the best. But
to set up it. study course which each pupil
would be required to follow, willi-nilly->
~hat I think of as a preposterous idea. It
IS true, of course, that various schools set
up goals that must be met by the end of the
first. year, the second year, and so on, and
I think it is entirely legitimate for a group
of teachers to discuss and decide upon such
goals. But to set up a fixed course of study
tl~at must be followed exactly by each indi-
VIdual student sems to me to be entirely
unpracticable. I'm sorry! -K.G.
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TEACHER'S ROUNDTABLE
MAURICE DUMESNIL, Mus. Doc., gives advice about rhythmic
numbers, fingerings for repeated notes and other questinns.
REPEATED NOTES FINGERINGS
I have most of Chopin's urorlcs as edited
by JosefJy. The [oult I find with litem is
their fingerings. and I.he constant method
oj changing fingers on repeated keys. While
it is rnost desirable 1.0 do so on rapidly re-
peated keys it is superfluous and "[ussy"
when such is not the case. A lso: mucli is
made oj the organ method of silently
changing fingers while holding down a
key, even when the pedal is being used,
Will await your reply with gratitude.
C. R. G., Ohio
I agree with you about the repeated notes
and the use of one finger is advisable if
the chief consideration goes to smoothness
of the tone at a moderate or slow tempo,
as is the case in the middle section of
Chopin's Prelude in D flat major (Rain-
drop). But speed makes it imperative to
change fingers. However flexible the wrist
may be one could never play at tempo such
repeated notes as occur in Liszt's Rhapsody
No. 13, Moszkowski's Caprice Eepagnol, or
Ravel's Alborada del Gracioso.
On the other hand, substituting the fin-
gers-organ style-is to be recommended
even when the pedal is available because
one can never exaggerate the legato style,
and relying too much on the pedal might
gradually lead to carelessness and neglect
of that supreme quality: a rich, full, sing-
ing tone.
Repeated notes should be practiced with
the fingerings 1·2-3 and 1-2·3-4. Besides
being an excellent drill, these will apply
to continued patterns of triplets and quad-
ruplets often found in piano repertoire.
AN EXTRAORDINARY PERFORMANCE
Those who heard Artur Rubinstein per-
form the G minor Concerto by Saint-Saens
with the New York Philharmonic last April
experienced a rare thrill and were given
an admirable demonstration of grand style,
heroic pianism. This "G minor" has long
been a favorite in Conservatory recitals
and contests and for this reason has be-
come, in the eyes and for the ears of many,
somewhat matter-of-course and deprived of
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freshness or even interest. But there came
Rubinstein and all the loveliness, the lyr-
icism, the brilliancy of the work came forth
in their full glow. It was indeed an aston-
ishing performance, at which Salnt-Saens-c-
the pianist-and Anton Rubinstein-the
conductor, who gave the premiere in Paris,
would have marvelled. Even over the radio
the exhilaration of both the conductor and
the audience could be felt.
For me it was a special occasion, for it
brought recollections of a symphony con-
cert, some years back in Montevideo, South
America, at which I was the conductor for
Artur in the same work. The overflowing
audience in the Teatro Solis literally caught
fire. Minutes long, they stood up, waving,
applauding, shouting their acclaim.
Those who are inclined to be analytical
may look through text books in order to
try and explain the extraordinary assem-
blage of pian istic and musical qualities re-
united in such a personality. Students will
attempt to find out from their teachers how
it's done. I prefer to let myself be carried
away and give the answer with one single
word: Genius.
WANTS RHYTHMIC NUMBERS
I would appreciate very much your giv-
ing me the titles of a dozen or so rhythmic
pieces, the kind that would be good jar both
study and recital, not too difficult, and
neither classical nor ultra modern. Some of
my students are in need o] developing their
sense of rhythm, and they like things that
are pleasing and effective. Thank you very
much.
(Mrs.) C. W. H., Illinois
I think the following list will be exactly
what you are looking for ...
Three Preludes, by Gershwin j nicely con-
trasted, short, brilliant.
From Uncle Remus, by MacDowell; still
very fragrant with Southern atmosphere.
Diversion in G major, and Polonaise
Americaine by John Alden Carpenter
(Schirmer), pianistically and harmonically
interesting.
Juba Dance hy R. Nathaniel Dett; a live-
ly, exhilarating number.
Southland Frolic by Evangeline Lehman
(Schirmer); excellent example of clever
piano writing, clear and brilliant.
Tango in A Millar (not the famous one
which is in D major}, by Albeniz; if you
play this one properly you have the key to
Spanish music.
Spanish Dance (Playern ) by Granados;
good study involving both hands in the ac-
companiment.
A Ma.re Enchesi, by Villa Lobos (Villa
Lobos Publishing Corporation): a short
and snappy little piece, typical of Brazil.
Le Petit Negre (Leduc) j General Lavine,
eccentric ... by Debussy (Durand): a
change from the perennial Golliwogg and
Minstrels!
Pierreue, by Chaminade; a charming
number that helps develop elegance too,
within a strict rhythm.
The above pieces will appeal to every-
one. They are not hard to play but ... they
sound much more difficult than they really
are!
KEYBOARD·LESS PRACTICE,
Is it possible to exercise the fingers away
from a piano? For me it is a problem to be
able to practice more than twenty minutes
or so a da;y, so if there is anything yon
might suggest it would be most valuable
and I would appreciate it.
(Miss) D. R. S., Ma.ryland
There certainly is a way and often, when
I travel and cannot get to a piano, 1 use it
to great advantage. One can always find
some chair, or table, or any piece of furni-
ture that has a rounded edge of just the
proper contour. Insert it between the fingers
as follows: 2nd under with the 3rd over-
3rd under with 4th 0\'er-4th under with
5th over. Rotate the hand, wrist, and fore-
arm gently so you feel a slight pull between
the fingers, without forcing and with com-
plete relaxation and flexibility. Then do the
same thing vice- versa : 3rd under and with
2nd over, etc.
For the wrist, move it as lightly and flexi-
bly as you can, up and down as far as it
will go, keeping the fore-arm steady and
merely as a support. (Contillued on Page 63)
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The
Practice
Problem
What should be done
about allowing practice
on the church organ?
It's a qu~stion that
has caused much
discussion, pro and con.
by
ALEXANDER
McCURDY
A READER writes to this department asfollows:
"The vestry in my church, where I am
organist and choirmaster, is unwilling for
me to teach on the organ, saying that it is
too commercial. I have felt that it is an
organist's prerogative to be able to teach
on the church organ providing it does not
interfere with church worship and is not
carried to extremes. I would be grateful
for your views on the matter.
Very truly yours,
B. H. F."
Does this sound familiar? 1£ it does not,
your church is a rarity. There is probably
no single aspect of church music more
debated. than how much, and by whom,
the organ is to be used aside from choir
rehearsals and worship services.
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The situation outlined in B. H. F.'s letter
is typical of many. As a fellow organist I
can sympathize with B. H. F. On the other
hand in fairness to the long-suffermg
vestry, it must be added that there is some-
thing to be said for their view of the
question, too.
There are many men playing in churches
today who receive a salary (sometimes a
very good one considering the amount of
work done), who have full use of the organ
(and, they insist, it MUST be a good one),
who are allowed to teach morning, noon
and niaht and make all the noise they wish.
In retuOrn for which they somewhat grudg-
ingly condescend to play a service on
Sunday. I don't wonder that there is re-
action, and justly so, against this attitude
which I know to be found in a good
many places.
Three outstanding churches in Philadel-
phia, for example, all possessing large
four-manual organs, have had to lay down
strict rules as to the use of the organ for
practice and for purposes other than actual
worship services. All three churches were
driven to take this step after a series of
unhappy experiences with organists who
extended practice hours beyond all reason-
able lengths.
To use a large four-manual organ, for
example, to practice pedal exercises is
absurd. Nor is there any reason to use
the big instrument for practicing notes or
working out technical problems. This could
be done at the piano or at a small practice
organ.
I also think that it is foolish to teach
most students at the large organ. There
is so much routine material that must be
covered, especially in the early stages, that
using a big four-manual instrument for
teaching is unnecessary and extravagant.
Only when students have coordinated hands
and feet and progressed beyond the pedal-
exercise stage are they in a position to
draw on the larger resources of the bier. 0
Instrument.
One of the churches mentioned above
has just engaged a new organist. When the
committee interviewed applicants they were
told of the rules limiting practice time.
Most of the applicants wanted the job
anyway in order to have some experience in
playing the church's magnificent organ.
One of the applicants discussed the com-
mittee's rules with me. I told him I felt
the committee was justified.
Did he expect, I asked, to be allowed to
run that motor six hours a day, seven days
a week, at a cost to the church of a dollar
an hour, when he would be spending most
of that time learning the notes of his ~usic?
Let us be realistic about this. We must
see the side of those who pay the bills.
Vestrymen as a rule are practical but not
AIcXlluder McCurdy
unreasonable. When omeone, a visiting reo
cita list for example, n ed to pra ·tice on
the church organ itself, rath r than a sub-
stitute instrument, I have found that any
church will cooperate.
Sometimes, however, it i difficult for
young student to be philo phical about
such thin rs. They are ng r to master their
chosen instrument and will go to any
lengths to get additi nol h urs at the
organ-bench.
During the past year, n young student
broke into one of the pr m inent hurch
of a large city in the East, pracri ing at
the organ for hours very night. The bills
for power were lrnrnen e ; no one could
understand why until the young man was
caught, quite by chance, in the middle
of the night. The church was about ready
to do something drastic. Fortunately the
young man was put straight and the whole
matter cleared up.
I think the reader will agree that this
was a rather extreme application of the
idea of "unlimited" practice time. nlim-
ited practice time, like freedom of speech,
is a privilege which ought not to be abused.
As the late Justice Holmes pointed out:
"Freedom of speech does not srant any
man the right to shout 'Fire!' in a
crowded theatre."
On the other hand, tomorrow's organists
must get their training somehow. In his
letter B. H. F. speaks of teachina as "an• , 0
organist s prerogative." I would go farther
a~~ say that it is an organist's responei-
bil ity. And it is just as much the church's
obligation to provide for organists of the
future as it is ours to teach them. The
conservatories of our country can't provide
a fracLion of the number needed. The
church must provide a place to pracLice and
a place to teach.
It is therefore up to every organist and
every church to (Continued on Page 63)
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That Famous Ope 35
VIOLINIST'S FORUM
An Analysis of the Dont Caprices
by HAROLD BERKLEY
THERE ARE certain books in the violinstudent's curriculum that are veritable
peaks, in that the mastering of them
widens his musical horizon and increases
his perception of the resources of his in-
strument. One such peak is the Kreutzer
Studies, another the 24 Caprices of Rode,
and certainly a third is the Op. 35 of Dont.
These Caprices by Dont bear the same re-
lationship to the advanced technique of
violin playing that the Kreutzer studies
bear to the intermediate technique. Both
books are fundamental.
Born in Vienna, Jakob Dont (1815·
1888) was one of the great teachers of the
nineteenth century. The most famous of
his pupils was the late Leopold Auer. Busy
though he was as a teacher, Dont yet
found time to write several books of ex-
cellent studies, the best known of which
are the "24 Exercises Preparatory to
Kreutzer," and the "24 Etudes and Ca-
prices," Op. 35.
The Caprices--the title by which they
are usually known-are peculiarly adapted
to the development of solidity, accuracy,
and finger strength. These qualities are
stressed more than left-hand facility. And
they do not have much material for de-
veloping a varied bow technique. For this
reason it is advisable to combine the study
of them with work on the "First Thirty
Concert Studies" of De Beriot. The two
books complement each other perfectly, for
where Dont develops strength and solidity
of technique, De Berior calls for great
fluency in the left hand and much agility
in the bow arm.
Dont may be called the father of the
modern fingering technique, for in his
studies, and especially in the Caprices,
will be found many indications that are
completely in keeping with the principles
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used today. However, his influence in this
direction was scarcely felt by most editors
for forty years after his death.
In each Caprice some technical factor
is thoroughly explored. For instance, 111
No.1 we find one of the best chord studies
ever written, and one of the most difficult.
Until the notes have been mastered, it is
better practiced slowly, as in Ex. A:
Ex. A
41'1 I
When the notes have been well learned,
and the player has time to consider his
chord-playing technique (see the Forum
page of ETUDE for May 1950), the chords
should be played with alternate Down and
Up bows as well as with all Down strokes.
No.2 is an excellent study {or develop-
ing a broad yet fiery detache in the upper
half of the bow. The pressure of the bow
on the string should be constant, the [one
and piano passages being difTerentiated
by taking more or Jess bow. The fingering
should be noted carefully. Problems of in-
tonation occur in almost every measure,
so the study must be practiced very slowly
at first. It should be recurrently studied
until it can be played with speed and bril-
liance.
No.3. In measures 16, 18, 19, 20 and
similar measures, the first two notes-the
major third-should be taken with the
fourth and second fingers and the next
note with the first finger. This is not so
indicated in most editions, but it is strictl y .
in keeping with the principles originated
hy Dent. The study should he practiced
both detache and legato. When the latter
is used, the principles of Round Bowing
should he observed.
In No.4, the piano sections are better
taken in the middle third of the bow, and
the second sixteenth of each pair played
by itself. In the jorte sections, more bow
is required, and the middle note of each
chord should be sustained with the second
sixteenth.
The rapid alternation of strings in No . .s
often brings to light a very common bow-
ing fault: that of raising and lowering the
I bow with the arm instead of the wrist.
When such passages are played slowly the
arm can be used to cross strings; but if
the tempo is moderate or fast, the forearm
should move as if only one string were in
use, the wrist alone being responsible for
string crossings. In measures 13, 15 and
similar passages, the first two notes of the
second beat should be taken with the sec-
ond and third fingers in order to prepare
the hand for the tenth which immediately
follows:
When No.6 can be played as written,
at a fairly rapid tempo, it should be prac-
ticed, somewhat slower, ,~ith four beats
to each trill instead of two. Thus adapted,
it is probably the finest exercise in short
trills available to the advanced violinist.
But in the beginning the student should
not stress speed of trill at the expense of
strength of finger.
No. 7 is an outstanding example ot
Dent's modern concept of fingering. It is
also an outstanding study for the develop-
ment of true intonation and what, for want
of a better term, may be called "finger-
board sense."
No.8 should be used as a daily exercise
for several weeks, or until it can be played
through with ease and fluency. It is an cspe-
cially good study for those players who
do not bring the left elbow sufficiently
under the violin when playing on the
lower strings.
After exact intonation-which must be
the student's first objective-the quality
to be sought for in No.9 is a crisp articu-
lation of the chords. In order that the trills
may have brilliance, a slight bow-accent
should be given to each of them.
In No. 10, the student must try to stop
all four notes of each chord simultaneously.
A little time may pass before this can
be done, bnt the goal should he kept in
mind always. The bowing given in al-
most all editions (Continued on Page 51)
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Here's a serious discussion
0/ the shortcomings
in the technical
equipment of many musicians
•zn
Frorn an Interview
with Lucien Cailliet
Secured by
Verna Arvey
(Because his own highly varied and colorful
career is based on a solid foundation, Dr.
Caillier is eminently qualified to point out
ways in which the musical lives 0/ others may
be enriched. He was born in France and edu-
cated at the Conservatory oj Dijon. He
studied privately with. Paul Fauchet, Georges
Caussades, and Gabriel Pares. In 1918 he
came to the United States and five years
later acquired his American citizenship. The
year 1939 brought him a doctorate of music
from the Philadelphia Musical Academy. In
1946 he joined ASCAP. Ed. Note.)
ITHAS been said that we are living nowin an age of specialists. This has its
good points, but can we honestly believe
that the virtues outweigh the faults?
What of the instrumentalists who have
a good technical background, but who
know nothing of harmony and counter·
point? What of the singers who do not
understand their own accompaniments be·
cause they are unable to play the piano?
The composers who cannot orchestrate, the
orchestrators who haven't bothered to study
composition or to learn to play the instru-
ments for which they orchestrate: the critic
who has no more than a memory of the
way other writers have described estab-
lished works, or the conductor who cannot
analyze a score?
All these people may be sincere, but
they are incomplete in their equipment.
Unless they decide to become well·rounded
musicians, the public eventually will find
them out. It does no good to say that the
public wants only to be entertained, or
that it is long-suffering and patient. Sooner
or later the public catches on, and then the
careless, bluffing musician finds himself
pushed aside in favor of someone more
thorough than he.
Let us consider the people connected
with a piece of music from its inception,
through its performance and its final judg.
ment: the composer, the orchestrator, the
individual performer, the conductor, and
finally, the critic and musicologist.
First, the composer. What sort of Com~
position will he produce if he is not ac-
quainted with musical form? Once a film
composer remarked to me that he had alA
~ __ 2_6 _
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ways wanted to w.rite a string. quartet. He
had tried and failed ma~y tlme.s. I told
him that to be able to wnte a stnng quar-
tet one must first know how to constructa
symphony which, o.f. co~rse, w~s outside
this particular mUSICIan s experience. He
was an excellent composer for films,where
his music needed only to be atmospheric
and where formlessness was a virtue rather
than a fault. But in the large forms he was
lost.
An important part of the art of creation
is a knowledge of orchestration, yet not aU
composers are capable of orches~ra~ing
their own works! To my way of thinking,
a composer who ha to have his work
orchestrated by some ne el e can no longer
claim complete credit for the re ultiog com-
position. Hi basic c ncepticn can be real-
ized fully only when he himself i master
of the situation, from the mu ic's inception
to its conclusion.
By the ame token, an orchestrator
should be able to compose if he wishesto
do so. He also should be able to pia)' effi-
ciently one string instrurn nt, one reed.in-
strument, one brass instrument, perCUSSIOn,
and should have a working knowledge of
the others. Many orchestrators don't know
how the instruments actually ound! An
orchestrator should make it a point to sub-
stitute this practical knowledge r r a suo
perficial or mechanical acqu~intance ,,:ith
the instruments. J learned till by pia) II1g
different instruments in a military band in
France. That is the reason J know how
valuable such knowledge can be.
r . INow, for the performers 0 mUSIC. 0
matter what instrument i played, the
player should have learned the piano first.
Singers, too, need to know the piano. In ad-
dition, every singer and every instrumental-
ist should know solfeggio and harmony.
(In France a year of solfeggio is given
before the student even touches his instru-
ment). He should learn how music is cou-
structed; he should study counterpoint if
only to understand the relation of his own
voice to the accompaniment, or the rela-
tion of his own instrument to others in the
orchestra. Music history and the traditions
of interpretation should also be familiar
to hin1.
True, all of this extra study demands
more homework more time and more effort
than the averag; student is willing to gi\'e,
especially if circumstances in a college force
him to take a long series of unrelated aca'
demic subjects. But the result will be worth
the trouble!
If the instrumentalist finds a place in
an orchestra, hjs conductor will be a teach·
er to a certain extent, although he cannot
fill the gaps entirely. There are conductors,
too, who need to broaden their horizons.
As they improve, their orchestras will im-
prove. We can ask these questions of each
man who conducts (Continued 011 Page 48)
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In Memoriam
(Er.inn er ung-)
November 4,1847+)
. . , d th (8 - - IsoP"es S·and2S) Nothing could be moreIn this issue we are celebrating the annlversary of Mendelssohn 5 ea . ee.u _ ab _ •
t ouching than this tribute from one composer to another. Grade SJ. 'ROBERT SCHUIVIANN:
'Nicht schnell,und sehr gesangvoll zu spielen. - Op, 68, No.28
Moderato cantabile (A 84 ) ~ --....", /::---..-.3)
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+) The date of MendelSSOhn's death. ~
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From llAlbum for the Young;' by Rohert Schumann.[410~00104]
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3Heal,~Ye, Israel
(Soprano solo from "Elijah")
Grade 4f
FELIX MENDELSSOHN, Op. 70
A-Y'Yal1ged by Henry Levillt
Adagio (j\: 63)
5"' ~
5 4 2 5
3f t.k3~
p=--
p
2•
=-------:~J ~ /FFffi9~I ::::3 2 3~!;~.Jl J ' 2
~ II 11 , Ir 111' i~ , c= II" ~r I -l " " L.B.- f J ,,)( J. ~J n":l I"': D :H;\.:; .,~.J..1.. l..J.. pp ..,. . . .
~~
11 II H~ ~ ~ I r'.
5
p=-===- c~ J!i 4~~ 3 2 : ..t:J ,~ - 3 2 , ri:J!;~.Jl , l=I ~ • r-;::
~ b.J I ':pG-- ~- vl.. , ), I
f~P
Z--'"
if~ me fif sf==--tL I m.., I. I;" I"~~~~:'1, .. ~1.. 1" '" 2 ~ , r1l ,...-.. .
I 11 :: q~ 2 '2 13 -----"-.,11 ~5
A A A A
A
, 3
~•1'1 Jl ~ • ~ f.- I R', 3.111 .RI • ~f.- 'II. ·-
If .....:..[L qr.- r r . I1f' I!t- · ~creso. ......... -I'pp if P .----:---.--= ..... ==--p .....J ...... 1J m rJm rJ m ~ Ui ~ ~~~. ~fi It ~.~,~.
I: .. ·~.. • I ..•
From IIThemes from the Great Oratorios~ arranged and edited by Henry Levine. [410.41021J
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({;. ~.
I 3:-----..--
3 !i 5
.
IU a2:IO
5 c, 3 2 =- ==- ~ " 2 , 354
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i 4 3 0 , l' "3 2 , • PSi Fi' .JJ. ~I ~~ 2 3 2 .. J rrr-~ '?-r'. 1 2~ 1-: _......1'1 " • . ..
"<; r::: " )2WJ~ p::2~ f Ii' IO.l.I II ~ r--I" f4 - -=-- 2- .1m p~ ~ ~.~~~s: pptll .n::l tffm Itn-ml~: 2m IJ: -m3 .......... .·.
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.A .J-I'o'- "---i''- __ ~~ _
Grade .3 Pearls of the Night
IValse moderato (.. - 110) • 3 •
No.110-40277
STANFORD KING
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. .
01 , 2 t t~ 5 4. •
if. mp·· ~.... .$ ~.... ", .... ....mf ~.{i~~}1- ~~~ .. · ---- t'-h -r _1..9-' Col ~~ • ..-::=:: <,t I ..
rsn ~~ r ~f ~ ~ , ...... 3 % i 2: 3 ~= ==-3 =-= =-=
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r
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f\ 0 4 3 0
~ ,
If :1f1 mp v_~ .... mf J\. ~~~~
'1' .... • • ~~--~.Ir\.;~••• ~.h<......... ----f-....f.- poco r?t; 9'- ~. -~. ..
::::>- !;~_ 'J)4 1",.000:::.== _ -- ::::==== ~ ::::::==2------
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1~3 ~ • 343.' 4 ,~ , !J 3 ~ i t ---- t • t t • I 3 2
If. , I II "--'- 1' ••• -9.. ·v.
......,~f
-~.nL ~ /~ I- ~~ ~- x-=- r----z:it. ,I .. ~
P 5 0 , 2 5 2 , • I ~';'" • 5• 3 t • I D.S. al Coda
-$-
CODA
fl 2 3 3/2 ........ 3 .• " 3•
" mf~~ ~j ~~ .,..p
, $':' ~~: ~$:
~J.
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No. 130·41133 Si1~er"Sfiaaows
Grade 3
HUBERT TILLERY
Dreamily; with swaying rhythm-rJ\: 52)
31 !j z ~ t 5 ~ I t~ t t 4
t mp~ ~ v~J "'.J
-..t/ -~ "i':.) ll•..../ "'.J *.J v"'.J "'.J "*..; ~ D.j·~
-----. 211Z 1"----31 zf.., ------- . ~ 1'1 1----- I l\ -. :.-. .. .. . ~ '1515 I 2 I 5 t .~ I I' I"
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'L' '"-----J''-_~A'_ ~ A~ ~A'_ A~-.JA'-----'--JL-.-
Z 23..., ~ ...., ...., I 5 I 4 I - -...; -.:-1 .~..../ "'.J TT"~ ll•../ " ll·,,/ VJ .. :.; -i'..;t. mf dim. poco a .poco -:J. r,:t.----- 1--' ~. ~. -- --- :--.. ... • r---_ • -- • c:----..· ,· .
" I • t 2 I " 3 t Z " 3 t : .\ Co I5
--"'---J- A~_...JA__ ~A___!'---J,A-----.JA--....JA----'A'---...JA-_--JA~ --J"--"----
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-
It mp ....../ ....../ v".J .......; .......; -#oJ ...../ ll-I':.J .... ../ ......./ v"'.J ".J "V -J D~ ~I..../
21---- ., f.., I •• ---... . ~. 1--.1 1--- I t\ ... ----- . --:' r--I· , · ..
7 · ,,5 I ~ I t' I
Ped. s'mtle
Last time to Coda ..
n - ,..., ...., - ...,
It .....; •.J .~...J ....;.1 ~...../ .. '....I .....; ".J #J I·.:.J---- ""!. I~ --- 0-..1 J: dim. e rit p1--, .. I 1\ .:-------... '''- I ;;::::::..· .· . .. .
t' I -, I I
Piil mosso 53 t, t I 5 :l "5-: . 3. . . ~.
t ~ W~: .. ~ II!·~~K .' ....:.-.. ..... -' '-v '- ''':'' ......."!" ..... -.: • -jJ~ ~ n...:-~~ Ill.:~-'>=- >=-mJ :::0;= " iL >==- ">~>t-" ~ ~ ~ ,,, "If :=0-. . :;; ., "> "· ,. . . .. . .- - t t 5 I 2 I .....b I I
I .' - -4. 3. 4
~ .---' ..--1 ,,....,.-.-...... -
It' -....:::..•• 1 ... -:... .. II r . If' ~r~: Ill~:dim. e rit.
/C,t :-;-..,. . . I .. '· . . .·
r · ,
CpDA i,.!, 'tri s...., 1""1 3l-
It -:.
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No. 110·40274
Grade 312
Arpeggio Etude
JOSEPH ROFF
t.,5 5~ :3 2.
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I r--1 I • """ I 2 I
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Colosseum
VLADIMIR PADWA
Marciale (J, 132)
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1\ ----- --- I ~.. . . .
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.
.ff ~
I ~ •
.~ ..:.. ... ra- (2.'. : - .......
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NB. This passage should be played without pedal. The melody :5hould be kcment played very short and dry. pt legato, a·nd the staccato notes of the .1.ccompani.
From '.'Roman Suite:' by Vladimir Padwa. [130.41130J
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Rigaudon
SECONDO
Allegro (J = 100)
FRANCOIS COUPERIN
(1668-17331
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From "Classic Masters Duet Book;' compiled and arranged by Leopold J. Beer. [410-40033J
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Rigaudon
PRIMO FRANCOIS, COUPER IN
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Grand Partita in D Minor
In the October Etude the theme and first f'our variations of this music were presented. We continue with Variations 5,6, and 7.
Since the work is too long for inclusion in any single issue, we will continue this "serialization"until all variation! have appeared.
Variazione 5
BERNARDO PASQUINI
(1637.1710)
Freely ~ran!icribed for Organ by
G1-uscppe Moschetti
Br ilIante
Ha-m-mond Regis.
[E) 00 7612 000
MANUALS
.~--... ~ . .:. -- • -- - ,..-.
I,
.
[E) Gl. Flute~ 8' _4,3 senipre staccato
..... I~
.d sempre legato IIlJ ~ ~ ~ ~ Il... .
•
® Sw. Strings 8' ~q-t -i9 ...
Ped.16' - 8'
,
.
Ped.42
I ..PEDAL legato
__a
---
,If - ...- -...... ............... -
-- Ill: ~ IhJ= • \'i ; .d Ill~ ... 14. ~4-
I'i • - - .--.-. .fl.!!" _ ...... oW f.\
~ ...- .,.
J ;: f I.J
-
Ill: 4- II!. .. • f.\I . ;= f:. B:.
I
f.\-. • • • I
L'istesso tempo
Variazione 6
Hammond Reg. ~ @ 10 4332 212I rm 00 6421 000
J.
® sw.legato
The same registration as Var. 5
[433.41009J
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Variazione '7 Ha1nm,01Ul Regis.
IA#I 20 7756424
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.,- 'tr I.LI.J IJ I I , ITTJ .tr.
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Ave Maria
J. S. BACH- CHARLES GOUNOD
Transcribed by Gast.on BDrch
CELLO
Moderato.
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\
From "The Ditson Album of 'Cello Solos~' compiled by N. Clifford Page. [434 -40037J
Copyright 1934 by Oliver Ditson Company
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•When I Am Dead, My Dearest
Christina Rossetti
CLIFFORD SHAW
t
VOICE
II ll. Moderato, con semplicita e teneramen e
:
4! When I am dead, my
a tempo
1'1 !l !l
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>--- ~ ----
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r r r
1'1 II !l .
l!- dear - est, Sing
, r
no sad songs for me; Plant thou no ros - es at my head
f'I II 1+ --- ---- --- --
[4! r-r.-rrr- IPir~~~rlF~r 'rCtrr Ir~r~ • [?; r-i r- ~ifr irif------ ----- --- -, ---- -- '----='"".
r -9 ~ r ur '"' -f r r
I 1'1 II Il.
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l!-
..
Nor shad-y· cy - press tree.
r r
Be the green grass a - bove me ,Vi th show_ers and dew _ drops
f'I II !l --- -- ./ , , --- ----......----
14! ~ri r~ri =iJ-.i r~r 'r: I . IF F F ; Ir: I !L-'=-- F'--------- ------ riJJ"n r-,. ~
r r i .. 1 ~ r ~ ~ f ~
,I,
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" ~ ..it. "F= -
~ ~ r r err -G ..si i lr r-r
I shall not see the shad-ows; I shall not feel the rain; I shall not hear the night-ing-gale
, ~ '"' --- 1<II l! 1----- I"""'" ~ • I~ III -...; ... 0 ~ r-.. ~
0 • .. oj <0 1..1-.: • .. oj .. c;.. ... I I
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~ Slightly faster, with more intense feeling
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t I -When I am dead, my dear- est, Sing no sad songs for me._
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THE DANCE ACCOMPANIST
(Continued from Page 17)
positions, the pas de chats, plies,
adagios, etc. And such knowledge is
essential.
The ideal situation is for dancer
and pianist to complement each
other in a flowing ensemble where
neither leads and neither follows;
but it doesn't always happen that
way! Sometimes the pianist must
help the dancer over rough spots,
emphasizing rhythms, tempi, style,
phrasing; beating out the music
measure for measure, over and over
again. This phase of the work re-
quires not only a knowledge of
dance forms, but a familiarity with
the limitations of the dancer's body
(need for breathing, timing of
leaps, etc.).
"The dance pianist's great prob-
lem is the danger of falling into a
rut through playing only such music
as is required in one's work. To
avoid this, I have found it helpful
to branch out into independent re-
search and varied dance eccom-
panying activities, spending time
with the rhythms of Spanish dances,
the subtle grace of French dances,
the unique accentuation of Polish
mazurkas (distinguished from the
one-two-three of waltz rhythm by a
slight secondary stress on the third
beat), with the rubaci of Hungarian
folk dances. Such study is stimu-
lating in itself, and very useful in
approaching ballets based on native
strains (Granados, Bartok, etc.}.
"The dance pianist needs sound
training in musicianship-only that
can help her through the emergency
problems she must face! For in-
stance: Fokine's large studio was so
arranged that my piano stood just
outside the door where I could see
nothing of what the dancers were
doing. This necessitated an abso-
lutely accurate accounting of rhythm,
style, phrasing so that the dancers
could fit their patterns to the music.
At another time, 1 played for a
dancer who wished nothing but 17th
ce~tury music, the furnishing of
which required many sessions of
h~isk library research digging out
bus. of Couperin and Rameau to fit
the desired rhythms. Again, when I
played for the Isadora Duncan
dancers, 1 found that instead of
the routine Strauss ~aItzes, they
used. Schubert and Chopin. One
pract~c.e session required twelve
repeutrons each of Chopin's Butter-
fly and Revolutionary Etudes! For
all such needs, the dance pianist
mu~t ~e ready without a moment's
heSItatIOn-and indefatigabl I Pi _
isticall he. l~ny, s e encounters no special
problems. But she needs the sound.
es~ possible schooling in musician-
ship, fluent reading, dance forms
r~pertoire, plus quick judgment and
t. e ale.rt ability to render any pos-
Sible kmd of '.servIce 10 any possible
type of dancing."
Some da -.h nce p1anJsts prefer to at-
tac themselves to the staff of a
ETUDE-NOVEMIJEP.. 1953
large organization. New York's
great Radio City Music Hall re-
quires the services of two staff dance
accompanists, one for the Corps de
Ballet, one for the precision routines
of the Rockettes. The ballet pianist
is ~scar Lifshey, musicologist, au-
thor ity on pre-Bach music, and
veteran dance accompanist, whose
experience ranges from Ziegfeld
shows to ballet work with Pavlova.
Mr. Lifshey believes that success in
the dance field depends on personal
qualities. "Not every musician is
suited to dance work," he states.
"The dance pianist must he able to
submerge his own personality to the
aura of the artist. He requires
enormous patience and the kind of
feelings that aren't easily hurt!
"Musically, he must have a wide
background of types and styles, all
of which he keeps in his head for
use at any moment; and he must
select these works not as they ap-
peal to a musician alone, but as
they will affect the public. A chore-
ographer finds a routine too long,
let's say, or too short; all he does is
to tell the pianist, who immediately
makes cuts or supplies extra mate-
rial while the choreographer stands
over him waiting to go on with the
rehearsal. It goes without saying
that the dance pianist must be an
accomplished player and reader.
"He does more than play measures
for dancers; he must maintain the
structure, tempi, and style of the
music. As work progresses, he must
fit the music to the choreographer's
requirements as to time-duration and
also as to space which means decid-
ing what to repeat so that the ballet
which Delibes wrote for a 3D-foot
stage wiII be smoothly effective on
a 100-foot stage. There's no magic
about the actual work of accom-
panying-you keep on playing till
the dancers know what to do. The
big problem is to satisfy the chore-
ographer's dance ideas without dis-
torting the music. (I once dealt
with a character who wanted the
slow parts of Liszt's Second Hun-
garian Rhapsody taken fast, and the
fast parts slow!) Always, style,
rhythm, and tempi come first; the
music should never become a mere
prop for dance steps. Fortunately
for me the Music Hall's ballet direc-
tor, Margaret Sande, knows this!"
Playing for the Rockeues involves
different duties, since both their
dancing and their music derive
chiefly from non-classical sources. In
charge of this work is Beula Crangle,
former vaudeville pianist, who has
played for the Hockettes since the
Music Hall opened in 1932.
"Work in my field requires imag-
ination, good reading ability, a strong
sense of rhythm, and an alert famil-
iarity with dance forms," says Miss
Crangle. "The best outline of my du-
ties, perhaps, is a picture of what the
(Continued on Page 50)
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FILLING THE GAPS IN MUSICAL EDUCATION
(Continued from Page 26)
Composer-Pianis'. Teacher- Author
A top pianist on Radio and TV brings his keyboard
~now-how to students and feachers in the follow-
mg books:
7~~1Ita~
A'ee YOURSl
PIANO TEACHERS· STUDENTS - MUSIC.LOVERS an orchestra: l.~Can he orches-
trate? 2.~Can he compose? 3.-
Can he explain what is in a score?
4.-Can he play instruments? If the
answers to these questions are posi-
tive, then all is well. But if they
are negative, how. can he analyze
new works? How can he bring the
greatest artistic satisfaction to his
audiences?
In days past, some dancers had
a distinct gap in their educations.
Many had not bothered to learn
music, and some had not even a good
sense of rhythm. Nowadays, as I
watch auditions for dancers in the
ballet I hear them asked by the ex-
aminer, "Do you know music?" or
"Can you play the piano?" Those
who can answer "yes" are usually
given a preference.
The people who should know the
most about music are those who, in
evaluating it for books and periodi-
cals, do so much to educate the pub-
lic: critics and musicologists. These
people should have a practical as
well as a theoretical knowledge of
music. If they cannot already per.
form, they should train themselves
to do so. They should broaden their
horizons so that they will not be at
a loss when confronted with some.
thing new; so that they will be able
to do much more than re-hash what
is written in books. I believe it is not
too much to say that if a journalist
wishes to analyze or criticize a
composition or a performance, he
should know in advance everythinrT
about music. He should be as well
(if not better) prepared as the ar-
tist or composer he is criticizinn
Of the greatest importance are t1~~
teachers. Perhaps they are modest
and retiring, never appearing as per-
for~ers but preferring to push their
pupils, rather than themselves into
the limelight. Yet to them falls the
task of training the musicians of
the future, a glorious duty which
should not be taken lightly! A
teacher of music should never b
satisfied with the education he h e
a.heady received. He shou Id co~~
tmue to study, to investigate and to
evaluate the old and the new .
order. to lead his students into C01~~
stru~LIve paths. It is not enough to
conslder the teaching of .musIC a
mere means of earning a living. It
must be a continuous crusade f
all that is fine and t.rue in the ar~r
If there are gaps in the educ " ,.of . . a IOn
musICIans, it is also unfortunatel
true th~t there are gaps in some o~
the Wfltten material available for
study. These latter can be filled I
by strikjng out for onesel f on. y
pIa' d b fi or, m
~n w,or :' y rst-hand experience
o gIve Just one example: despit~
~he many books of studies for b
mg
l
~nd fin~ering the violin, ther::~
not HUg wntten for pizzicato I Al...4.8••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c.o.m.p.o.'.e.'_W.il.I_,e_I_I_Y_OU that' if ~~
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with Memo Beyers) •••••.•
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Favorite Mozart compositian5, fingering exercises and
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writes a pizzicato, it may be played
well, or not well-r-depending on the
player's sensitivity to a satisfacton
tone, 01' on his teacher's astutenes;.
There is a gentle way to pull the
string, so that it will not rattle
against the fingerboard, or produce
a metallic sound.
Then, the matter of books on or.
chestration. Even if a student has
studied them all thoroughly, he still
has to make his first orchestration.
His moment of awakening will come
when he discovers that all the theo.
retica l knowledge in the world can.
not compare with actual experience.
And as long as he orchestrates, just
so long will he despair of ever learn.
ing all there is to know about this
art. Every composition will present
a new problem.
What helped me most in orches-
tration was my experience with the
great Philadelphia Or hestra. At
that time, M r. tokcw ki sometimes
bad entire programs of orchestra.
lions. I orchestrated for him some
of Bach's works, also some piano
pieces - Debussy's. for instance.
Then there were suite taken from
some of \Vagner' operas. In most
instances. the masters' works were
rein forced. rather than reorchestra-
ted, to fit a larger group of instru-
ments. Becaus ~Ir. Stokowski likes
depth. he had ten string basses. a
contrabassoon and a contra bass
clarinet, which now is not in use.
Whenever he heard something good,
such as the playing of the contra
bass clarinetist {rom Damroscb's or-
chestra (who had previously played
for Richard Strauss) he immediately
wanted it for the Philadelphia Or-
chestra.
When a person orchestrates for
such a splendid group, he begins to
grasp the boundless possibilities as
well as the limitations of orchestra-
tion, things not found in books.
For me. there was an added ad-
vantage in being able to hear irnme-
diatel y everything that I orchestra-
ted. This helped a great deal. III
orchestratjng for films, one also
hears his work soon after doing it.
The orchestrator does not ha\'e to
worry about the matter of timing
and synchronizing the music with
the film. because tbat problem be·
longs to the composer. The orches-
trator does, however. ba\'e to be able
to make twenty·eight musicians
sou.nd Jike forty by the judicious use
of Jnslrumental combinations. if that
seems advisable.
When I was engaged to teach or·
ches~ration. it happened that in this
particular uniyenity there was no
p.recedent for me to follow. I ",as
Virtually forced to create a course
of study. which I later put into book
form. At the outset. I was taken
aback when the- Dean of )lusic told
me that we would have classes as
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foJIows:Orchestration I.. Orchestra-
. n II Orchestration III, and onUO, . .
up. Since orchestratlOn to me lS a
matter of practical experience more
thananything else, I asked how the
subjectcould be divided into grades.
The Dean replied simply that one
nade would be more advanced than
~Ieone that had preceded it! I was
at a loss to know how to proceed.
I understood that I would have to
Jill an important gap, also that I
would be educating myself as a
teacher,as well as teaching my stu-
dents. All along the way I came
face to face with problems not cov-
ered by the standard textbooks, and
had to find my own solution for them.
Two hours before every class be-
gan,Iwas in the classroom working
at the blackboard, making up my
texts for the day. After the classes
wereover, I photographed the texts
just as I also photographed the
scoresI had made for the Philadel-
phia Orchestra, and later projected
them on a screen for future classes
in orchestration.
The system that evolved from this
was, briefly, to teach everything
about the strings, then everything
about the woodwinds, then about the
brasses (which section is the nucleus
for the orchestra containing, as it
does, everything) and so on, until
every instrument has been covered.
Thenthe students are asked to write
middle C in unison for the whole
orchestra. (Many of them can't do
it at the beginning!) Afterward thev
are asked to write a woodwind
chorale, then a brass chorale, finally
a tutti. When the tutti is mastered,
they must begin to mix or alternate
orchestral colors and to learn to do
it in good taste, a few measures at
a time. At that point they begin to
have a real composition for orches-
tra!
Counterpoint, using every possible
instrumental combination, comes
next. Here the possibilities are Iim-
ited only to the extent of the stu-
dents' imagination: flute accom-
panied by muted trumpet. oboe ac-
companied by strings, and any other
combination imaginable. In other
words, the students are given prac-
tical experience in orchestration
from the start.
I had never taught orchestration
before going to the University of
Southern California, but in using
my own ingenuity to devise effective
teaching methods I was filling a gap
in my own education. Because the
knowledge so gained has since been
valuable to me, I've come to realize
what a wonderful thing it would be
if everyone would undertake to
broaden his horizons, whether by
book learning, by first-hand experi-
ence or any other practical method.
It would make him better equipped
for any role he chooses to play in
the musical life of America, and
would add to his earning power.
THE END
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~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Dept. A·784
2000 South Michigan Blvd .• Chicago 16. Illinois
Please send me catalog. sample lessons and full informa·
tion regarding course I have marked with an X below.
o Piano, Teacher's Normal Course 0 Voiceo Piano, Student's Course 0 Choral Conducting
o Public School Mus.-Beginner·s 0 Clarineto Public School Mus.-Supervisor's 0 Dance Bond Arranging
o Advanced Composition 0 Violino Ear Training & Sight Singing 0 Guitar
DHistory and Analysis of Music 0 Mandolin
o Harmony 0 Saxophoneo Cornet-Trumpet 0 Double Counterpoint
o Professional Cornet-Trumpet 0 Banjo
Youcan receive the highest type of musical training in your own home. These Extension methods and the
curriculum have been developed and perfected by the Conservatory aver years of time. T~eir value.
ond soundness is proven in the careers of thousands of musicians and teachers, who owe their success
largely to the personalized and painstaking coaching of this great Conservatory. Courses include:
A,DVANCED COMPOSITION:-Designed to
give you a useful knowledge of musical forms
and the general processes of Composition.
NORMAL PIANO:-Especially designed for
teachers or future teachers. Treats and solves
every problem of the progressi'!e teacher.
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC:-Fih you for actual
work in the sehool roam. Our model lessons de-
velop originality and give you an excellent guide
for teaching others.
ARRANGING:-AII the tricks of modern arrang-
ing drawn from the experiences of the biggest
"name" arrangers in the country.
CHORAL CONDUCTING:-Brand new course
includes all the modern techniques-even broad-
casting. Name' Age' _
VOICE:-Includes all essentials. such as Breath.
ing. Resonance. Vocalization, Enunciation, Phras-
ing, Style, etc.
Street No. _
Cily' State' _
Are you leaching now?~ --11£ so, how mony pupils ha-".e
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
2000 SOUTH MICHIGAN BLVD. (DEPT. A·784) CHICAGO 16. ILL.
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you? Do you hold a Teacher's Certificate? _
Hove you s1udied Harmony?' Would you lik:.e10 earn
the Degree of Bachelor of Music? _
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ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION OFFER
These books are now in preparation. Orders are limited
to two copies per book. Please send remittance with order.
(Cheek or money order requested.) As each book comes off
the press, delivery (postpaid) will be made.* PROKOFIEFF IS EASY
compiled, edited and arranged by Denes Agay
1VI1'.Agay has aptly described Prokofieff as "one of the few modern
masters whose works have a nearly universal appeal .. .!" This
unique collection offers twelve of Prokofieff's pieces, including
original piano pieces from his "Music For Children", Op. 65, and
easy-to-play transcriptions of selections from the well known
"Peter and the WoLf", "Classical Svniphony", "The Love of Three
Oranges", and "Romeo and Juliet".
410-4 r 028 List Price $1.00 Advance of Publication $.70* THEMES FROM GREAT CHAMBER MUSIC
compiled and arranged by Henry Levine
This volume will bring to the music teacher, student and music
lover a new source of enjoyment. Most of the music derived from
Strine Quartets of Beethoven, Schubert, Brahms, Haydn, Mozart
and Tchaikovsky has never before been available fOT piano.
410·41027 List Price $1.50 Advance of Publication $1.10* LOR 0 ISM Y SHE PH E R 0 (Psalm 23)
Giuseppe Moschetti
Cantata for Mixed Voices and Organ
This cantata, ideally suited to the small church choir, may be used
at any "time during the liturgical year. Composed in a traditional
harmonic and contrapuntal style, it moves convincingly from the
music of the first chorus, through a four-part faghetta, to the final
section employing echo effects and ending of a brief but powerful
"Alleluia."
412-41006 List Price $1.00 Advance of Publication $.70* CAROLS FOR CHRISTMAS
arranged by George Walter Anthony
This book of familiar carols provides a practical two-stave accom-
paniment which may be used for the piano, pipe and Hammond
Organ. It also serves as a supplementary accompaniment for
"Christmas Carols We Love To Sing" (with stories of the carols)
published for mixed voices (312-21130).
411·41004 List Price $.75 Advance of Publication $.55* LITTLE PLAYERS HAVE ARRIVEOl
Robert Nolan Kerr
The "Little Players" series by Kerr is rounded out by this latest
addition which introduces the student to more advanced reading
problems, rhythmic patterns, phrasing, and chord building. Help-
ful hints on how to practice, memory gems, and notes to both
student and teacher make this very worthwhile.
410-41030 List Price $1.00 Advance of Publication $.70* TEE N· AGE T E C H N I C (For Intermediate grades)
Stanford King
This Jolio of twenty-five short etudes will fill the bill for the teacher
whose teen-age students are especially interested in learning how
to play dance music. While not a "popular" method, it includes
boogie.woogie, samba, rhumba, tango, fox trot, and others. Grades
3·4 inclusive.
410-41031 List Price $.85 Advance of Publication $.50
Have you received our holiday offer folder yef?
If not. please write for your copy today.
THEODORE PRESSER CO., BRYN MAWR, PA.
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THE DANCE ACCOMPANIST
(Continued from Page 47)
work is. Precision dancing begins practicing. First, I play the music
with the steps rather than with the through as it will sound from the
music. Our producer tells me what a stage, and the girls get the overall
b d ibi the finished effect. Then I begin all 0''"new number is to e, escrr mg
scene and the general idea of rou- again, slowing down while the
tine and meaning, and giving me dancers perfect their steps, repeat.
an idea of length. Then I get suit- Ing strains that need polishing, and
able music together, selecting bits always giving them the feeling,
from Victor Herbert, Irving Berlin, tempi, and accents of the musicas
etc. Next I lay out a lead sheet, it will sound from the or-cheslra.
sketching in compositions, number This means trying to play orches.
of measures, repeats, style of dane- trally, with alert attention to the
ing. When Russell Markert, our variou instrumental entrances, par.
Rockette director, has approved my ticu la rly those of the percussion
choice, I start working it out with section. During reh arsal , at least,
him as he puts the routines to the the piani t mUSI lead and support
music as it is set. By that time, we the dan cr , and she needs to know
know what the steps are, how they how to do it!"
are 10 be done. and how the com- Dance accompanying offers in.
pJete routine fits together. Then, teresting and profitable OPportuni.
while the music goes to the ar- ties-to those who have the neces,
ranger, the dancers and I begin ary qunlificari ns! THE END
PADEREWSKI AS I KNEW HIM
(Continued from Page 12)
it has never been heard in London.
As a music student in Berlin in
1901, I well remember going
through to Dresden to hear the first
performance of "Manru." It was
given at the Royal Opera, with
Schuch conducting, and with a fine
cast of principals. The work was
enthusiastically received, and I was
one of a small company of friends
invited to meet the composer after-
wards. On that -occasion. I had my
first experience of Paderewski as
an orator. and of his mastel'y of
other languages than his own. Speak-
ing in German, he thanked all the
artists who had participated-or_
chestra, soloists, and chorus-in a
short address which for eloquence,
command of language, and freedom
of delivery, I have never heard
equalled. On two other occasions I
was fortunate enough to hear Pader-
ewski exercise his gifts in this way;
once, at the Paris Conservatoire
when he spoke in French on Chopin
with wonderful originality and
charm; and the last occasion. in
English, at Glasgow Unive;sity
when, having received an Honorary
Doctorate degree, he replied for
the other honorary doctors. He
spoke. so eloq~ently and so fittingly
on tlus occaSIOn, that Sir Donald
lv!acAlister, the then Principal (and
lumself a versatile linguist and
a~ter-dinner speaker of exceptional
gIftS) remarked that it was the
most eloquent speech in Enulish by
a foreigner he had ever he:rd_
The win~er seasons were given by
PaderewskI to his concert to
h' I ursw IC 1 took. him to aU parts of the
world? dunng the summer months
he enJoy~d a time of rest and quiet
preparatIon of his programs at h'
beautiful home at Riond Bosson Ol~
the Lake of Geneva. To reach P d
k" 1 a er-eWS·I s lOme, one took the steamer
I
~---------
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from Geneva for about 20 miles
along the lake 10 the quaint old 16th
century rown of M rges, then
climbed the hill behind the town.
tanding on high ground. it cern.
manded a wonderful view of the
whole lake and of Mont Blanc.
On unday afternoons. Paderew-
ski was at h me 10 his friends. and
I have very happy memories of a
vi it there on an aftemocn in Au·
gust, 1912 when in company with
Jacques-Dalcroze (the pioneer 01
the Eurhythmic Movement) and
some other members of Lhe staB of
the Geneva Consensloire. 1 was in·
vited to Riond Bosson. The gracious
courtesy of Paderew ki is prO\·er·
bial. and I have not forgotten the
kindness in greeting each of us. as
if he was the gueSI of the afternoon,
We were quite a good·med company
-including tbe family friends there
wouJd be about 20 of us-and after
tea. whjch was served in the dining
room. we moved to the music room.
Thi wa the large:;t room in the
house, Javishly furnished-<l\'er fur-
nished for a music room-the main
objects being two splendid Steinway
grand pianos. Photographs and
souvenirs were crowded on ever)'
table. prominent among them being
a large signed photograph of Queen
Victoria. Probably because 1 was
the only English-speaking yi910r
present, Paderewski insisled on
showing me this portrait. and alsoa
scarf pin and ring that Lbe Queen
had given him. He evidently had
very happy memories of his v:i!its~o
Windsor and of the old Queens
generous appreciation.
On this particular afternoon, the
guests baving been seated, p.dere~··
ski was good enough to pl.y for ~s
two of the most beautiful pieces In
the classical repertoire, 1M Haydn
Varimions (Continued on Pa&'61)
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THAT FAMOUS OP. 35
(Continued from Page 25)
safely be ignored-it is old-
may, "d' E B
fashioned.That mdlC~te I? h x. d
ismuchmore in keepmg Wit rno-
ern ideas.
~~
V- ~ etc.
It should be played. in the lower
third of the bow, which leaves the
stringvery slightly after ea~h :troke.
No. 11. Whether they lie III the
highestor the lowest notes of chords,
the melodic lines must be made
clear. When they are in the lower
notes, the passages should b~prac-
ticedin two ways: (l) by taking the
lowest note of each chord very
slightly ahead of the other n?tes;
and (2) by taking the two higher
notes of the chord very slightly
aheadof the lowest note, as Ex. C:
A~ .'F8i~rr
~;.
• ~f,
This enables the player to make a
strong grip and a quick, intense vi-
bratoon the upper notes. When these
qualities have been acquired, the
original phrasing can be used. The
trills should be electric in their
brilliance.
No, 16 is easy to understand, but
not at all easy to play in tune. The
main difficulty is the hidden Aug·
mented Fourth between the third and
fourth eighth notes of the first and
all similar measures. The lower third
of the bow should be used.
As the first finger shift is the one
most frequently used, there should
be many studies dealing with it. As
a matter of fact, there are but few,
and this seventeenth Caprice is by
far the best of those few. It should
he practiced and re-practiced until
it can be played accurately and bril-
liantly.
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Notice should be taken in No. 18
of the many modernistic fingerings.
The study is valuable for developing
a good shaping of the hand in the
lower positions.
It is advisable to practice No. 19
with the same figuration and bowing
that was recommended for No. 10. In
this way the notes are more easily
learned. The sautille arpeggio bow-
ing should have been studied and
mastered on easier notes before it is
attempted in this difficult etude.
In all editions No. 20 is marked
to be played spiccato-it is Don'ts
original marking. But the indication
may well be ignored until the notes
are mastered, and the study played
with a broad detache. Later, when
the leu-hand technique is secure, the
spiccato certainly should be ..us~d,
for it creates problems of co-crdin-
ation that must be studied and over-
come.
The value No. 21 is two-fold: as
an exercise for promoting accuracy
of intonation in double-stops, and for
the development of a correct shaping
of the hand in shifting. Every stu-
dent has a tendency to play the third
fin zer note ahead of the fourth fin-
uer on the first sixteenth of the sec-
~nd group and aU similar passa~es.
This is easily explained-the thud
fineer is nearer to the E string than
thee>fourth finger is to the A~never-
theless, it is a fault against which the
player must be on his guard.
There is much to occupy the play-
er's mind in No. 22, many problems
t be solved. For the left hand, the
o es of tenths and diminshedpassag .
tl,S the difficult modulatIOns,seven , .
d the awkward shifts all reqUIre
an.. I ttent,'on For the right hand,cnUca a· .
the accented trills, the frequen~ SkIPS
to the G string, and the neceSSIty .for
a smooth legato despite the SlllftS
ed care and thought. The marks of
::pression should be meticulously ob-
served. I I'
No. 23. For the first ~l~ee Illes
of this study and in all sIlllllal' pas-
ages the player should try to place
~is fi~gers simultaneously on all. the
I ach chord This reqUIres,notes 0 e '. WI
at first_ very slow practIce. ~en
a slow 'tempo is used, the followmg
bowings are recommended:
n v
ur
No. 24 calls for considerable va-
riety of expression-not an. ea~y un-
d k' wilen one consIdel s theerta'Ill"" .
h' I" d,'fficulties involved. FIrst,tec mca . b
of course, these difficulties must. e
d Then the appro prJ ateconquere . . I I
. be blended WIt I tIeexpreSSIOn can
technique. The ability to blend ex-
, 'th technique is one of thepreSSIOn WI
. f the artist-and not many
signs 0 . , THE END
performers have It.
-----------·---------i;--------------------------- .
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• IT'S A NEWS :
PIANO TEACHERS CAN EASILY TEACH
THE ACCORDION
BY USING
THE PALMER.HUGHES ACCORDION
COURSE
Over 1843 Teachers in 9 months!
Write for Free Sample E
ALFRED MUSIC COMPANY, INC.
New York 36, N. Y.145 W. 45th StreetI _-----------------------
ROBERT WHITFORD PIANO METHODS REPRESENT
A NEW MOVEMENT IN PIANO EDUCATION
You will be pleose d with the innovations Mr. Whitford
has brought to present doy piano teaching. Yes, there
have been some worthwhile changes mode.
Write now for 0 free copy of PIANO TEACHING TO-
DAY which reveals Robert Whitford's personal method
for teaching children and his method for teaching .adults.
With your copy of Piano Teaching Today you will also
be sent complimentary, Mr. Whitford's master lesson
on MUSiC'S MOST UNUSUAL CHORD. Just send your
Robert Whitford nome ond oddress and state whether you are a .piono
I I• 0 student or a parent ond we will send you the above. Moil to:
ecc rer 0 M' . 37 FI
Robert Whitford Publications. 204 N. E. 31st St.. laml • a.
Home ... school ... church ..• studio ... can now
afford true organ music with a)'l all·e1ectric
action PIPE ORGAN ... THE WICKS ORGAN!
If you play the piano ... yOll can
play tbe WICKS ORGAN, It>
magnificent tone: .. its numer-
ous thrilling VOlceS ••• C3n be
YOURS. The WICKS console
is efficiently designed ... simple
to operate ... and brings in·
creased joy and salisfaction to
the amateur or professional
musician alike. Noted organ·
ists everywhere praise and
recommend lhis superb instru·
ment for its artistic excellence
... dependability and economi·
cal performance.
Prices begin at $2975
for a beauliful tll'O manual
Wicks Pipe Organ.
Smdfor fru bookl~t ...
rlte"e is 110 obligatien.
PLEASE WRITE DEPT. E-1
This coupon
is for your convenience
rw:k:Or;:n c:.;;;a:;, Highio~iiiin:is-'
I Pleose send Free booklets. . .. ~
I II Nome.. . I
LA~r~·.:;,;,;.:;,;,;.;.:·;,;,;,:.:·~·~·.:.:.:.:.·=·:.;.:.;:=·:..::.1
WICKS ORGAN COMPANY
HIGHLAND, ILLINOIS
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Q. What d.oes this ad offer me?
A. V-;~:eFREE MUSIC TEACHERS~cA TAL CbG
Complete descriptive teach-
ing quideto new and stand-
ard publications with
Special Money-Saving
Plan for ordering new
piano solos
Please send Free Music
TEACHERS CATALOG and
SPECIAL OFFER to:
Name _ .
.Srreet., _ .
City ....•.................... ...... ZOIle State .
For Beller Music Service Write:
BOSTON musrc C;OmPANY
,,4tt~",,,4tt"'~
116 BOYLSTON STREET BOSTON 16. MASS.
World Famous
JOHN JUZEK VIOLINS
Violas and Cellos-r.: must be some reason why
the JOHN JUZEK VIOLINS are in
such' a great demand all over the
country.
Just compare the violins of other
makes at double or even triple cost to
the superb tone and excellent work.
manship of the JOHN JUZEK VIO.
LINS.
--we have innumerable finest com-
ments from teachers and professional
violinists-many an artist prefers to
play on a "Master Art" JOHN JUZEK
VIOLIN rather tlJan on an expensive
old instrument.
StUdent outfits from the lowest price to the
Master Art grade
We. are the sole agents jor the famous F. N.
Vozrin Bows, Hourdain and Greville Clar-
inets.
METROPOLITAN
MUSIC COMPANY
Wholesalers, '"",porters, and Mallulae_
furers of all musical instruments
222 FOURTH AVE .. NEW YORK 3, N.Y.
Publishers of the famous books 011
Violin Playing: •
"SIMPLICITY OF VIOLIN PLAYING," Vol,. I, "
"ALL VIOLIN TECHNIQUE" (complete, from beginner to ortist)
by Robert Juze~
RADICALLY DIFFERENT AND A CHALLENGE TO ALL THE EXISTING METHODS
THEORIES ON ·VIOLIN PLAYING, AND
~ iolin fflluestions
By HAROLD BERKLEY
An English Maker
J. F., Illinois. There has been and
there still is a large family of in-
strument makers in England named
Richardson. The expert I consulted
however, did not know of a single
viola by a member of the family that
was now in the United States. If
there were one on the market, its
value might be about $500.00.
Pfj-etzsclrrrer- Violins
J. M.S .• Pennsylvania. Pfretz-
schner is the name of a very large
family of violin makers that flour-
ished in Markneukirchen, Germany,
for over two hundred years. The
workmanship of their instruments is
fairly good and their value can run
as high as $250 for an exceptional
specimen.
Varnish Irrf or-m atj on
L. H., Iowa. For information con-
cerning the varnish you want, I
would suggest that you write to the
Metropolitan Music Co., 222 Fourth
Avenue, New York City. This com-
pany could tell you what you want to
know, if anybody could.
Violin by Heberlein
A. W. U., Kansas. The Heberlein
Company of Markneukirchen has
made and still makes violins of dil.
ferent grades, varying in value from
50 to 250, '0 one could tell the
value of your violin without eramin,
ing it personally.
A Viola Que rion
J., Province of Quebec. Ican.
not find any specific information reo
lat.ing to the maker Philipp Kroll.
Hi instruments seem to be almost
unknown in thi country. The value-
tion of such a maker's violins and
violas must depend on the indio
vidual merit of each instrument. r
am glad you have a viola that gives
you pleasure .
Probably a ut-litzer Emplo)'e
1i88 J. Indiana. As the Wur,
litzer Company were the selling
agents f r the maker you mention,
he WR probably an employe of the
Company. Theref re I think it would
be b tier if you wrote for informs-
tion to Rembert Wurlitzer. 120 West
42nd tr et, 1 ew York Cit,..
NEW RECORDS
(Continned [rom Page 18)
viola da gamba, violin. and harps]- recorded performance of such works
_~hord .are generally less prominent a these are usually top-drawer.
III the Instrumentation. Soprano Val- Ballet Russe will please a lot of
arie La~oree displays a lovely, flute, listeners who think they don't like
type VOice that blends well ...vith the Shosta kovitch, for there's a strong
recorder. (Esoteric, one 12-inch LP .disc.) Similarity to popular ballet scores
like Ca'ite Parisienne and SIC6R
Lake. The weeti h Tchaikov,ky
numbers on the re\'erse £ide are Slit·
able Contrasts. Both sides of the di5C
show are in rehearsal by the (h
lumbia ymphoDY and in recording
technique, which achie ..-es ideal in·
strumental balan e. (Columbia. ODe
12·inch LP disc.)
The Piano from 1\1ozart to Bal'lok
The ~rowing trend to present for-
mal recItal programs on LP d· .• ISCS IS
111us~rated by a Perspective record
holdmg a creditable program playedbr ~everidge Webster. American
plamst. The record is offered as "a
salute to the Steinway centennial"
but ~heperformance can stand on i~s
mUSIcal merits without commercial
overtones. Beveridge ranges from the
Mozart C minor Fantasia, through
a Beethoven sonata and S hb Mac u·
ert oment Musical to later 19th;::rd early .20th century composers
12
. th
l
eLpPla?O. (Perspective. one
·mc 1 dISC.)
ShOS1.akovitch: Boller. Russe
Tchalkovsky: Seren.ade MI'
(lue (mil A,U/ollle from S .e Uljco/,_
No.1 ;11 G mi'lllor ) Uti} 1011)·
.Efrem Kurtz heads the Russian
wmg of Columbia R decor s. and his
I
~'I 52..-----------
lusic Cor Young Li~lener5
Big names in the publishing. T:
cording_ and music education busl'
ness are combined in a commendable
project to make available selected
recordings of music for young li~
teners. The entire library of recorded
music i available on 6,ih)'~De Ill-
inch 78 rpm records or fourtecD&-
inch reels of plastic tape recordedat
7.5" per second. The mugC is not
the kind heard usually on commer·
cial records for children. Lillian
Baldwin. director of music apprecia'
tion in the Cleveland public school5.
(Conlinued 011 Page 61)
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~ 'gan I¢Ruestions
Answered by FREDERICK PHILLIPS
• Couldyou send me the address of
aplace that can supply books on the
buildingof pipe organs and reed or-
gans.
We do not find anything listed
as available today on the construe-
lion of reed organs which would
serve as a practical guide to the
amateur in making such an instru-
ment. For the pipe organ, however,
there are several things. One of the
most concise and practical for the
amateur is "How to Build Musical
Instruments". published by Popular
Homecraft, 814 N. Tower Court,
Chicago11, III., price 1.00. It con-
tains an easily understood and well
illustrated guide to the making of a
pipe organ. For a more professional
understanding of the construction
of pipe organs we suggest: "Con-
temporaryAmerican Organ", Barnes
($4.75); "The Temple of Tone".
Audsley ($3.50); "The Organ, Its
Evolution, Principles of Construc-
tion and Use," Sumner ( 10.00);
"The Organ, Its Tonal Structure and
Registration," Clutton & Dixon
($2.50). Your local library prohahly
has the last four books, from which
youcould get a more complete idea
of their value to you personally.
If desired, they could be purchased
fromthe Presser Company.
• The title "Minister of Music" has
been accepted by many choir direc-
tors in this area and no doubt in
otherplaces. Are there any qualisica-
tions for this title, or can any church
choir director accept it? I have
noticed one music school gives such
a degree. Perhaps th.ere are others,
but need one have the degree be-
fore accepting the title? IJ not, uport
what basis should a choir director
affix such a title to his name?
The tide "Minister of Music"
seems to be rather elastic in its ap-
plication. Generally speaking, we be-
lieve the title is established by the
individual church authorities rather
than "acceptance of a degree" by
the organist or choir director. A
minister or church board may use
this term as a token of esteem, con-
veying a somewhat deeper re ligious
significance than "organist", "choir-
master", or even "musical director",
but ordinarily the organist or choir-
master does not earn the title
through special courses of studies,
but accepts the custom of the church
he serves. "Guideposts for the
Church Musician" by Swarm, is a
valuable book giving much informa-
tion on practically every phase of
church music. and contains, among
other things. a very excellent outline
of the personal and musical require-
ments for the "minister of music"
(used in a general sense). This same
book lists many schools and colleges,
offering degrees in church musician-
ship, as follows: Doctor of Sacred
Music (D.S.M.), Master of Sacred
Music (M.S.M.), Bachelor of
Sacred Music (B.S.M.), Doctor of
Music (Mus. D.), Master of Music
(M.M.), but it does not include the
title "Minister of Music" among the
degrees listed. The American Guild
of Organists, in addition to the
regular "Associate" and "Fellow"
memberships, which are awarded
only after passing examinations re-
quiring a high standard of ability
and knowledge, have a "Choir-
master" degree, which, too, is
granted only after special study and
the passing of an examination in-
dicating a similar high standard of
com petencc, and entitles one to use
the initials "Chm" after his name.
To those church authorities who
know of the high standards of the
Guild. these initials would be prac-
tically a guarantee of ability.
NOVEMBER WHIRL
(Continned Irom Page 21)
"Be Cheerful, ob My Spirit." When mer I was struck by the difficulties
Bach used it in his 147th cantata he some had because of large, awkward
gave his own title for it "Jesus hands. I found by telling them to
Bleibet Meine Freude) whicl~ "make your hand small" in playing
might be translated as ~'Lord, Be finger pattern passages that this diffi·
Thou My Joy" .... Why not call the culty often vanished. They simply
piece this, and play it more cheer- raised their wrists slightly, gently
fully? bunched their fingers, and felt the~r
hand tiny .... This finger bunching
also helped finger-tip "feel" and can·
trol.
The Adolescent Hand
When the many excellent 'teen
aged pianists played for me last sum-
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THE END
Will you waste
another evening tonight?
How much longer are you going to live with that vague discontented
feeling that you ought to be getting more out of your music?
You con make every even ing a new adventure-stimulating, satisfy-
ing, challenging. How? By making music on the Hammond Organ.
No, it's not too late for you. A grandfather 70 years young tells us
he started from scratch and is getting the greatest thrill of his life out
of playing the Hammond Organ.
Still skeptical? A woman writes: "I have taken just a few lessons on
the organ but found the Hammond easy to play. Just two months after
we purchased ours, 1 began playing {or Sunday services."
Yes, you can play beautifully expressive music on the Hammond
Organ within a month. It is also easy and profitable to teach.
As for cost, the Spinet Model Hammond Organ with built-in tone
equipment and bench is only $1285, f.o.b. Chicago. Many dealers offer
up to 3 years to pay.
Think it over. You could have a home alive with friends listening to you
play. You could be enjoying music immeasurably more. A visit to your
Hammond Organ dealer won't cost a thing. For more details, just mail
the coupon.
HAMMON.D ORGAN
MUSIC'S MOST GLORIOUS VOICE
HOIne .1'tf00leLHartunond Organ.
Details arid price on requ.est.
Hammond Organ Company
4210 lV. Dil'crsey Avenuc, Chic<lgo39, Illinois
Please send me full details about the models of the Hammond Organ I have checked
below.
o Spinet o Home o Conccrt o Church
Nanle .. . ._. .__._._ .. .. . ..__ . _
Address • . . _
City . ._ ..._. .P.O. ZOllc. __ .Statc ... .. _
@>U5J,MAMMOMOOR'ANCOMI'AIH 11_____________________ a •
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F, Edited by Elizabeth A. Gest
Who Knows the Answers?
(Keep score. Olle luuulred is perfect)
1. What is meant by con sor-
dina? (S points)
2. How many strings are there
on a banjo? (15 points)
3. What are the letter names of
the mediant triad in the key of G·
minor? (15 points)
4. What is an octet? (10 points)
5. Was Clementi an Italian,
Spanish or Austrian composer? (5
points)
6. How many eighth-rests are
required to fill a measure in 6/8
time which contained two quarter-
notes and two sixteenth-notes? (5
points)
7. How many piano concertos
did Beethoven compose? (15
points)
8. Which of the following op-
eras did Verdi compose: Carmen,
Magic Flute, II Trovatore, Madam
ButterAy, Lohengr in ?' (10 points)
9. Is a madrigal a composition
for chorus, a movement in a sym-
phony or a solo in an opera? (10
points)
10. From what is the theme
given with this quiz taken? (10
points)
A"slVer,~ 0" "ext page
Make Mine Music
h William East
Music to me is an outlet of
emotions, a means of expressing
inward feelings. It is a fine, whole·
some, upright way to give your
inner self an uplift and at the
same time accomplish something
worthwhile.
One morning I woke up physi.
cally healthy bnt unhappy because
I could not see a single spark of
enjoyment in the whole day's plan.
So I sat down and played the
piano for an hour, then had break·
fast and began my work. By noon
I had done so mnch I had the
afternoon to myself and I believe,
if I had begun the work without
first playing the piano I probably
would have spent hours doing the
job and would have felt very low
all day,
If I feel hesitant about anything
I take a bit of time out and play
piano. When I finish playing I
usually have solved the problem
and also enjoyed myself.
Music is also a means of accom·
plishment. If one becomes profi-
cient on a particular instrument
personal satisfaction can be gained
by playing in various musical
organizations, attending contests,
playing in concerts, etc.
Music may someday be a means
of support, directly or· indirectly,
as it may help in later life to obtain
a good position or give an oppor.
tunity not otherwise available. We
may be employed in one of music's
man y phases, such as composing,
arranging, publishing, teaching,
editing, directing or performing.
I feel that music puts us on a
different scale and brings to us a
whole new world of faces, friends,
ideas and accomplishments. Music
is very dear to me and the experi.
ences I am deriving from it are
priceless. Yes, from every angle,
music is wonderful!
Varnish On Violins
By Leonora Sill Ashton
MISS DAY'S music pnpils were As HiId~ paused to turn herhaving another meeting of page, G~y interrupted and asked,
hei M . CI b and this time "Who discovered that fact?"
t eir USIC U "A . S di . "
H'Id ding a paper about ntomo tra Ivan, replied1 a was rea 1 "
, h violins. Most of the Hilda, and the next part of my
varms on II b him." Thviolin pupils and they paper te s a out im. en shegroup were . d di "S di ,listened with great interest as she oontrnue rea mg: tra l~an, as
read: "The bodies of violins are you all know, was born In Cre,
made of the soft, close-grained mona, Italy about 1644 and died
woods such as the maple and pine. in 1737. He worked as an appren.
When ~his part of the instrumen~ is tice j~ the shop of the violin m,aker,
finished the surface is covered With Amari, and found that Amah was
varnish. covering his violins with a thick,
"Varnish, as everyone knows, is yellow varni h. tradivari experi.
made by mixing alcohol and flax- mented for himself with different
seed oil with certain gums from the oils and gums and he finallymixed
barks of trees. This gives a smooth a varni h which was very soft and
surface and polish to the wood. light and had a lovely warm color
"The beauty of a violin's tone with a shade of orange in it.
depends, to a large extent, on the "The violin which tradivari
resounding qualities of the wood made are the most wonderful that
of which the body of the violin is have even been known, and someof
made. When thick, quick-drying the beauty of their lone is due 10
varnish is used to cover the sur- that varnish he mixed. BUl,to this
face, the fibers of the wood are day, no one know how that varn-
partially sealed and consequently ish wa made! History tells us that
some of the finest tones of the in- Stradivari him elf wrote the recipe
strument are smothered. for it on the fly-leal of his Bible,
"The best varnish for this Pw- but he told no ne about it. Years
pose, therefore, is a thin varnish afterward, ..om one discovered
which dries slowly, and in drying, that the leaf had been torn from
the book and it W8 evidently de.
stroycd.
"Chem; ls have tried to analyze
the varni h on the violins but have
not been able to find the ingre<li,
ents. orne believe the sap he used
C8ITle f rOI11 tree which do notgrow
in Italy now. ome believe the~p
caine from a variety of rubber
tree. It has also been suggestedthaI
he put a first coaling on the in~tru·
ments of some oily ubslance coro·
ing from bee·hi\-es..
"But," Hilda finished. "no mal·
ter what the varnish was madeof,
we do know that tradivari's in·
struments produce the most beau·
tiful tone that violin have erer
been able to produce. Many ofoUl
famous vi linists today are fortu·
nate enough to po thesegenu·
ine old treasures."
StJ·adi"ad-1644.1737
permeates the wood with its oily
substance and preserves the wood's
resounding power."
Finger People
b,'
Br Frcmces C-ormall Ri ser
Sometimes my hands upon the keys
,Walk so sedately. side by side,
LIke soldiers marching steadily
At th' Along a road\\-ay, firm and wideo er times m h d f .
A h' Y an s race ar Again my hands will draw sonearcross t e key If' d' h s, one e t, Olle Each other part, and then 11.fIg t, .
As children in a mead I vance.
And leap and o.wp ay First near. then far, DOW fast, nolirun 1I1 gr t d .I, h ' ea e- ~low19 t, .... . I
Like partners in a stately dance,
I
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No Junior ETUDE Contest this month
MUSICAL ANAGRAMS GAME
Cut a number of inch squares
fromthin cardboard or heavy pa~
r On each one print a letter ofpe .
themusical alphabet. Place face
downon table. Players sit around
tableand playas in regular ana-
grams, taking turns drawing a
square and making words which
can be spelled with the staff letters.
Same words may be used more
than once. Player with the 1110st
words is the winner.
Letter Box
Send replies to letters in cure _of
Junior Etude, Bryn Mnwl·, Pa.,
and they will be fo,'w31'c1cd to the
writers. Do not ask (01· addresses.
Dear [unior Etude:
Iplay 'cello in our school orchestra a~d
Ilike both classical and modern music.
ln our town we have a big opera house
withperformances every night. 'Ve have
an orchestra of fifty players which reo
hearees twice a week and our High
School Chorus of one-hundred-thirty
voices and a smaller choir sings difficult
songs and madrigals, so we have lots
of music here.. My hobbies are stamp
collecting and coins; also sports. I
would like to hear from other Junior
Etude readers.
ChristophSondkuhler (Age 18),
Germany
I study piano and my ambition is to
become a fine mnsician. Some of my
other interests are writing letters,
basketball and reading. [ would like to
hear from readers who play violin or
piano, and are interested in classical
music.
lane Gordon (Age 14), Florida
•
Answers to Quiz
I. With mute; 2. usually five; 3. B·Aat,
D, F-sharp (an augmented triad, as the
triad on the third degree of all minor
scales must be) ; 4_ a composition to be
performed by eight instrumentalists; 5.
Italian; 6. one; 7, five; 8. n Trovatore;
9. a composition for chorus; 10. Dallce
of the Spirits from Gluck's opera,
'·Orpheus."
FOI'cigll muil is 5 .:.~Ilts; some Ior-
eigll n i..IIH,iI is 15 cents and some is
25 cell Is. Consult your Post Office
before stamping Ioretgn uir- mail.
Dear lwntor Etrule:
I study piano, voice ami trombone. I
hope to major in band music and also
continue voice in the College of Educa-
t.ion. :\Jy favorite composers are Chopin,
Schubert, Beet hoven, and of course,
Sousa. I would like to hear from boys
who are interested in band music, piano,
or voice.
Bruce Arceneaux (Age 15), Louisiana.
I play solo flute in our High School
Band and second flute in the Gary Sym-
phony Orchestra and my ambition is to
become a professional flute player. I
would like to hear from readers who
are interested in orchestral work.
Sally Barkliam (Age 17), Indiana
•
Follow the regular LeiteI' Box di-
rections when writing to t.he following,
who would also like to receive letters.
(Space dOl:s not permit printing the let.~
tel's in full): Mary Dolores Pogam
(Age 17), JIlinois, has studied piano
eleven years and organ six and plans to
fTive her own recital this year; KarenRoe (Age 15), South Dakota, plays
piano and flute and intends to teach
music. Her hobbies are horses and
books' Jane Minch (Age 13) :Michigan,
has r;ad Junior Etude for six years,
plays piano; Betty A I~n W,hit.ehurst
(Age 10', Florida, stlidiCS plano and
belongs to Allegro Junior ~'1usic Club.
Graduating Class, Hoagey Pre_Kindergarten School,
Sellersville, Pellllsylvania (Four years oil! mul ."".tler)
Ruth Ann Kerber, Donald B. Smith, Jr., Charles Williams, Alan Goff, Philip
Will,'om Sh II H h L' C I Hontz, B,'ng B,'shin!!, Tommy WlIerstle,. .. e y, ug Iverman, aro ~
SmIth, Doris Ann Reitz, Margaret Susan Fretz (not in photograph, Tony
Spangler, Kay Fretz, David Juers, Williams, Pixie Hunsicker, Tommy
Apple, Janet Loaded.
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SHERWOOD MUSIC SCHOOL
The thorough. specicllzed, professional training essen-
tial to success in a musical career. Sherwood com-
bines with a general cultural background designed to
stimulate self.expression. Individual guidance by ~
faculty of internationally known artists. Degree, di-
ploma and certificate majors in piano, voic~,
violin. 'cello, wind instrument, organ. compost-
tion, music education. Many opportunities for
public recitals, solo and group performance.
Splendidly equipped building with easy access
to rich cultural facilities of Chicago. Non-profit;
established in 1895. Spring term begins February
2. Write for catalog.
Arthur Wildman, Musical Director
1014 So. Michigan Ave.
Chicago 5. Illinois
ST. LOUIS INSTITUTE of MUSIC
John Philip 8lake. Jr .• President
(Non-profit Educational Institution of Higher Learning)
A Professional school accredited by the National Association of Schools of Music
and approved for G. I. training. Approved for non-immigrant students under
Section 101 (A) ( 15) (F J of the Immigration and Nationa[ity Act.
For catolog or further information write
7807 Bonhomme Avenue St. Louis 5, Missouri
CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
BUTLER UNIVERSITY
JORDAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC
A rich tradition, a progressive philosophy, an outstandl~g facul,ty, compl~te accre.d.
itation. Baccalaureate degrees in Dance. Drama, MUSIC, MUSICEducation, RadiO.
Write lor colo/ogue and defired informalion
JORDAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC (Box E), 1204 North Delaware Street
Indianapolis 2. Indiana
t9IJtQltbtl~ Instthttt nf {DWiU
Bachelor of Music, Moster of Music. Bachelor of Science in Educati?n (~'S. in Ed. by
transfer to Kent State University or Western Reserve UniverSity)
WARD LEWIS, Acting Director
3411 Euclid Avenue • Cleveland 15, Ohio
Member 01 t/o" ", .. avna! JI~sQCI.. ti"" 01 Schools 01 Music
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SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF GOOD
PIANO TEACHING
(Continned from Page 16)
different keys and when he experi-
ments with chords to find a suitable
accompaniment for a familiar song.
The youngster makes a remarkable
discovery when he realizes, after
some experience in playing them,
that scales follow a definite pattern
of steps, or better still. that there is
really only one major scale and that
he enjoys transposing it into many
different keys.
What a pity to deprive the pupil of
the challenge to experiment! The
teacher who approaches scales by
first defining the word and then giv.
ing the pupil a pattern for building
them loses much of the fun of teach.
ing because he misses the glow that
comes so easily to the child who ex-
plores and discovers. Why not ap-
proach scales by singing? Sing the
first line of Joy to the World, 01' a
similar song, let the pupil pick out
this scale tune by ear, then challenge
him to try at home to find out on how
many different keys he can start the
same tune. There is a time later-
and in this case, later is better-
to discuss why a sharp is needed here
or a flat there. For the present the
best reason is that it makes the tune
sound right. Following an approach
of this sort, it is easy to teach the
pattern of whole and half steps or to
discuss the circle of fifths, because
the pupil's interest has been caught
through his natural love for explor-
ing and discovering for himself.
Such "creative teaching" demands
imagination on the part of the teach.
er. It requires a rejection of the
strictly logical approach which is so
satisfying to the adult mind but
which is often difficult for the child
mind. It may be necessary to forsake
the well worn method of feedina
knowledge to the pupH bit by bit ac~
cording to a predetermined plan as
to when and how each detail should
be presented. Creative teachina surrA
gests, instead, the importance ~£ the
teacher's ability to identify objectives
in keeping with the pupil's musical
ability. It emphasizes the importance
of guiding the student toward those
accomplishments without the teach-
er-imposed assignments which so oft-
en antagonize the pu pil.
The high school pupil, for exam-
?le, may know his tonic, su bdorn_
mant and dominant-seventh chords
and ~ractice them dut.ifully. But real
learnmg enters the picture when his
~eacher helps him to discover that
In the~e chords he has the necessary
matenals for satisfactory accompani_
ments to many of the songs h ', h e sings
10 sc 001 or at camp. The h
h " n, as eecomes mtngued with th 'd. del ea of
vane . types .of accompanying fi •
ures, hIS practICe becomes mOre f ~
f~1. When the need arises to fi:~'~
different chord for a particular s
the teac~er has a ready and Wi]~:t,
learner, m fact a seeker after k Ignow.
OF MUSIC
I
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• For the serious student who wishes in-
tensive professional study of music, bal-
anced with participation in college liberal
arts prograID and general campua activity
Dormitories, co-educational dining, exten-
sive concert series by guest and local
artists, excellent practice facilities.
Member Natianal Association of Schools of Music
Write for:
Conservatory catalog describing de-
grees awarded
Bulletin on adm.ission and audition
procedures
Calendar of m.usic events for the cur-
rent year
Program.s of concerts and recitals
given during past season
Director of Admissions. Oberlin College
Box 5113, Oberlin. Ohio
Shenandoah College and Conservatory
4-year B. Music and B. Musk Educa- Thorough proteuional preparatiofl.
tion degrees in piano, violin, voice. Also accredited Junior Coilege.
organ, 'cello; pubflc school musk. Shenandoah is under church sponsor.
Theory, conducting, woodwind, ship but non-sectarian, emphasizing
brasses. ocademic courses. Church spiritual awareness among her stu.
music. Class and private instruction. dents. Esl. 1875. Summer session.
Cataloq: Dir. of Admissions. Dept. E. Dayton, Va.
PIANISTS BE VERSATILE
Seven New Books by Hollywood's Teacher of Professional Theatre. Former
Head Teacher of Popular Piano Department of NEW ENGLAND CONSERVA-
TORY of MUSIC
1. Block Chord Exel·cises for the Pianist
2. Single Finger Figures for the Modern Pianist
3. Substitute Chords and Voicing by Mastery of Modern Progression
4. Substitute Chords and Voicing by Mastery of Model'n Scales
5. Solo Styles for the Modern Pianist
6. Left Hand Ideas for the Modern Pianist
7. Runs fm· the Pianist
Studies for Development of Technique, Transpositions, Endings, Introductions,
etc. Each Book of 15 Studies $3.00 Send Postal or Bank Money Order Only to
SAM SAXE 6513 De Longpre Ave, Hollywood 28, Calif,
Teaching Favorites!
BERMONT-Anyone Can Play Piano.
Excellent piano method for teen-agers and adults.
MITTLER-Music For Everybody.
MITTLER-Duets for Everybody.
Excellent arrangements in the second grade of
*THE FAMOUS FUN BOOKS by DAVID HIRSCHBERG
PIANO LESSONS ARE FUN .. 85¢
TECHNIC IS FUN-Preparatory Book and Books I thru 5 .. 85¢
THEORY IS FUN-Books I and 2 .. B5¢
SCALES & CHORDS ARE FUN
-Book I Maior, Book 2 Minor .. 85¢* For Free Catalog write *
MUSICORD PUBLICATIONS
858 Post Avenue Staten Island 10. N. Y.
Music
.$1,00
.$1,00
.$1,00
fhe world's best loved melodies.
edge, because of the realization of a
particular need. A social Use of
piano playing has been found.
This attitude of wanting to know
of experimentation and of explorincr'
is fostered by group work. The feel:
ing of belonging to a group whose
purposes are well understood by
each member is one of the strongest
sources of motivation. Many teachers
realize that technique and interpre.
ration are often best taught by bring.
ing several pupils together in a rep.
ertoire class. Each learns from the
other and the group feeling points
up the ociul aspect of their musical
skills, denying the idea that music is
altogether a lonely art. I have seen
remarkable instance of good learn.
ing take place 85 a result of a sym-
pathetic attitude of 01her members
in a group. On a recent examination
which 1 gave t a class of college
piano tudents, the sympathetic but
silent ch ring that his five class.
mates gave one tud nt was so ob-
viously helpful to his performance
that we stopped the examination long
enough to remark about it.
In repertoire la see I haveseen
students pructi ally demand toknow
why one student's performance of a
certain ompositlon was so much
more beautiful than another. Here
we have a IJ rfect opportunity for
the 1110 t effective sort of lesson in
rhythmic playing or in the proper
use of pedal. or in artistic phrasing.
as the case may be. A situationof
this kind helps the teacher aeeom·
plish many of hi objecti\-es. He is
able to direct his pupil' listening.
to analyze the mu~ical effects and to
point out the technical means of
achieving those effects. Furthermore
he has the benefit of this important
SOurce of motivalion-a group l'iOrk·
ing together. either on the sameor
different comj)ositions. each learn·
ing from the other and all working
to\\ ard the goal of more musical per·
fonnances.
It is the realization of the human
values of music stud)' lhat makes
piano teachers feel that theirs is one
of the most rewarding of professions.
It points up the importance of the
teachers' fiue per:;onal qualities: a
sincere liking for and interest in
other people. a high sense of person·
al and professional ethics. a respect
for the interests and convictions of
others. the need for poise. adapta·
bility. cheerfulness. and leadership.
Our profession is proud of the
many good musicians y,·ho realize
that teaching piano is a privilege
and a responsibility. In facL weneed
more such teacher who approach
their tasks with humility hut a1~
with confidence born of well di·
rected training. for, lo quole HenrY
Adams, C4A teacber affects eternity;
he can never tell where his inftuenet
stops,.. THE E~D
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Chinese Chatter Knives and Forks Wintry Days When the Robin Sings
Heap Big Chief The Little Bird's Song To My French Doll The Clock in the Hall
BERMONT, Georges HOLLANDER, Arthur :ees ~.Buzzin' S7'EVENS, Everett
Carousel My Favorite Christmas Carols usy u~ny . Story at Bedtime
Goldfish in the Bowl (75¢) To My LIt~le wbtte Kitten Hickory Sticks
. (12 S· .. Condy Suite (751)My First Dance imple Eive-Fmqer Positions) (Jelly Beans, Gum Drops, STILWELL, Leota
COBB, Hazel KEVAN. G. Alex Licorice Sticks. Lolly Pops. Jolly Men Are We
School Bond Train's c'Ccmin' Peppermint Canes) The Attic Playroom
Tarantella The Fox Hunt Bouncing Boll Marching to the Music
Deep Blue Sea Frisky Squirrels Swinging in the Garden
Masked Rider RA
S
EZE!1. CHo:ahMae To a Little Indian VAN NORT, Isabeloanng 19
• GLOVER, lr .• D. C. Becky's Woltz STAIRS. Louise E. The Flower Fairy
~
Sunday Morning The Strutter's Frolic My Pollywog Stepping High ~"
-' ' Pr-ice 35¢ each unless otherwise indicated I"'';
kl .'4,,0(,~, A=II-.::ln:....:G~r-=.~d-=.---.:.1.:.'/=-2 ~ ~ ---::-:------:;-----:::--:---C": -.~..
'" ~ EDWARD B. MARKS MUSIC CORPORATION RCA Building Radio City New York • :;r:..
CHRISTENSEN PIANO METHOD
guccesstul through the yrars tor Swlnr.
Jazz, assume. accete. Blues. Breau. 1l:U··
board harmony. etc. At your dealer or scnt
~~~a~~/Ofo~2'~innt mcnuur bulletin of
breaks and till-Ins tor nn-scoes. or 12 for
12months. MenUon If teacher.
THE AXEL CHRISTENSEN METHOD
Stvdio E-P.O. Box 427 Diai. California
JACQUES THIBAUD-In Memoriam
1880-1953
by Maurice
(AI aurice Dumesnil, upon receiv-
ing news of the tragic deaui of
Jacques Thibaud in an airplane
crash. was
inspired to
give ex-
pression
to the fol-
lowing
moving
tribute
w hie h
may well
reflect the
feelings of
the entire
m u sic
world.
ETUDE deems it a privilege to be
able to present this to its readers.
-Ed, Note)
DRAWBAR SELECTOR
lor use with
HAMMOND ORGAN
Setal 40 Seltelor. In walnut boll:. In;;tanlls reset
drawbar groupings and registrations. Hh:hb· rec·
ommended by toll organists Ind organ l.erlodlcals.
",rite for Deaeriptire Folder
RAY KERN STUDtO
P.o. 80x 1087 lakeland. Fla.
The December ETUDE
The Christmas number of ETUDE will
Contain a wide variety of articles
~ure to appeol to those in vorious
Itlds of the music profession. Be sure
to get your copy.
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FIRST Ginette Neveu, at thethreshold of what promised to
be an exceptional career. Then
Jacques Thibaud, the inimitable,
whose perennial youth defied the
passing years. Fate, indeed, is cruel
toward the French school which
these two supreme violinists repre·
sented so brilliantly. It was twilight
and I lingered in the park of La
Roseraie at Bagnoles.de·I'Orna. The
evening paper was brought to me.
A headline, a picture .. At once I
knew: "te grand charmeur" was no
more .
Thibaud's career had been mete-
oric, spectacular. At sixteen-in
1896-he won a first prize at the
Paris Conservatoire; then in order
to make a living he joined the Con-
certs Rouge orchestra, that delight-
ful small ensemble which played
every night in a modest hall near
the Latin Quarter. Smoking was
allowed 2 refreshments-cafe·creme
and coc~a mostly-were served while
Haydn, Mozart, or arrang~ments of
more ambitious symphOnIC works
were dispensed to an appreciative
audience. At that time there was
Dumesnil
no "canned music." no radio, no
T.V., and music lovers had to make
the effort of attending concerts per-
sonally. It was there that one day,
by chance, Edouard Colonne heard
Thibaud. At once he engaged him
for the coveted position of concert-
master in his famous orchestra. Then
in October 1898 when a Saint-
Saens Festival featured "Le Deluge,"
he played the solo with such ele-
gance, such delicacy, such enchant-
ing nonchalance, and above all such
extraordinary tone quality that the
audience bmst into clamorous ap·
plause. Colonne sensed the oppor-
tunity: a few weeks later he billed
Thibaud as a full-fledged soloist in
Max Bruch's Concerto in G minor.
This was the beginning of 11 series
of triumphs which covered over half
a century and carried him to the
fom corners of the world.
Thibaud's personality in private
life was marked by the same attri-
butes which distinguished him so
highly as an interpreter. A gentle
cordiality emanated from his atti-
tude, his voice, his smile. He was,
essentially, "bon enfant" and "bon
camarade," a perennial optimist, a
raconteur who could tell fascinating
stories, or piquant anecdotes which
his great tact made enjoyable to
anyone. There was in his make.up
a latent ingenuity which disarmed
oppositio_n and conquered friendship.
The intense emotion caused by
his death will not subside for a long
time to come, and the golden tones
hom his Stradivarius will be missed.
Personally I will never forget him
as an occasional partner in cham-
ber music-how he played Cesar
Franck's Sonata!-in tennis games,
his favorite sport until he changed
to the less strenuous golf, and as a
private in the French army when,
although he was my senior, I hap-
pened to be his immediate superior.
Night had come, enveloping ven·
erable trees and flower beds. As
these recollections assailed my mind,
I thought I heard the faint echo of
a distant whisper coming softly
through the rustling leaves. Was it,
perhaps, the soul of Mozart who
mourned the passing of the inter-
preter whose magical bow revealed
his music as no one had ever done
before?
For US, however, who frequently
fly over land and sea, looking down
from soaring heights upon this
small planet of ours, this tragedy
goes not without a reflect of glory.
A hopeless challenge to the moun-
tain. A crash into the mighty rocks.
Then with a flash of light the uplift
into the stars and the great beyond.
What an end for a great artist!
"Nearer to Thee, My God."
THE END
Send
forFREEBOOK
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library
_.... ~··.1e/>
SPACE here does not permit an ade·
quate description of this remarkable
Scribner Radio Music Library. We
will therefore be glad to send you
without obligatioll, an interesting book·
let telling how you can own all this
music for II small fraction of its lIO,.-
mal cost.
To oblain this 40-page illustrated
free booklet, simply paste coupon on
a post card and mail to
CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS,
:Music Publishers. 59i' Fifth Avenue,
New York 17, N. Y..--~~~---------_._----~--~--~-~.~.,,,,
:,,,,,
•
CHAIlLE:S SCIttIlNEIt'S SONS,
597 Fifth Ave., N. Y. Ii', N. Y.:
Please send me, FREE, ilIus·
trated 40.page brochure giving
complete details about famous
9-volume Scribner Radio Music
Library. This request places me
under no obligation whatsoever.
Name ...•.••••••••••••••••••••
Addre ••..•••••••••••••••••••• _
Citr ..•..••••••.•.. State ..•.•••
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• CHORAL
.35
SATB
ALL MEN LIVING ARE BUT MORTAL 312·40145 $ .16
Johann Rosenmuller
(a cappel1a-Medium-Early Choral Mast ere Sene )
FROM GOO SHALL NAUGHT DIVIDE ME 312·40146 .15
Heinrich Schutz
(a cappelJa-Easy to medium-Early Choral Xlasters ertes)
GLORY BE TO THE FATHER ... Heinrich 5chutz 312·40141 .16
(a cappella-Medium difficult-Early Choral Musters eries)
GOO, BE IN MY HEAD. . ..... G. Alex Kevan 312·40162 .15
(Musical prayer-a cappella-Easy-Anthem for church use)
HOW BEAUTIFUL THE llUEEN OF NIGHT 312·40161 .18
Joseph Goodman
(a cappella-Medium difficulty-Very eflecf ive -euing of Wordsworth
poem-In Madrigal style)
IN PEACE AND JOY I NOW DEPART 312·40142 .15
Jacob Proetorius
(a cappella-Easy to medium-Early Choral Masters cries)
IN PEACE AND JOY I NOW DEPART 312·40143 .15
Michael Proeforiu5
(a cappella-Easy to rnedium-c-Ea rl y Choral Masters erie)
JESUS CHRIST, MY SURE DEFENSE 312·40144 .15
Johann Cruger
(a cappella-e-Easy-c-Early Choral Masters S r ies)
JESUS, MY UNDYING FRIEND .. John Leo Lewis 332·40101 .15
(a cappella-Easy to medium-Anthem for church use)
LITTLE BLACK TRAIN IS A·COMIN' 312.40163 .18
orr. by George Lynn
( a cappella-i-Medium difficultY-Unusual setting of little known but
effective apir.itual )
NEW BROOMS Joseph Goodman 312.40160 .18
(a cappella-Secular-Easy to medium-Good for high school or
college)
TE(ApCHME'OMY LORD Noble Cain 322.40035 .18
rayer- ptional ace-Ea R [j . 1 .•. humif i . sy- e 19lOUS- ew denominational text
expressing urm tty and penitence set simply but effectively for chorus}
WINTER CAROL Sarah Brooks 322.40033 .15
(a cappella-Easy-Suitable to high school and church choir)
.PIANO
GRADE I y,
BUBBLES. . .. A. Louis 5carmo/in I 10·402B4 $ .35
(Legato-Alternate hands-Introducing chromatic intervals)
FROGGIE AND THE FISHESA. Louis Scarmolin 110·40266
(Words-Legato and staccato touch)
MY PICCOLO. . Anne Robinson 110·40263
(Words-Very good study in phrasing-Clever approach)
PATSY. . ..... Beryl Joyner 110·40262
(Waltz study with melody in alternate hands-Recital)
PEASANT'S DANCE Joseph Goodman 110·40280 .35
(Excellent study in syncopation of rhythmic pulse-Good recital piece
for very early grades)
WILD FLOWERS Groce C. Kaiser 110·4026T
(Waltz-Study in legato phrasing)
GRADE 2
CAROUSEL Jeon Reynold Davis 110·40283
(Legato phrasing-Rocking bass-Major and minor)
PRANCING PONY. . ... G. Alex Kevan 110·40268
(Study in playing thirds and chords)
SONG FROM THE HILLS Everett Stevens 130·41135
(Melodic, recital piece-Pastorale mood)
GRADE 2112
GYPSY SERENADE ........•... Anne Robinson 110·40286
(Melody in treble and bass clef-Recital)
PARADE OF THE COLOR GUARDS
Edna Baylor Shaw
(Valuable for staccato study-March tune-Good for boys)
"TO A WILD ROSE........ MocDowell·Richter 110.40258
(Simplified for smaller hands-Melody and essential harmonies un-
changed-Effective) ,
WISHING WELL. . ..... Richord Walker 110.40265
(Excellent study for L.R. melody)
GRADE 3
CANAL STREET BOOGIE. .. Marie Westervelt 130.41144
(Based on tune "Frankie and Johnny"-Popular boogie-woogie
JEALOUS EYES Stanford King 110.40282
(Tango rhythm-Melodic-Recital)
LAZY LAGOON...... . .... Hubert Tillery 130·41132 .35
(Pedalling-Legato phrasing-Melodic piece by sound but not really
difficult)
SHORE LEAVE Ralph Milligon 110.40285
(Jaunty rhythm-Staccato touch)
SPINNING WHEEL. . .... Richord Walker I 10.40264
(Melody in L.H.-Recital-Characteristic piece)
GRADE 3'/,
DREAMS OF SPRING Stanford King 110.40260
(Salon music-Pleasing melodic ideas-Chromatic elements)
PUPPET MiSCHIEF Margaret Wigham 130.41136
(Excellent character piece-Fine recital material)
130·41131
.35
sty Ie)
.35
.VOCAL
TEACH ME, MY LORD Noble Coin 121·40024 .60
(Mediu~l voice-Religiou~ non·denominational text expressing humility
and pellltence-Set to a Simple but effective melody)
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35 SSA
*M(Yp.HEART ANED LUTE........ Kjerulf-Molzer 332.40102 .16
lana acc.- asy to medium S d' .tradition) - can 1I18Vlan art song in the romantic
*0 MAGIC POWER .
(p M :........... Kteru/f·Molzer 332·40103 .18lallO acc.- edmm difficulty S d' .tradition) - can lna'ian art song in the romantic
ROMANCE " Show-MoIzer
(Piano acc.-Medium d'ffi I
for female voices) J cu ty-Delightful song
"WHEN THE LINDEN IS
.35
.35
.35
332.40105 .18
effecth'ely arranged
IN FLOWER 332.40104 .18
(Pia.n.o acc.-Medium difficult ~ronda.hl-~o'zer .
traditIOn) y Scandlll8Vlan 3rt song in the romanllC
• Sold only in iJ.S.A.
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THE PROBLEM OF A GENUINE
MUSICAL CULTURE IN AMERICA
TWO.PURPOSE PIECES
FOR PIANO SOLO OR TWO·PIANO ENSEMBLE
(Continued from Page 13)
onthe [nwest intellectual level. The
re~llitis that by catering to the low-
est intellectual levels, mass .enter-
tainmenthas become a formidable
barrierto any attempt to raise the
intellectualand artistic level of the
masses.
These prejudices are mainly re-
sponsiblefor the fact that S? ma~y
peoplefail to take up musical in-
srruction and even of those who do,
onlya fraction go through with it.
Theresult is the lack of widespread
eced amateurism which is vitally
~ecessary for the forraution of a
soundmusical climate.
The situation of the professionals
is notlessdiscouraging. 01 in Downes,
Ilusic Critic of the New York Times,
pointedin a recent article to the fact
that a young violinist who is not top
gradeand consequently not fit for a
successful soloist career and cannot
hope.at least for many years. for a
positionin a first rank orchestra.
can make only a bare living. or if
hehas a family, even less. The situa-
tionis similar in every branch of our
musical life. Faced with the alterna-
tive of serious music and near-
starvation or commercials and an
easylife, a young person needs to
be a hero to dedicate his life to his
ideals.Yet even if a musician or a
singergets a good job. he has not
thefeelingof security that is needed
for the dedication to music as an
art. because his contract can be ter-
minated practically at the end of
anyseason.
To create a cultural climate in
whichamateurism and professional-
ismflourish must be. therefore, the
first task of those who work for a
genuinemusical culture in America.
Yet it would be erroneous to ask
fora change in ingrained prejudices
~nd[or a greater social security only
In order to ensure the presentation
o.fEuropean music of past genera.
lions.Such purely esthetic aims are
110tstrong enough to move the masses.
The people will believe in its own
cultureonly. It is onlv by awakening
the interest for the 'local and con-
temporary composers that we can
get widespread cooperation by peo-
ple and institutions.
I do not want to preach musical
xenophobia or musical chauvinism.
both of which I abhor. It would be
a f~teful error to reject our cultural
he.ntage. Yet there is perha ps one
thmg that is more fateful than the
denial of the past and that 1S the
repudiation of modern music simply
becau . .. se It lS not yet completely
11me-teHed.
We cannot produce great corn-Jlrers at will. But we can create a
c hlt~atefavorable to the arts and in
wlchthe . I I ..Th .muslca ta ent WIll stnve.
e matenaliHic idea that the fittest
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will survive anyhow is probably true
in the field of baseball. Yet people
whose entire sensibility is bent to-
ward the attainment of new yet un-
heard beauty are generally not very
well fitted for life in a competitive
society. Instead of exposing them to
the vicissitudes of the struggle for
existence, we rather should try to
shield them so that they could devote
all their energy to what they can
do best.
In this respect no single person
can do more good or harm than the
professional critic. It is much re-
membered-and rightly-how greatly
Hobert Schumann's dithyrambic crit-
icism of the young Brahms helped
this composer in his most crucial
rears. A t which the enemies of mod-
ern music are quick to point out
that Schumann was just lucky to
have found Brahms but that there is
no Brahms today whom the critics
could support with equal enthusiasm.
Yet if these enemies of modern music
would read through the reviews of
Schumann they would be astonished
to find how enthusiastically he wrote
about many young composers whose
names were long ago forgotten.
Schumann was certainly not one of
those uncritical hotheads who cru-
sade for everything new just because
it is new. He simply held that one
of the main roles of criticism is tal-
ent hunting. The fact is that many
more people are gifted than it is
usually realized. Yet only a very few
possess the right combination of tal-
ent. character, stamina, perseverance,
luck and whatever else is needed for
the achievement of greatness.
Before ending this discussion I
must point out again that I don't
have a blueprint for the production
of an American musical culture.
What I wanted to say is really so
simple that I am a little bit ashamed
for saying it: I believe that culture
is the result of cultivation. I want
to insist consequently upon the neces-
sity of weeding out the underbrush
of ingrained prejudices and hamper-
ing special interests. I find it vitally
important that a precious plant be
put in a hothouse during the winter
months. or in other words it is my
opinion that we should offer greater
material security to those who want
to dedicate their lives to making ours
more enjoyable. I think that we can-
not serve our country and humanity
better than by spreading t.he love of
the arts because without them life
would hardly be worth living_
Yet even if we do all this we can-
not be sure that our efforts will result
in the advent of a genuine musical
culture in America. We can but plow
the land and sow the seeds. To make
the harvest rich and good is t.he
chore of the gods. THE END
WITCHES IN THE WIND, E. H. Adoms
JAPANESE DANCING GIRL, E. H. Adams
REVEl OF THE WOOD NYMPHS, F. N. Barbour
CHASE OF THE BUTTERFLIES,Charles Dennee
TARANTELLE, Charles Dennee
VIENNESE WAL rz. C. Gurlit.
TO A WILD ROSE, Edward MacDowell
GLIDING TO GUITARS, J. lilian Vandevere
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by
ALEC ROWLEY
Price .35
J. FISCHER & BRO. 119 West 40th Street, NEW YORK 18, N. Y.
STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT. CIRCULATION, ETC.
Required by the Acts of Conqress of August 24, 1912, and March 3. 1933
Of ETUDE,the music magazine pub- 3. That the known bondholders,
Ilshed Monthly at Philadelphia, mortgagees and other security hold-
Pennsylvania, for October 1, 1953. ers owning or holding 1 per cent or
State of Pennsylvania 1 more of total amount of bonds, mort-
County of Montgomery 5 55. gages, or other securities are: None.
Before me, a Notary Public in and 4. That the two paragraphs next
for the State and county aforesaid, above, giving the names of the own-
personally, appeared Guy McCoy, ers, stockholders, and security hold-
who, having been duly sworn accord- ers, if any, contain not only the list
ing to law, deposes and says that he of stockholders and security holders
is the Managing Editor of ETUDEthe as they appear upon the books of the
music magazine and that the follow. company but also in cases where the
ing is, to the best of his knowledge stockholder or security holder ap-
and belief, a true statement of the pears upon the books of the company
ownership, management, etc., of the as trustee or in any other fiduciary
aforesaid publication for the date relation the name of the person or
shown in the above caption, required corporation for whom such trustee is
by the Act of August 24, 1912, as acting, is given: also that the said
amended by the Act of March 3, 1933, two paragraphs contain statements
embodied in section 537, Postal Laws embracing affiant's fnll knowledge
and Regulations, printed on the re- and belief as to the circumstances
verse of this form to wit: and conditions under which stock-
1. That the names and addresses holders and security holders who do
of the publisher, editor, managing not appear upon the books of the
editor, and business manager are: company as trustees, hold stock and
Publisher Theodore Presser Com. securities in a capacity other than
pany, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania. that of a bona fide owner: and this
Editor None affiant has no reason to believe that
Managing Editor Guy McCoy, 1!1 any other person, association, or cor·
Sutton Road, Ardmore, Penllsylvanw. poration has any interest direct or
Business Manager Marjorie E. _Hosh- indirect in the said stocks, bonds, or
er, Apt. 21A, Wynnewood Park Apts., other securities than as so stated by
Wynnewood, Pennsylvania. him.
2. That the owners are: (Signed) Guy McCoy,Managing Edi-
Theodore Presser Company, Bryn tor
Mawr, Pennsylvania. Sworn to and subscribed before me
The Presser Foundation, Philadel·
I . this 9th day of September, 1953.phia, Pennsy vanIa.
Estate of Theodore Presser, Philadel- SEAL EDWIN J. KRANE
phia, Pennsylvania. Notary Public
James Francis Cooke, Llanberris Rd., (My commiSSIon expires April 4,
Bala.Cynwyd, Pennsylvania. 1957.)
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"Lady MacBeth of Mzensk" with
its pig sty plot, in which the Soviet
composer has used music to ern-
phasize its obscenity. But, music in
itself is neither moral nor immoral.
If the music of Shostakovttch's
"Lady Macbeth" were to be heard
without its stage setting it would be
impossible to imagine any lewd allu-
sions. Like the classical drama, many
of the grand opera plots from
"Orpheus" to "Der Rosenkavalier"
contain very little Sunday School
material. It is never the music that
makes it vulgar or obscene or sug-
gestive, but rather the plot.
Now, let us look at the critic him-
self in the "Lexicon of Musical In-
vective." We scanned the first
hundred pages of Mr. Slonimsky's
book and found that of various as-
saults, eighteen came from great
composers of widely acknowledged
accomplishments. The remainder,
one hundred and thirty-one, are the
impressions of professional critics.
The opinions of these critics range
from pure vitriol to attempts at
humorous ridicule. Many critics, par-
ticularly those in Europe, seem to
take a sadistic delight in flaying their
victims. Most of these criticisms
seem ridiculously absurd in 1953.
Oh, if they only had the wisdom of
Mark Twain who in 1870 wrote:
"The public is the only critic whose
opinion is worth anything at all."
The opinions of most critics as re-
printed in this provocative book are
largely transitory, the reflections of
the moment. Let us consider the
judgment of a few great minds upon
critics in general. The Roman rhe-
torician Quintilian wrote: "Critics
damn what they do not understand."
The wise Disraeli said: "It is much
easier to criticize than correct." The
amiable Amiel, with his gentle in.
sight wrote: "Criticism is above all
a gift. an intuition, a matter of tact
a flair; it is not to be taught 0;
demonstrated, it is an art." Some
critics seem to have an affinity for
ruthless abuse.
. Early t.his year, the doughty. caus-
tIC and gIfted English conductor. Sir
Thon.las B~~chal11. irate because the
EnglIsh CrItiCS did not enthuse over
the performances of the works ! I .
f', a 1JSavonte EnglIsh composer F d . k
D . , re enc-elms. had his fling at th ..
He divided them into three
e
~ntlcs.
"TI fi c asses.
,e
j
rst consists of three or four
peop e who write about ITIUS' •
1 I I IC III asc 10 ar y, knowledgeabl
Att h e manner.
er t em comes a hand! j j. b' I u W 10wnte ng 1tly and amus,'ngl h. TI y a outmusIC. ley know little b .
I. a out Itare c. ever In avoiding the use of
techmcal terms and might IIb .' as we
0'e rep~rtmg cattle shows. The third
",rOllP IS much larger Its m b. h . em ers
~re qUIte opeless. drooling d '. I
mg de . d ' nve-'. pre~s.lllg, ropsical drips. All
Engltsh cnl1cs without except'
, .. 1 d IOn are
lnue an conventional" E 'd
• VI ently,,_60 _
Sir Thomas does not consider him-
self a critic of the second or third
class!
Why all these comments upon
critics? Largely because Mr. Slonim.
sky's s.timulating Lexicon has far
more to do with them than with the
opinions of master musicians. Shades
of Dwight. Finck. Henderson, Elson.
Gilman. Krehbiel, Huneker, and
Hale. Heaven knows they did their
best! Moreover, they were usually
excellent.
Very few of the master composers
have escaped the prods of the critics'
pens. Here i'l a list of some of the
epithets applied 10 th ir music which
Mr. lonimsky ha prepared at the
writer's request. All these expres.
sian" appear in a special index to
the Lexicon called "Invection''!
Bartok: "Unmeaning bunches of
notes. apparently representing the
composer promenading the keyboard
in h is boots." Beethoven: "lncom-
prehensible wildness fed upon the
ruins of his sensitive organs."
Berlioz: "Cap rings and gibberings
of a big baboon."
Brahms: "Aporhe ..i" of arrogance."
Chopin: «Ex ruciariug cacophony."
Debussy: "Barnyard 8 kle.'
Liszt: "'Graphi instrumentation of a
fortissimo sn ze."
10ussorg:;:k~': "An orgy of ugliness."
Prokoficv: .. rashing Siberias, vol·
cano hell:'
Puccini: "Ear.Raying succession of
chords ...
Rachmaninoff: "Crashingdissonances
of a hundred instruments:'
Ravel: "I nsolent monstrosity."
Rimsky-Korsako\': "A Musical En·
igma."
Saint-Saens: "The worst. most rub·
bishr kind of rubbish."
Schoenberg: "Feeding-time at the
zoo."
Schumann: "The charlatan's fam·
iliar tricks:'
Shostakovitch: "Brainless and triv.
ial music."
Sibel ius: "Vulgar. sell,indulgent and
provincial berond all descriplioD,~
Strall:-:-: "B1ood-curdling night.
mare:-
Siravinsky: "Paleozoic Crawl turned
into tone."
Tchaiko\'sky: "Pandemonium. de-
lerium tremens:'
Verdi: "Incapable of real melody."
Wagncr: "Incoherent mass of rub·
bish."
Perhaps the reader. by this time,
infers that if a composer is violently
attacked by critics. he stands a good
~hance of becoming immortal. This
IS by no means the case. me of the
notoriety seeking musical exUO\'ert5
of the past century. who could see
nothing but confusions and discords
in life and tried to translate them
imo music. are no longer fa\'ored by
public interest.
l\[u ..ical works sans melody, san-
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harmony,sans rhythm, ~ans sanity,
everything, are losing ground.
~~:r all, the greatest of critics is t?e
Id l7entlemanwith the long WhIS-
~ers,Cthehour glass a~d .the scythe,
FatherTime. The artificial and un-
wholesomevogue for psychogenic
ainting, sculpture, architecture,
~teratureand music will go the way
of the Baroque, the Zopf, the Art
Nouveau, the Kensington School and
other fads of other days.
Mr. Slonimsky's "Lexicon of
Musical Invective" is an important
record of negative critical activity
in the past century and a half. It
should be in all musical libraries.
It is published by Coleman-Ross
Company, Inc.
THE END
PADEREWSKI AS I KNEW HIM
(Continued from Page 50)
in F minor and the Rondo in A
minor of Mozart. The refinement
and finish of Paderewski's perform-
ance still live in the memory and
have remained with me as models
for my own study.
Shortly afterwards, our little
partyleft to get the evening steamer
back to Geneva, and again, in
leaving,Paderewski had a special
farewellgreeting [or each of us; to
one, "Au revoir a bien tot," to
another,"Au revoir a Oeneve" and to
me, "Au revoire en Ecoese." As
we departed down the avenue, the
great artist waved his last greeting
to us from the balcony of Riond
Bosson. It is a happy memory.
The last ten years of Paderew-
ski's life were mainly devoted to
the service of others. Even when
well over seventy, he would not
hesitate to make a long and tire-
some journey in order to give a
recital for some charity. His last
recital of this kind in the Albert
Hall, London, brought out a ca-
pacity house o l 10,000 people; while
the most amazing record of aU, a
recital in Madison Square Garden,
New York, brought out an audience
of 16,000, the largest audience ever
recorded to hear a performance by
one man. It is not to be wondered
at that when Paderewski died in
June. 1941, many exclaimed, "he
was the greatest artistic personality
of Ollr time." THE END
NEW RECORDS
(Contil/ued from Page 52.)
h.asselected simple appealing selec-
tIOnsfrom Bach to Tach and has
had them recorded by Sondra
Bianca,pianist, and by the Philhar-
moniaOrchestra of Hamburg. Silver
BurdettCompany supplies the three
accompanying explanatory books.
A-V tapes and Musical Sound Books
discs, reproduce the music with
splendid fidelity.
Bach: P;WIO Transcriptions by Lis=-t,
8lt80ll; amI Sandor
Gyorgy Sandor's brilliant key-
boar~ technique is not an acceptable
substitute for the feeling and under-
standing demanded by the Bach
transcriptions he chooses for his lat-
est recording. Five famous organ
workstranscribed for piano by Liszt
B.usoni, and Sandor raise the old
?lSpute between organists and pian.
ISt.Sas t~ style and propriety. Since
tblS.revIewer is all on the side of
~eavmgBach's Toccata and Fugue
In D' d
F ~mor an the Fantasia andugue In G mi t h .be . nor 0 t e orgallists,
Is not exactly impartial. The
sound of S d' . .an or s plano IS marvel-
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ollsly recorded, but his approach to
Bach on this recording is supcr-
ficiaL (Columbia, one 12-inch LP
disc.)
Handel: 11 Pastor Fido ("The Faith-
ful Shepher'd")
This typical Handelian opera in
Italian style contains much lovely
music. Excerpts have been well per-
formed for records by a young cast
led by Lehman Engel, who conducts
the Columbia Chamber Orchestra.
Genevieve Warner easily deserves
top vocal honors, her agile voice re-
vealing an even scale and warm
quality. Lois Hunt and Genevieve
Rowe provide good contrast in the
soprano section. Elizabeth Brown and
Virginia Paris have the contralto
roles, the former displaying a free
and effective voice, the latter a voice
that now and then sounds breathy
and is continuously covered. Bari·
tone Frank Rogier has little to do.
but that little is not distinguished.
Piano is used for the continuo. Sound
reproduction is excellent. (Columbia,
one 12-inch LP disc.) THE END
MUSICAL CRITICAL ASSAULT AND BATTERY
(Continued from Page 15)
LEILA
FLETCHER
PIANO COURSE
TheEASIESTBEGINNER'SBOOKwrillen. Graded
to the last degree so that progress is almost automatic. This book
will fascinate your pupils. Unique Keyboard Chart. Duet parts for
19 pieces included, for Ensemble playing and Early Recital use.
P'!:'.~.~ GRADE 1. Contains an abundance of delightful
first grade pieces in "five-finger position." Duets and parts for
Ensemble playing included. Keyboard Transposition Studies
begin with Book TWOi these easy, practical, and most beneficial
studies are immensely enjoyed by the young pupils.
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IN EASY ARRANGEMENTS
FOR PIANO &, LEI LA
FLETCHER
21 best loved Carols 10 ploy and sing.
Delightful new arrangements. Easy,
effective, playable. Grode one.Pr.55·
At your favorite music dealer
$500 PRIZE
Dauitl Bar-lIltln
David Bar-ilion is a pupil of Rosina lhe-
vinne, New York and California, won
$500 in 1953 International Piano Record-
ing Festival sponsored by
NATIONAL GUILD OF PIANO TEACHERS
(Founded 1929 by Irl Allison, M.A., Mus. D.)
Box 1113 Austin. Texas
If you crder music by mail ... order from
812 Olive 5t.
SHA TTINGER MUSIC CO.
MUSIC SELLERS SINCE 1876 St. Lo.;. 1. Mo.
We are retail mail order mU$ic distributors for the music of all publishers.
Always 200 feet of counter display of music
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CLASSIFIED ADS
HAJUUONY,Composition, Orchestra-
tion, Musical Theory. Private or
Correspondence Instruction. Manu.
scripts revised and corrected. Music
arranged. Frank S. Butler, 32·46 107
St., Corona, N. Y.
LEARN PIANO TVNING--Slmplifted,
authentic instruction $4.00-Liter~
n t ur-e free. Prof. Ross, 456 Beecher
sr., Elmira. N. Y.
WRI'I'E SON(~S: Read "Songwriter's
Review" Mag-azlne. 16;JO-ET Broad.
way, New York 19, 251 copy'; $2.00
year.
UACIi: POPUJ,AR SHEE'r lUUSIC TO
1850. Ballads, ragtime, everything.
Catalogue 15e. Classics exchanged
for popular. Fore's, E3151 High, Den.
ve r 5, Colorado.
VIOLIN1UAKI!;IlS. A1UA'l'EURS,
PltOFESSIO," ALS. Fine tone EUTO.
pean wood. Materials, supplies, pat.
terns, tools a.od instructions. Illus-
trated catalogue 10¢ refundable,
Premier Violin Supplies, 430 So utn
Broadway, Division VE, Los Ange-
les 13, California,
VIOLIXS, VIOLAS. DO\VS, rare and
fine. Barg'a.i ns. Send for "The Story
Behind the 'World's F'l nes t Bows".
No charge. Box 342, Potsdam, N. y,
jUUSICAL PERSONALIZED STA_
'l'IONElty, Unique, modern, amaz-
ingly different. Unobtainable a.ny-
where. Samples free. TERMINAL,
4818J.h Kimball, Chicago 25, Ill.
'I
HARIUONY, COIUPOSING, ARRANG_
ING from a 12.-tone basis. Includes
Poly tonal and Horizontal Methods.
Applicable to piano. Private or cor-
res po ndence. Free samples. MUR-
PHY, Box 3031, Hollywood 28, Cali-
fornia.
PIANO SOLOS-"SACRED CLAS_
SICS", Book Two. 18 beautiful fa-
vorite hymn arrangements, includ-
ing 3 descriptive solos and 2
musical poems. $1.25~postage 8¢.
Biola Bool< Room, 560 S. Hope St.,
Los Angeles, California.
A NE"\V HY1UN. "When I Walk With
Jesus", written especially for organ.
60¢. Moorman Music Co., 511-55th
A ve., Meridian, Miss.
JUUSIC FOR YOUNG STUDENTS.
"Pamela's Dr'eam", study in chords,
grade 3, for girls. "Jimmy's Train",
descriptive piece. grade 272. Price.
40¢ each. Moorman Music Co., 511-
55th Ave., Meridian, Miss.
S\VING PL\.l\'O-DY ]}IAIL, 30 self-
teaching lessons $3. Enchanted For-
est $20 (classical). Over 50 publica-
tions. Order the 825 page book~
"lVly Autobiography", or "I com-
posed, engraved, edited, published
my music on a handpl'ess in skid
row", $10. The fabulous true story
of a scientific musical experiment
under the word "Manuscriptotechni_
compomusicology". Phil Breton PUb-
liCations, P. O. Box 1402, Omaha 8,
Nebraska.
REED OHGA~ O\VNERS-ELEC_
'I'RIFY your organ with my installa-
tion and construction plans and
patterns for internal blo\vers. Also
electric tremulant plans. Finch, 266
Sweeney, North Tonawanda, N.Y.
ORDER l\"O"lV- new pl'ayer hymn,
"A Morning Prayer", 500tcopy, Write
ETUDE, Box 39, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
SINGER.S _ YOICE TEACHERS:
Novel recordings help practice With-
out piano, impart basic instructions.
yaluable Christmas gift. For full
Information write LISTEN AND
L;EARN TO SING. l049-B S. La
Clenega, Los Angeles 35, California.
FApl.."I'\:- 'I'ONED VIOLINS given a
thrillIng new voice by an acoustical
expert. Weep no more. Rejoice! Chel-
sea Fr~se~, MVM, 2025 Stark, Sagi-
naw, ]\'IlChlgan.
VIOLINIS'J'SI Learn about the Fraser
hand-made Violin. It has everything
-~eauty, power, melody, a 'soul, low
price. Chelsea Fraser MVM 2025
Stark, Saginaw, Michigan. '
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EXPEIUENCED PIANO TEACHER.
living in California, would consider
re-locating. Box 38, ETUDE, Bryn
Mawr. Pa.
'I'HE SCIENTIFIC MUSIC TEACHER
-MonthlY-$2.00 year. Request. aa.rn-
p le. Morong, Box 21, Brooklyn 25,
New York.
OLD AND NEU' VIOLINS, Cellos,
Bows. Supplies. Repairing, Eaken,
310 E. Washington St .• Chambers-
burg. Pa.
ORCHESTRAL INS·I'RUJUEN'l'S. Sup-
plier to leading performers through-
out the world. Inquiries t nvtred.
Personal quotations to any address
in U.S.A. Leslie Sheppard, Musical
Instruments, Burgess Hill, Sussex,
England.
PLAY itlODEllN PIANO Hi' ilIAIL.
30 lessons - $2. Sensational, new
chord detector indicates over 150
chords at a glance ... included
a bso l u te ly free! Karl Berry, P.O.
Box 2363, Salt La.k e City, Utah.
\VHA'I' DO YOU SAY when pupil tells
vo u that he is stopping his lessons?
Compilation of replies will be sent to
all interested persons by Carleton
FrJcl{: P.O. Box 123, Monticello.
Hlinof s.
LEAllN PIANO 'I'UNING A'I' H01\IE.
Course by DI'. w m. Br-n lrl \Vhite,
world's leading piano technician and
teacher. Wri te Karl Barten bach
100lAWells St., Lafayette. Ind. '
VIOI.INS for sale: Bt ra.di v a rlu a
Guarnerius del oesu. Amati, Guada':
gninis, and others. Hill, Hamma,
Herrmann, Wurlitzer certificates.
Fine Arts, 402 East Third. Flint,
Michigan.
HAR]}IONIZING :3IEI.ODIES AT
SUiH'I'-24 pages of solid instruction
and easy-to-follow charts on impro-
vising, transposition and harmontaa-
tion. $1.00 postpaid. Free list of thou-
sands of popular songs, books and
folios sent on l·e(IUest. Le\'I;is Arftne
Music, 117 W. 48th Street, New York
3G, New York.
POPUI.AR PIANO 'I'EACHEH.S-
Looking for ideas'! Write. Karl
Macel{, 1242 Main Street, Spl'ingfield,
Mass.
;lIUSIC PRIN'I'ED at moderate cost.
Estimates free. Albert Raitanen,
8 Ri verbank Road, Maynard, Mass
I;"OH.PIANO 'I'EACHERS ONLY-We
have a special money-saving deal
worked out for you. Write for full
information about our new "FTO
Plan." Use YOUI'letterhead or enclose
a business ·card if possible. Lewis
Arllne Music, 117 W. 48th Street, New
York 36, New York.
,\VANTED '1'0 BUY. Harp. "Yrite Nels
Remlin, Red V'ling, Minnesota.
BOOKS ON 'l'HE YIOLIN for the col-
lectOl', maker and player. Lists free.
Houghton Music Co., 19 Carsluith
Avenue, Blackpool, England.
FOR SALE. Organo (Lowerv); Virgil
Practice Key Board; Hammond Nova-
ChOI'd; New Accordions, Claviolines.
Fl'ee catalog. Stemmerman, 8932 88
Street, "Toodhaven, New York. Vi 7-
0866.
FA~rous POPULAR SONGS AND
CLASSICS ON iixS SONGnEX CARDS.
10 cents each (your choice). Shows
lllelody, chords and words. Free list.
",Valter Stuart :i\1usic StUdio, 1227-B
MorTis Avenue, Union, New Jersey.
lUE;lIORY-PLAYIXG AND SIGHT-
nRA.DING by proved methods over
30 years. Free syllabus with Ameri-
can and Canadian appreciation. State
insu'ument and degree of efficiency.
"Master-Method" Courses (Studio
16) 6, North Street, St. Leonards-on_
Sea, England.
INSPlnED COjUPOSER "lVAN'I'ED to
collaborate writing songs with
writer whose lyrics have been set by
many noted composers. Purpose: en-
joyment-possible profit. Box No 40
ETUDE, Bryn Mawr, Penna. . ,
THE CHALLENGE OF OPERATIC
PERFORMANCES ON TELEVISION
(Continued from Page 14)
characterization can scarcely be
imagined, but they are unified by the
fact that being presented on TV,
they justified a minute approach.
The widening operatic audience
which TV (and the use of English
librettos) furnishes the artist is one
of the important plus values in such
appearances. But the medium pre-
sents problems as well as premiums
for the performer. Make-up for in-
stance may be merely "indicative"
on a stage from which the audience
is kept at a distance by the orchestra
pit. Before a camera which all but
places you in your audience's lap, it
must be literal, if illusion is to be
created and preserved. Characteriza-
tion in a theatre may be accom-
plished through a broad, general
concept and sweeping gestures. On
television it repays (and requires)
a loving attention to small details. It
demands the dramatic approach of
the stage, plus the more minuscule
motion picture technique. Develop-
ing a character is a process that dif-
fers with each role. But the varia-
tion of techniques. almost instinctive
or subconscious in many cases, be-
comes sharply evident analytically
to the television performer.
To resurrect the Countess {or a
moment, as a case in point; as I
say, I "sensed" her from her appear-
ance. It gave me the feeling of age
and infirmity to look on myself and
to note the reactions to her that
the other characters projected. The
almost gruesomely realistic facial
make-up was achieved by a rubber
mask for which a cast of my face
was made. It completely covered me
from the hair-line to below the shoul-
ders except for the eyes and the
mouth. It had great mobility. and as
my own face moved beneath it, the
expression I was striving for became
transmuted into the expression as it
would have looked on the Countess'
face. An expression of doubt became
with the Countess one of sllspicion.
one of pleasure emerged on that
raddled countenance as sardonic
amusement. When I first saw myself
in the full make-up I felt as though
I were looking at a stranger.
This feeling grew as I became
physically accustomed to the mask.
The essential quality of the role was
that the charactel' was sensed through
its effect on others. The watcher saw
only the sense of fear, of hopeless-
ness or rebellion which she engen-
dered. What made her tick, how life
had made her this sort of person, did
not need to be explored. For myself,
when I looked at her reflection. I was
both the Countess and one of those
she affected. I found myself fearing
sh~ would do this, hating her for
domg that, and plotting revenge for
something else. The make-up had
created for me such a sense of char.
acter and such an insight into the
discomforts of her old age that it
was inevitable one should move and
behave as a woman of her age and
nature would do.
I had sung the Countess long be.
fore the "Queen of Spades'" TV
presentation when the New Opera
Company presented it. Because the.
atre make-up need not be so literal
as television make-up I must con.
fess that the character never had the
same impact on me in those per.
formances as it did later on televi.
sion. By not seeing her as detailedly
I did not "realize" the Countess so
acutely. And in the theatre per.
formance where one has to play to
the back of the house as well as the
front, the acting called for broad
gestures easily seen and compre,
hended, power in the voice, etc. On
television, keeping in mind that the
watcher at home would be as close
to me as the camera man, I felt jus.
tified in devising mall)' little details
-tiny little gestures, a quavering
aged speaking voice, glances with
the eye, drawing down of the quer
ulcus mouth. etc, All were faithfully
recorded by the camera; they would
not have been seen from the stage.
And the insight into the character
that suggested these details was
largely derived from and suggested
by the make·up.
Fyokla in :Maninu's opera posed
quite other problems, and they were
solved in quite other ways. She was
a lone woman IJast middle age. earn.
ing a precarious living by arranging
marriages in her village. She was
thwarted by the same things that
have plagued matchmakers through
the ages: a paucity of young men
simple enough to require her serv-
ices and at the same time present·
able enough to find (a\'or in the eyes
of the blushing maiden. The opera
is concerned with Fyokla's effort to
"marry off" a hesitant ~uitor who
real izes he should be thinking about
getting married but who suffers what
psychiatrists today call a "block."
when it comes to doing anything
about it. Fyokla hopes to bring him
together with a girl of young and
tender years. but is frustrated by a
busy-body friend of the young man
determined to effect the engagement
himself, merely for the fun of ac·
complishing the feat. Amateurs have
always been a threat to professionals,
and Fyokla suffers much rrustration
on this account.
This then was the character to be
projected. Her peasant background.
ber increasing age. the sense of eco·
nomic pressure that dro\'e her. her
anxiety to have her candidates put
their best foot forward. her fear le:;t
she not pull off the deal, and the
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needfor fighting a rear guard. ac-
o sainst her amateur competitor,uan a .. ~ d h
all had to be conveye to t e
watcher.
What were the distinguishing
physicalcharacteristics that would
get her psychological character
os' First being a peasant, andacroy, , .
ne whowas hard- pressed and ambi-
~iouS,she moved with ~urpo.se,. ~ut
no special grace. QUick, incisive
movementsconveyed the purpose j a
specialplanting of the feet in forth-
right,flatfooted stance conveyed the
lackof elegance.
As one grows to the age Fyokla
had achieved, the way one moves
changes. The quickness of her
movementsto convey purpose would
haveto lack the fluidity of youth,
Her gestures were abrupt. They
conveyedher psychic energy and
drive.and also the sense that she
had constantly to prod herself into
thisvitality. Physically one felt that
as soon as she got ofT by herself
whereshe no longer had to keep up
a pretense of tireless energy and
enthusiasm. she would sit down
heavilyand heave a sigh of relief.
Ibegan to understand Fyoklu from
a kind of fellow- feeling, to realize
that I must walk fiat-Iootedly, toe-
in perhaps, swing my arms from the
shoulderinstead of the. elbow, carry
my head like one who expects
treachery out of the corner of her
eye, turn by moving the feet, not
pivotingon them, regard my adver-
sariesapprehensively and my allies
anxiously.
Though like most "little people"
Fyokla was at the mercy of others
more fortunately situated, and she
neverdescended to the level of ask-
ingconcessions. Perhaps the simple
society in which she lived did not
make them. She fought like a ban-
tam rooster, I was sure. Nothing in
the libretto indicated this, and the
only way to convey the idea was by
her bearing. Accordingly she car-
ried herself like someone bracing
against an ever-expected onslaught.
She had an attitude compounded
somewhat equally of "The back o'me
hand to you," and "Hit me again, I
can take it! 1I
It is strange, I think, that the in-
troverted, in-going, self-centered
Countess took shape and developed
largely as the result of what her
physical appearance suggested to
the singer who was to impersonate
her. The 'extroverted, out-going
Fvokla, on the other hand was ar-
rived at by an inward contem pla-
live process that considered the pre-
dicament she found herself in, and
the way her needs would force her
to react to it.
As this is being written, I am
preparing another TV opera role,
the aristocratic Principessa in Puc-
cini's rarely heard one-act opera
"Sour Angelica." Just what chal-
lenges and problems she will con-
front me with I can't say at the
moment. First one must project the
part on a musical and intellectual
level. All I know now is that she is
cruel, ruthless and an aristocrat.
But when we get together, she and
I for the first stage rehearsal, I
know that many more details of her
character will be apparent. And it
will not matter much whether they
are born in on me from the outside
in, or whether I realize and under-
stand them from the inside out.
THE END
THE PRACTICE PROBLEM
(Continued from Page 24)
arrive at some arrangement for
teaching and practice which is felt
to be equitable to alL Some churches
stipulate a nominal fee for the use
of the church instrument. Any
reasonable plan can be worked out
with a vestry or music committee,
If an organist proves to the com-
mittee his sincerity and genuine
desire to train organists for the fu-
ture, the path to an agreement will
be smoothed.
I shall never cease to be grateful
to the Presbyterian Church in
Eureka, California for allowing me,
from the time I was eight years old
until I was fourteen, to practice on
the church organ. I only hope that
I never abused the privilege, because
that is exactly what it was.
THE END
THE TEACHER'S ROUNDTABLE
(Continued from Page 23)
Then do the same sideways-right
and left-taking care that hand and
fingers are flat and level with the
fore·arm,
You can also cross the fino-ers of
both hands-as in prayer-:nd do
~llkinds of twisting motions involv.
Ing hands and wrists. Placing the
hands flat on a table and moving the
wrists upward is another good way of
flexing the main finger joint.s.
1ust a few minutes at a u~e will
be valuable; but here agam, ~ne
must be cautious, for exaggeratIOn
would be harmful.
THE END
ILLUSTRATION CREDITS
I4--Alexander Bender
17-Cosmo-Sileo
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Some thin'} new /o#' :Jheo#''f}StuJentJ
PAUL HINDEMITH-Traditional Harmony
BOOK 11-$2.50
45 Exercises for Advanced Students
45 Sketches for Compositions
45 Problems in Musical Structure
45 Studies in Instrumentation
45 Untraditional paths to a creative
understanding of
TRADITIONAL HARMONY
ASSOCIATED MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC.
publishers & importers of fine music
25 W. 45th St., New York 36-6331 Holywood Blvd., HoJ1ywd. 28
CLASS PIANO
The course consists of: How to orgonize a class. How and what to teach be-
ginners ot their own age levels. Studio administration and music games are part
of this mimeographed course that is 0 MUST FOR ~VERY PIANO TEACHER
whether she teoches privately or the group method. Price $20.00
Order from: MRS, BERTHA M. DAARUD
2621 SULLIVANT AVE., COLUMBUS, 4, O.
WHERE SHALL I GO TO STUDY?
PAULINE ALFANO
WILLIAM FICHANDLER
Piano Instru<:tion
314 West 75th St., New York, 5u·7_3775
Compositions published by G. Sdirmer
and Theodore Presser, in preporotion
EDWIN HUGHES
PIANISTS PREPARED FOR PUBLIC
PERFORMANCE AND FOR COLLEGE,
UNIVERSITY AND CONSERVATORY
TEACHING POSITIONS
117 East 79th St., New York, N. Y. PRIVATE TEACHERS IW"t,,"}
HELEN ANDERSON
Concert Pianist
Interesting course-piano, harmony
Mony Successful Pupils
166 W. nnd St., N. Y. C. Tel. Sc 4·8385
Mme. Giovanna Viola Hull(Desmond).
Dramatic Soprano
Teacher of Singing-"Se.! Canto'.'
Experienced European trained Artls~
Coaching Opera, Concert an~ Rod.1O .
Corred voice production, defective slngmg
corrected.
EVANGELINE LEHMAN: Mus. Doc.
Teoder of Va ice
Voice Building, Repertoire, Opera, Church.
Recitals (No charge for auditions)
Tel. Townsend 8-3567
167 Elmhurst Ave., Detroit 3, Michigon
EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON
Concert Pianist-Artist Teacher
17447 Castell om more Pacific Polisades, Coli!.
EX 4·6573
ISABEL HUTCHESON
Refresher Course for Piano Teachers:
Modern Piono Technic:Cooch ing Concert Pianists:
Group Work: For further informotion oddre.s:
Studio 202, IOO5lflElm St., 001105, Texas
CRYSTAL WATERS
Teocher of Singing
Popular Songs and Classics
TV _Radio_Stage_Concert
405 East 54th St. New York 22, N. Y.
LEOPOLD WOLFSOHN
Composer, Pianist and Teacher
Teacher of Aaron Copland. Elie Siegmeister
ond monv artish and teachers.
BEGINNING TO ARTISTIC FINISH
Hotel Ansonia, B'way at 73rd St., New York City
SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVA-
TORY OF MUSIC, INC.
3435 Socromento Street Walnut 1·34'16
Bachelor of Music Degree Opera Deportment
Artists Diploma Pedagogy Certificate
Approved for veterans
Children's Saturday morning Closses.
MAE GILBERT REESE
Pianist
Speciolized training for
teochers and concert artists
1330 N. Crescent Ht1. Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Ho 3·2296
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PIANO TEACHING MUSIC
with terrific pupil-appeal •.•
Boy-music with "punch"
BIG discounts ••• Send for circular
5teadman Puhlications
MANCHESTER. YERMO NT
CHOIR PLACEMENTBUREAU
P.O. lIox 412 Glen Ellyn, Illinois
We Place
Directors Organists Singers
Roberta Kennedy Leeanna Lehault
30 E. Adams St.-Chicago 3, Ill.
VIOLIN SPECIALISTS
OUR NEW CATALOG NOW READY
FOR MAILING
Publishers of "VIOLINS & VIOLINISTS"
BOOK MANUSCRIPTS
INVITED
~r you lire looking for II puhlisher. scnd for our fre.e.
Illustrated booklet titled To the Author i" Search of
" l'ublul.er. It tells how we can publfsh, nr omote and
distribute your book. as we ha~e <1onefor !lundr",I, of
olher writers. All subjects constdered ..... cw nmnera
welcomed. Wrlle to<'la.\"roe Tlook!et E'.r. It's tree.,
VANTA~E PRESS, l ne., 120 W. 31 st.. N. Y, l.
In Calif,: 6:156 IIvlll/looo{/ mod., /lollI/wood 28
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language oj the soul; others find
oj sounds; others. a counterpoint
-Robert Schumann
NOTE TO
PIANO TEACHERS:
f
If YOU want your t~ll-age beginners delighted
with an app roach tailored to their lnterestl and
eurhualasms tf)'- KEY TO PIANO PLEASURE
by Frank Fredrich
64 stimulating pages
S1.50
r .\ required stud)" In lucher-tralnlne cianCI at
.Iullllard oml IlIan)' other .ehools or mUllc
r LYNNE PUBLICATIONS
s Dept. A" MEDINA, OHIO
t
KING, CLEVElAND, AMERICAN STANDARD
New ond Rebuilt 8and 'nstrllmenh
BUFFETT, LEBLANC, NOBLET
r CLARINETS
LEEDY & LUDWIG Drum.&
AccessorIes
£ HAMILTON MUSIC STANDS
WEYlrdANN Co. Dept. E
- 1613 Chestnut, Philo. 3. Po.
,
1£~(\-\tttS
Earn Big Dividends
$ $ $
by joining
ETUDE
TEACHERS' CLUB
for details, write
ETUDE TEACH EftS' CLUB
C/O ETUDE the music magazine
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
MUSK S(\-\OO\'
S1Ut>t~1S
EARN EXTRA MONEY
As an ETUDE Representative
for informationl write
Business Manager
ETUDE the music maguine
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
IF YOU HOPE FOR A FILM CAREER
(Continued from Page 19)
song must be.
In bringing out this effect 0
wholeness, the singer must be watch
ful of diction. Every word must be
understood, else the story is spoiled
Indeed, an infallible measure of art
istry is the clarity with which the
words come through. I remembe
being present at an audition once
when the candidate announced he
selection as Noicandoi. The title wa
utterly strange-I wondered wha
language it was. Then she sang Cole
Porter's Night and Day. Needless to
add, the audition was not a success
But in the Jast analysis, niceties
of method alone do not make ehhe
for complete artistry or for success
fuI performance. They must be pre
sent, of course, but in the sense 0
a structufe built upon a solid foun
dation. And this foundation is the
elusive something called personality
magnetism, vitality. I call it pres
,ence. Whichever name you prefer
you will recognize it as the quality
which arrests attention; in a private
livingrocm people look up when a
person with presence euters ; on the
stage audiences feel heartened, stim
ulated, when a performer with pres
ence flings this magic thing out
across the footlights.
It is my opinion that this quality
can be developed. And again I come
back to sincerity! Sincerity of en-
deavor gives off the feeling: that ev-
erything the task requires has been
conscientiously done. This, in turn
gives off a feeling of confidence.
People can't learn the attitudes of
confidence in a dramatic school; they
must shine forth from inside out.
This, in turn, gives out that feelinu
of certainty which we associate with
affirmative thinkers. Everyone of us
is subject to human. ordinary doubts
~nd fears an.d worries; but by acquir_
mg the habIt of positive, affirmative
thinking, we can conquer the de-
structive elements. This, too. takes
more than mere wishing! It comes
chiefly, I believe, from assuminO" full
and conscientious responsibilit; for
one's work, and doing. un·doing and
leaving alone whatever the task reo
quires. Once you lose yourself in
your work, you also lose thoughts of
self, You become less consciolls of
your hands, your feet, your appear-
ance. When this happens. you take
second place to the ideas you wish l. d 0project a.n the sincerity of your
purpose IS able to shine throulJ'h
:'--nd t~lat, I believe, is the sur~s~
mgredlent of stage work. One's
looks may be improved one' .. ,s VOIce
can be tramed one's stage mot·
h . ' Ionssmoot ed mto shape. But inn .. h . er sm·
centy-t e thIng the camera alwa s
catches-cannot be faked! y
THE END
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you can't prove that at home, stay
away from Hollywood or New York
where the competition is the keenest
in the world, and where experienced
professionals can crowd out even the
most gifted beginner simply on
points of know-how. A simple home
town start plus a gradual plunge into
more crowded waters can save much
heartache.
As to actual vocal studies, the
best luck you can have is to find a
teacher who can put the principles
of good singing before you in such a
way that they are clear and meaning-
ful to you. And if you are fortunate
enough to find such a teacher, stick
by her! I began by vocal work under
the guidance of Miss Grace Adele
Newell; she is still my guide.
Each teacher, I suppose, clarifies
the vocal act in his own way, but
however approached, there is but one
correct method of singing. This is
the bel canto method of firm ab-
dominal support, diaphragmatic con-
trol, relaxed throat, and forward
masque resonance. At the very be-
ginning, Miss Newel1 gave me ex-
ercises in scales and arpeggios which
I use to this day, every day.
Once you've found your method
and your teacher, avoid fads. I was
at one time confused when a well-
meaning acquaintance told me that
I was "singing with only one tech-
nique"! Then I thought the thing
through and discovered that one can
have but one technique-the tech.
nique of correct emission. After that,
I stopped worrying about freakish
novelties. But they are always with
us, as was proven to me lately when
a young woman told me she was
studying simultaneously with tw~
teachers, one for her high l'egister
and one for her low. It is wise to
keep wary of such odd deviations.
Interpreting one's music is a life-
work in itself, and again involves
the matter of sincerity. You cannot
convincingly project a song in which
you don't believe. In examining new
songs, my first step is to read the
composition through as a whole,
examining the words for their value
both as expressjon and as poetry,
and seeing how the music fits them.
The words carry the true message of
a song; if they do not convince me
and move me, I do not learn the sona
When I do learn the song, I put tl~~
words aside at the start and first
learn the music on a solfeggio. When
I am thoroughly familiar with mel.
ody, phrasing, tempo, rhythm and
rhythmic variations, rests, and indi-
cations as the composer marked
them, I work at the words until the
story they tell takes hold of me. In
third place, I blend words to music
into the complete whole which a
• I hold music to be the noblest
in it only a pleasant combination
exercise.
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with .Musiclei cards for all
V'me- No. 781
A Symphony of Good
Wishes for"
Merry Chriltmel
Ve.. e-
The Only Tune Thet We C"n Play
il for a Happy Holiday hom ' , '
Your loved ones and friends will
know that your halidoy greeting
comes from the heart when you
send Musiclef cards.
Personalize your Christmas wishes
by having your name imprinted on
each cord. Twenty-five cards to a
box, envelopes included. Sorry, we
cannot break boxes. Be sure to
order enough for your needs.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
price list •
• Order your cards by number today-
Please print your name exactly 05 you
wont it to appear on your cards.
THEODORE PRESSER CO., Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
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"My 12-year old son and 9-year old
daughter are the ones using the ORGANO.
The ORGANO is an
extra, and they
both enjoy it, and
derive great benefit
from it. Myself, I enjoy
immensely to listen
to the children."
DR. E. E. DUNLAP, BOX 217, SAN DIEGO, TEXAS
And now you double the child's incentive-his inspiration-his desire
to learn-with the organ that plays from your own piano keys. It's
new-it's different-it's years ahead of time-it provides full authentic
organ tone as well as beautiful new sound possibilities, including organ
and piano together.
The LOWREY ORGANa is so easy to own-so easy to play-so
compact that the smallest home can have both organ and piano.
This magic electronic instrument fits your piano-plays from the
same familiar keys. Listen to the LOWREY ORGANa at your dealers.
Get complete information now-or ask for FREE demonstration. Send
the coupon on page 64, now-
ORGANO OWNERS SAY:
"On the LOWREY ORGANa I
have tried everything that there
is to try-and it works just as if
it were a very high-price pipe
organ and gives me lhe same
results. I have played Ihe larger
organs in Europe and have also
studied on them. In my opinion,
the LOWREY ORGANO is truly
perfect and performs to the high-
est of perfection."
Mr. Charles L. Talbert
235 S. Hope Street
Los Angeles J2, Calif.
"Since Ihavehad the ORGANO,
my ear for music has improved
100%."
Mrs. Agnes Felton
3209 West Wisconsin Ave.
Milwaukee 8, Wisconsin
"The LOWREY ORGANOhas
won us many friends and espe-
cially has given me I way In
teach my husband Ihe beauly of
music. Nnw. he is snspellbound
by the ORGANO'sbeautllullnnes
Ihal lam amazed."
Mrs. GuyC. Whidden
Clyde Ave., RFD 2
Salisbury, Maryland
"We are very happy thll we
bouilht the LOWREY ORGANO
and would not be wllhoul lt. It
is wondelful lor mental relul'
tlon."
Mrs. C. l. Cllevallel
5616 S. Emerald Ave.
ChltafO, Illinois
LOW"REY
o 0
CHICAGO
--------- -------------------
GET COMPLETE INFORMATIO I THIS NEW
ORGA 0 BOOKLET.
Use handy Coupon on page 64. This saves your
I . Etude cover.
LOWREY ORGAN DIVISION
Central Commercial Industries, Inc.
(E"L 1894)
332 S. Micbigan Ave .. Chicazo 4. lIJ.
e
Canadian Represent.itlvc; Ed. Arch..mb.lult. Inc.
500 Ste. Cathenne s., E., i Montrul
